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guest editors prologue

lamar C berrett

historians will never come to an end of researching in the
area of LDS church history it is as the term says searchingresearchingre
and so with this issue of BYU studies we are presenting exciting
new insights that come as a result of searchingresearchingre the nauvoo
period of church history

one of the most exciting journals of the nauvoo period is
that of joseph fielding he is the missionary who wrote to his
older brother in england the reverend james fielding and as a
result the missionaries used his chapel for preaching the phe-
nomenal mission of the quorum of the twelve to england came
following this introductory letter

joseph fieldings journal tells about his being one of the first
to receive his endowment in the prophets upper room above the
store he was one of the few who discussed plural marriage and
the council of fifty during joseph smiths lifetime he wrote
about opposition to josephs leadership sidney rigdon the
temple and the final battle of nauvoo his journal covering the
period 1841 1846 is a firsthandfirst hand glimpse into this dynamic period
andrew F ehat has added the footnotes to help the reader gain a
clearer picture of nauvoo during this time

joseph smith and legal process byb dallin H oaks and jo-
seph I1 bentleybendey is a reprint of an article that appeared in the
BYU law review because of its valuable insights it was edited to
meet the needs of the BYU studies audience and published in this
issue to benefit the thousands of readers of BYU studies who have
little access to the BYU law review

in a poem to mama linda madsen sheffield emphasizes the to-
tal devotion to the gospel of phoebe carter woodruff the wife of
wilford woodruff

for the archaeology student dale L berge gives an excellent
treatise on how the archaeologist looks at the restoration of a
nauvoo residence that of jonathan browning it is an experiment
in methodology and gives us an insight into a mormon house of
the nauvoo period

dr berrett professor of church history is the director of the church history area of the religious
studies center brigham young university
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then we have the regular feature the historians comer with
three very interesting historical notes

next is a letter from james arlington bennet whom emma smith
referred to as the old arch hypocrite to joseph smith III111 proposing
a general creed and the use of bennetsbonnets influence in establishing the
reorganization lyndon W cook gives commentary on the letter

in the poem pioneers the lacemakerlace maker sally T taylor expresses
the dramatic change that came into the lives of many converts when
they accepted the gospel and joined the body of the saints in a frontier
existence

and last are two book reviews spencer J palmershalmersPalmers the ex-
panding church reviewed by truman G madsen and monroe C
beardsley and others history as a tool inin critical interpretation A
symposium reviewed by marden J clark

the contributors to this issue have done their homework and willwin
give delightful and enlightening reading to the followers of BYU studi-
es we are happy to share this searchresearchre with you
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they might have known that
he was not a fallen prophet

the nauvoo journal of joseph fielding

transcribed and edited by andrew F ehat

in the early spring of 18561836 heber C kimball told his fellow
apostle parley P pratt to

arise go forth in the ministry thou shalt go to upper can-
ada even to the city of toronto the capital and there thou shalt
find a people prepared for the fulnessfalness of the gospel and they shall
receive thee and from the things growing outour of this mission
shall the gospel spread into england and cause a great work to be
done in that land

with this specific direction parley took leave of his wife and
went to canada he soon found john taylor a methodist preach-
er in toronto and isabella walton a devoted follower they in-
troducedtroduced him to joseph mary and mercy fielding emigrants
from england who had arrived in canada only within the previous
four years 2 initially cold to the apostle and his message the field-
ings soon accepted it and were baptized into the church on 21
may 1836

joseph fielding was indeed prepared for the fulnessfalness of the
gospel and was soon to become the key person in fulfilling he-
ber C kimballsKimballs prophecy concerning the opening of the english
mission during the next year josephs knowledge of the newly
restored gospel increased and he desired to teach his family and
friends in his native england with the encouragement and aid of
his sisters mary and mercy and of his friend john taylor joseph

andrew F ehat isis a researcher with the religious studies center brigham young university
parley P pratt autobiography of parley parker pratt ed parley P pratt jr salt lake city

deseret book company 1938 ppap 13031130 31

joseph fielding the fourth son and child of john and rachel Ibbotsonbocsonborson fieldfieldinging was bomborn at
honitonhonidonHon idon bedfordshireBedford shire england 26 march 1797 mary the sixth child was born 15 april 1801
and mercy rachel the ninth child was bomborn 15 june 1807 joseph and mercy emigrated to canada
25 march 1832 and mary followed two years later they settled near toronto where parley P pratt
found them inin 1836
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wrote to his older brother the reverend james fielding who was
a methodist minister in preston england his letters expounded
the doctrine of the latter day saints and reverend fielding by
reading the letters to his congregation unwittingly prepared them
for the beginning of mormon missionary successes in england
during this time joseph fielding moved to kirtland and there re-
ceived his missionary call from the prophet joseph smith on 13
june 1837 in company with elder willard richards and apostles
heber C kimball and orson hyde joseph fielding went on the
first LDS mission to england he was forty years old and a priest
in the aaronic priesthood

eight days after they arrived in preston reverend james field-
ing lost eight of his congregation to baptism by these mormon
missionaries although the reverend himself was never baptized
into the church the baptism of these members of his congrega-
tion began the phenomenal growth of the church in england
nine months later on 8 april 1838 as the apostles prepared to
return to the united states they ordained and set apart joseph
fielding as presiding high priest over the church in england
he remained busy in this significant position for the next twenty
seven months and served tirelessly as president except for a brief
one week rest following his marriage to hannah greenwood on 11

june 1838 even though some of the twelve came to england in
january 1840 joseph fielding continued to act in his position as
president until his release on 6 july 1840 this release granted him
the freedom he yearned for to do missionary work in his native
place of bedford and huntingdon counties over the next thirteen
months he filled various missionary assignments until he was
asked to begin preparations in august 1841 to lead a company of
two hundred saints to zion the trip from liverpool to nauvoo
took two months and included stops at the port of new orleans
and the mississippi river towns of st louis and warsaw

during the four and a half years joseph fielding spent in eng-
land he became one of the leaders of mormonism he recorded
those years in meticulous detail in four volumes of his diary
when joseph arrived in nauvoo being destitute of personal be-
longings and having to care for his wife and two young children
he did not take the time to record the monotonous struggle to
provide basic necessiliesnecessities a struggle which made him equal with
all who were in nauvoo
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but december 1843 marked the beginning of a new chapter
in his life a month that he would long remember on 9 decem-
ber joseph fielding in company with william W phelps levi
richards and cornelius P lott received his endowment 3 these
sacred ordinances introduced by the prophet joseph smith were
to have been administered in the nauvoo temple after it was ded-
icated but the prophet sensed that he might not live to see the
temple completed he therefore felt justified in administering
these ordinances to a small group of faithful individuals who
would be competent to officiate in the temple ordinances whether
or not he lived to see the temple completed 4 these ordinances
were conducted by the prophet joseph smith in the private homes
and buildings in upper rooms dedicated to that purpose joseph
fielding was the twenty third of thirty six men who received the
endowment during the lifetime of joseph smith hannah his
wife received her endowment a month earlier on wednesday 1

november 1843 in company with jennetta richards leonora tay-
lor mary ann young and vilate kimball wives of apostles sis-
ter kimball and apparently these other women received their
anointingsanoint ings that evening in the mansion house from emma smith

joseph smith journal as kept by willard richards 9 december 1843 joseph smith collection
library archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city utah hereafter referred to as church historicalHistoncal department

though the prophet joseph smith expected to administer the ordinances of the endowment
only after the temple was completed see joseph smith history of the church ofjesusof jesus darestchrist of lat
ter day saints ed B H roberts 2ndand ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 51151

46084 608 hereafter referred to as HC yet he gave two reasons for introducinintroducingintrointroducingducin9 the ordinances privately
before the dedication the first reason he gave was that he was commanded of god to introduce
the ordinances and the second was that he had premonitions that he might be dead before the
temples completion evidence for the first reason isis found inin doctrine and covenants 12495124 95 97
and george millers letter to the north islander dated 26 june 1855 inin H W mills de tal palo
tal astilla annual publications historical society of southern california 10 los angeles mcbride
printing company 19171201917 120 21 evidence for the second reason isis found inin the minutes of the 28
april 1842 discourse of joseph smith inin A book of records containing the proceedings of the
female relief society of nauvoo ppap 36 37 church historicalHist oncal department and bathsheba W
smiths recollection of possibly this very relief society meeting inin recollections of the prophet jo-
seph smith juvenile instructor 1127 salt lake city george Q cannon & sons co I11 june 1892
345 lucius N scovil letter to the editor deseret news semiweeklysemi weekly 15 february 1884 p 2 see fh
77 for excerpts from this letter and the affidavit ofjustusof justus morse dated 23 march 1887 inin charles
A shook the true origin of mormon polygamy cincinnati the standard publishing company
1914 p 170
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wife of the prophet joseph 5 commenting in his journal on these
events joseph fielding says

I1 have felt well increasing in light and knowledge and also in joy
having the good will and confidence of my brethren and feeling
myself to be one with them in these things I1 feel myself blessed
and honouredhonoured appp 22 23125123

others such as sidney rigdon and william law of the first
presidency did not manifest the faith in joseph smith which jo-
seph fielding did

joseph fielding was thoroughly converted to the mission of
joseph smith he believed that the prophets introduction of the
ordinances of endowment and of marriage for time and eternity
including plurality of wives and his establishment of the king-

dom of god viz the council of fifty were divinely inspired
joseph fieldings documentation of these developments is most
significant owing not only to its very broad treatment of these
subjects broader than any other available journal but also to the
fact that most of this explicit treatment was penned in the life-
time of joseph and hyrum smith his record is neither a product
of years of reflection nor a response to contrary claims rather it is

an extremely significant contemporaneous account
while his journal contains strong sentiments in support of jo-

seph smith written while the prophet was alive joseph fielding
similarly expressed his belief that the twelve apostles had genuine
right to lead the church following josephs martyrdom he could
see that because the twelve constituted the highest quorum of
priesthood in the church who had received the falnessfulness of the or-
dinancesdinances of salvation and exaltation that they were the qualified
body empowered to supervise the performance of those ordinances
in the nauvoo temple in comparing the ordinances as performed
in the temple by the twelve apostles with those which joseph

joseph smith journal as kept by willard richards 1 november 1843 and heber C kimball
1840 1845 journal strange events unnumbered p 114 both in the church historical depart-
ment and helen mar whitney plural marriage as taught by the prophet joseph smith salt lakeuke
city juvenile instructor office 1882 p 14 helen mar whitney a plural wife of joseph smith
who received her endowment after the martyrdom but before the dedication of the nauvoo temple
was the one who added the surname smith to emma in the quote from the journal of her father
heber C kimball
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smith had administered to him joseph fielding testified

on friday the 12th of december 1845 1I and my wife received
our endowment having formerly received it in the days of joseph
and hyram but it is now given in a more perfect manner because of
better convenience the 12 are very strict in attending to the true
and proper form ministering in the temple and teaching the
way of life and salvation appp 75 77

his spontaneous and unsolicited witness is valuable confirmation
that the twelve were very strict in attending to the true and
proper form that the prophet had previously laid down in private
councils

joseph fieldings journal clarifies joseph smiths calling as a
prophet and also offers a specific yet sweeping survey of key mo-
ments in the nauvoo era in their context it affords us firsthandfirst hand
glimpses of the struggle for survival in nauvoo of the unlawful
seizure of joseph smith near dixon of the growth of opposition
to the prophets leadership by the fosters the higbeesHigbees and the
laws and the results of that opposition of the martyrdom and
general and personal grief that followed of the churchschurche rejection
of sidney rigdonsRigdons guardianship proposal of the initiation of
ordinance work in the nauvoo temple of the abandonment of
the temple with the forced exodus of the saints from nauvoo
and of the battle of nauvoo which completed that expulsion
all these events are recorded by a man full of faith in the gospel
and devotion to the latter day work

all five volumes of joseph fieldings journals are preserved in
the archives of the church ofiesusof jesus christ of latter day saints in
salt lake city utah the first four volumes cover fieldings
1837 1841 mission to england and volume 5 covers his years inin
nauvoo and briefly his life in the west through 1859 the first
104 pages of that journal are transcribed here as they appear in the
original including all parentheses editorial additions to aid the
flow of ideas are bracketed 6 page numbers as joseph fielding

josephine burton bagley a granddaughter of joseph fielding W lester bagley roe barlow
barker a great granddaughter and howard barker in 1963 printed in ditto form two hundred
typewritten copies of the five journals ofjosephof joseph fielding for use by the family in that edition they
at times supplied words to clarify the meaning of the text and in many cases I1 have included these
in the transcription
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numbered them in the journal appear in the text in brackets be-
fore the first word of that page where joseph fielding did not
number a page I1 have supplied the number in parentheses within
brackets as for example 2 As the journal measures only four
inches wide and 614 inches high page numbers appear frequently
the asterisk indicates a change in ink color 7 additions writ-
ten between the lines are included as they appear in the journal
cross outs are also left as they appear

17I have inserted asterisks at points inin the original text where ink color changes occur pages 1 3

of the journal were written with brown ink beginning with the first word of p 4 the ink changes
to a lighter brown color this light brown color continues until the word out on p 23 where
the comma isis written inin a slightly darker brown ink not as dark as ppap 1 3 this portion of the
text written 12 june 1844 two weeks and a day before the martyrdom 27 june 1844 continues
inin the same ink color until p 36 at the word resistance here the text ends inin the middle of
the line and the 22 june entry begins indented inin a new ink color there are five reasons why I1 be-

lieve the material between ppap 23 36 was written on 12 june 1844 first the material written up to
the beginning of the 22 june entry reveals no knowledge of the impending martyrdom second on
p 31 when joseph fielding was writing the month when william smith and almon W babbitt
received their endowments he began to write june the month he apparently was writing inin
but he caught himself and blotted out the J and wrote may third on p 32 he dates the en-

try inin the same ink color as when he gives for the first time at this sitting personal reflections on
his activitiesactivities fourth he uses inin the last sentence of this entry the words which was accordingly
done on the loth of this month june and fifth word choice throughout the apparent three writ-
ing sessionssessions up to this point argues for the contemporaneous nature of the recording the text on
p 36 dated 22 june continues inin the same ink color until the word did on p 38 where the
comma begins the text inin a lighter ink grayishgreyish brown inin color it isis conceivable that this portion
was written on the twentyfourthtwenty fourth after he had seen hyrum smith inin the afternoon between 2302502 30
and 600goo6 00 june 22 isis the datedace of the governors letter requesting joseph and the city council to
stand trial inin carthage therefore joseph fielding could not have been writing on that day since all

the details he writes at this sitting could have been obtained from hyrum on the twenty fourth
when the decision was made to go to carthage joseph fielding must have used the twenty second
merely as a starting point to describe these events certainly beginning with the comma inin the new
ink color indicated on p 38 the next twenty pages of the text were written after the martyrdom
the ink color change that punctuates this lamentation of the death ofjosephof joseph and hyrum isis at the
asterisk on p 57 where the word not isis a lighter ink color which continues until p 68 with the
word the inin a slightly darker ink color the entry dated 1846 january 4 which begins p 74 isis
written inin a darker brown ink at p 79 there isis an ink color change inin the middle of his discussion

concerning theodore turley which he never finishes apparently when he turned to his journal

again on 29 january 1846 he decided to leave blank two pages so he could finish the account of
the turley incident and record his family temple ordinance data possibly on 13 july 1846 he did
this transcribing his notes on temple ordinance work onto ppap 80 81 and the first line of 82 for
he made the obvious mistake of dating the birth of his youngest son joseph as 13 july 1846 yet
the book of adoptions & sealingsdealingsSealings of parents & children for the nauvoo temple the official rec-

ord of these ordinances available inin the church historical department lists the date of joseph
fielding juniors birth as 13 june 1845 the entry dated feb 18 on p 83 begins the text written
inin black ink the remainder of this transcription of the journal which begins with the camp tra
valled on p 86 was written after joseph fielding left nauvoo while he was on the trek west
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nauvoo dec th 18458184381843118451

it is now two years since I1 came to this place and since I1 wrote any by
way of journal9Journaljournals9 the reasons for this neglect are my being so throngedthrongerthronged in
providing for my family and the inconvenience under which I1 have labored
and as to myself I1 have had but little to write I1 landed in new orlans early in

1841

novembernovemberaatt the head of about 200 saints having had peace and a good pas-

sage but at this place I1 had a fall from a bridge or warf near 10 feet onto
the hard ground

2 which broke one or two of my ribs and hurt my knee very much I1 had
just been to charter a steam boat and was returning to the ship this fall was
the severest hurt I1 had ever sustained I1 felt determined to make but little of it
but I1 was long before I1 could rise from my bed of myself but the master of

me
the boat was very kind letting A occupy one of the state rooms for myself
and family we reached st louis in eight days here we saw some poor faithless
saints something like spiders webs

313 set to catch flies they came to us with fair words as our best friends
but their council was that of enimiesenemiesEnimies but did not prevail to stay any of our
company except two most of them had been to nauvoo but had not faith
enough to live there we took a boat to warsaw the water being too low to
admit the boat further on our way there on sunday at bro G millarsbillarsMillars
request I1 again spoke to the people till we landed there at warsaw the
weather was fine but while we waited the coming of some of the 1210 the
weather

4 broke and the winter set in with a snow storm so that in 2 or 3

days we came to nauvoo in a sleigh some of our company came on feeling
anxiousanxious to see this place and the prophet the council of our brethren of the
12 brother willard richards and others was that some of us should stop at
warsaw thinking at that time of forming a branch there accordingly some re-
mained there but afterwards that place was given up on account of the un-
friendly disposition of the people there

joseph fielding 1841 1859 journal p 1 church historical department apparently joseph
fielding first began the journal at the other end of the book the text begins nauvoo december
1843 and except for the omission of a few words it is the same as the first page of the final draft
of the journal there is no apparent reason why he turned the book over and began the journal
again

heghe completed his fourth journal with an entry dated 100 october 1841 while aboard the ship
tyrian before his arrival in new orleans see joseph fielding 20 february 1841 10 october 1841

diary p 86 church historical department
thilthis is an example of the emerging executive role the twelve apostles were instructed to as-

sume joseph smith said in august 1841 at a special conference only a few months before the arriv-
al of joseph fielding and his company the time had come when the twelve should be called
upon to stand in their place next to the first presidency and attend to the settling of emigrants
and the business of the church at the stakes and assist to bear off the kingdom victoriously to the
nations HC 4403 for more detailed discussions of the role of the twelve see D michael
quinn the evolution of the presiding quorums of the LDS church journal of mormon history
1 197426 31 and T edgar lyon nauvoo and the council of the twelve in the restoration
movement essays in mormon history edcd F mark McmckiermanmckiernanKiemankleman alma R blair and paul M edwards
lawrence kan coronado press 1973 ppap 178 81
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1515 VweW e paid lorenzo young11young for 4 dollars brought us to nauvoo the day
was very cold as we rode over the prairyphairy we were comdomcompetedpeled at times to get
out and walk to warm ourselves but it was with great pain that I1 got off and
on the sleigh on account of my hurt bro L young had kindly took me and
my family to his house soon after we landed in warsaw he and his wife were
very kind to us when we came within 2 miles of our journeys end we began
to see the effects of that industry for which the saints

&

161igl6 are so remarkable fences of railspfRailrallralirailsofrailsonsof pickets houses and gardens on the
edge of the prairie such as we had not before seen this said bro young
is nauvoo but we had two miles to go yet so extensive was this settlement
of the saints become in so short a time we soon passed the sacred place and
foundation of the temple the arches of the vault windows were not all fin-
ished the sight of this though by the light of the moon only gave me pecu-
liar feelings the idea that it was done at the special command of the al-
mighty was a new thing in this age it seemed to fill the mind withlwiehlwith solem-
nity and to give a sacredness to the

717 whole place how many houses of god as they were called have I1 seen in
building but there is none in the whole world except the one in kirtlandkirtland1212

and this one that was built at the command of god this thought at once
leads the mind back through the long darkness which has covered the earth

by
since the days of the apostles wherein god has not spoken to men either
visions or by dreams or by urimarim or by prophets the seers and prophets have
been covered and to the promises of god that he would renew the covenant
gather israel and establish his kingdom on the earth no more to be destroyed

818 we soon reached the house of my sister now widow thompson her
husband R B Thompsonthompson15thompson131513 had departed this life in the august of that year
in expectation of my coming he had prepared a house for me but had not fin-
ished it and instead of finding in him a friend on my arrival I1 found a wid-
ow that stood in need of a friend I1 was still so unwell as not to be able to
cut the smallest stick and business was then dul and but little to do and I1

with my family found myself in but poor circumstances not having had

this was lorenzo dow young younger brother of apostle brigham young
12thethe olive leaf revelation to joseph smith of 27 december 18321852 commanded the building of

a house of prayer a house of fasting a house of faith a house of learning a house of glory a
house of order a house of god dacd&c 88119 six months later the prophet received a revelation
specifying the size of the structure see dac 95 at a conference two days later 3 june 1833 jo-
seph smith jun sidney rigdon and frederick G williams were appointappointededl to obtain a draft or
construction of the inner court of the house HC 1352 the temple was completed in the late
winter of 1835 1836 and dedicated to the lord 27 march 1836 HC 2410ff24l0ff2410ff

merry13mercymercy rachel fielding and robert beashelblashel thompson were married 4 june 1837 in kirtland
ohio by the prophet joseph a month before joseph fielding left for his mission to england
thompson was bomborn 1 october 1811 in great driffield yorkshire england emigrating to upper
canada in 1834 he was a scribe of the prophet at his death 27 august 1841 on 11 august 1843
mercy rachel thompson was sealed to the church patriarch hyrum smith the day before he read
to the nauvoo high council the revelation authorizing such plural relations see 20 december
1880 statement of mercy rachel thompson church historical department
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1

991 mony sufficient to bring me here as soon aspuldascouldas could I1 began to busy myself
in doing little things for my sister and when the river had froze I1 got an ax
and went onto the island to cut wood for I1 could not live in idleness but it

as I1 could well
was as ea much A do to cross the river and return with pain
and weariness I1 cut 3 or 4 cords but before I1 could get it sold or get it away
it was taken away so my labor was vain I1 wrought some days for bro hy-
rum 14 who proposed to let me have some of his land to

iollol10110 farm on shares he to find a team &cac and have half the produce and as
nothing better opened for me I1 undertook this and on the first of april 1842
we left sister thompsonsThompsons and went to live in a small log house near the land
I1 had to occupy for labor done for bro hyrum he furnished us with some
flour and pork we soon began to plant potatoes beans &cac and thought that
with care and economy we would do till we could have corn of our own
bro hyrum found my team with corn &cac till we got some of our own

ill11 it was late when I1 began to plough the work was bad and far off from
the house ie the further part of it and the plough was bad and I1 must say
I1 felt discouraged at having thus to begin the world again as we say in such
different circumstances to what I1 was in when I1 left it to go to england I1
sowedbowed 8 acres with oats which grew finely but as it was late when they were
sown rain came on just as they got ripe and beat them down so my half did
not pay me for trouble in gathering them

12112 but early in summer we received a loan of money to some amount
from my cifeswifes brother george greenwood in england entirely unasked for
and unlocked for feefetgeygee and soon after another sum of the same amount in all
several hundred dollars at first we felt troubled at this not knowing how we
could lay it out so as to secure it to him who sent it but it was in great kind-
ness that helhe sent it and in merclymcrcymercymercay that the lord led him to send it for we
should have been poorly off
15113113 if it had not been so with this i purchased 20 acres of land on the
prairie in its wild state at eight dollars per acre with a tax title I1 engaged
a brother in the church to furnish me 1200 rails for fencing it at three doll-
ars per 100 to be good ones and delivered on the land and to be paid for in
cash which is not common here some of the money I1 paid before hand but
the rails were far from being good ones at this 1I felt grieved and refused to
pay the same brother for 2 or 3 days work done for me by his lad & oxen

0
14114 at this he felt aggrievedagrieved I1 told him if 2 men would lokiok at the rails and

should then say that I1 ought to pay him I1 would do it at once but this he
would not allow and so the matter stands I1 soon after bought other rails far
better at 2 dols to be paid in only part cash this I1 think was the first thing

thislathis was hyrum smith brother of the prophet joseph smith mary fielding joseph fieldings
sister was married to hyrum 24 december 1837 in kirtland ohio following the death of hyramshyrums
first wife jerusha barden who died 13 october 1837 after giving birth to their sixth child
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in which I1 ever differed with a brother there being some demur about the
title of my land I1 did not begin to build upon it that year but continued on
brother hyrumshyrams

15115 land another year but the question about the title being settled in the
year 43 1I got a house up on the land and dug a good well 21 feet deep and
got abundance of good water and towards the summer got into it for want of
more means I1 had some difficulty in getting it so that we could live in it I1

had lent 20 dollars to the committee of the nauvoo house15 the year before
to be returned at the time I1 should need it in lumber but this was not to
be obtained so I1 had to get brick to fill in my frame this was a loss to me

this is nothing strange for there seems to be a power or influence exerted
against every

igl16116 thing the saints take in hand to do but we felt thankful to get in to our
new house even before the doors or windows were fiatfixt we soon found it far
more comfortable than the old log house and we spent the winter comfort-
ably on the 20th of july 1843 our son was born whom we named heberig for
so it was spoken before by the apostle heber C kimball that this should be
the name of our first born son and that he should be a mighty man and a
prophet soon after his birth I1 asked bro hyram smith to bless him but he
told me to do it myself and the

17117 spirit should come upon me to bless him with great blessings I1 did so
bro WT moss joining with me and truely the spirit of god was with us to
confirm upon him all that elder kimball had spoken several were present and
we were all melted into tenderness and tears before the lord hitherto I1 have
not transgressed against god so that I1 feel to claim for myself & my family all
the blessings promised in the spring of this year 43 our prophet joseph smith
was seized while on a visit to his wifeswigescifes relatives 17 by two men having a bill
against him

18118 from the governor of missouri they drageddragee him from his family got
him into a cariag with the design of taking him at once to missouri but the
lord delivered him the driver would stop at dixon to feed his horses and so
the matter got out and the people were ready to dellverdeliverdelliver him he then got a
writ against the two men for their unlawfully taking him ie by threat of
arms and by a writ of habeashabeus corpus obtained right to have his own case

athe5thethe nauvoo house and the nauvoo temple were two structures commanded by the lord in
the 19 january 1841 revelation dacd&c 124 to be built the nauvoo house was to serve as a place
where the rich and rulers of the earth would have lodgings when they came to visit nauvoo
though the temple was completed before the saints finally left nauvoo their dream for the
nauvoo house never came to fruition see HC 6236 37.3757

16thisthis prophecy concerning josephs son heber is like the prophecy of heber C kimball to par-
ley P pratt quoted at the beginning of this article the beginning of kimballsKimballs declaration to pratt
which was not quoted included a promise of a son and that his name would be parley see pratt
autobiography of parley parker pratt ppap 130 31

they17yhey were visiting with emmas sister elizabeth and her husband lorenzo D wasson HC
5431
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tried at the nearest municipal court all started to go to some certain place I1

forget the name 18 but in

19 a short time they were met by a company of the saints 50 of whom had
been dispatched from nauvoo mounted on horses and privately armdarad when
our prophet saw them he told those with him he was mayor of nauvoo
and seeing such a company of his friends his persecutors durst make no resis-

tance A little before they reached here they were met by our band and hun-
dreds of others in haste to congratulate our beloved head and leader on his
escape from the hands of the wicked I1 suppose so great tokens of respect
and honor had never before been manifested towards him and although it was
attended

20120 with considerable expense yet it was a day of great rejoicing with us to
see our beloved prophet instead of being taken a prisoner into the hands of
those that thirsted for his blood riding on his horse his brother on one side
and his wife on the other and hundreds or thousands of his friends and a

band of music in ful play as though he had been a mighty monarch returning
from some glorious victory and all this in the sight of his enimiesenemiesEnimies this is

according to the best of my knowledge several events have transpired which
I1 have not stated but will merely record such as the apostaacosta

21121 sy of john C bennett 19 no discription of this mans charactureCharacture could be
tto0 bad he was a vile man some trouble about orson pratt2opratt20prattso arrising from said

bennetts crime comcorncormcomm with his wife elder hydes return from jerusalem 21 el-
der P P pratts return from england22England22 porter rockwell taken prisoner to mis

they first were going to ottawa illinois and were half way there pawpaw grove when they
found out that the judge who was to consider the writ of habeashabeus corpus was inin new york so
they returned to dixon and another writ was issued ostensibly returnable to stephen A douglas at
quincy illinois joseph H reynolds sheriff of jackson county missouri and constable harmon T
wilson of carthage illinois the two men who had seized the prophet inin an illegal manner de-
sired to go to quincy by riverboatnverboat and thus avoid nauvoo however the prophets wishes were fi-

nally followed and they continued the trip by land near nauvoo itit was decided as was hoped all

along that the writ would be returnable at nauvoo as the nearest municipal court for that was
all that was specified on the document no doubt the general wording of the order was then much
to the chagrin of the two policemen who had seized the prophet HC 543154515 431451 61

19johnjohn cook bennetts career among the mormonscormons was meteoric within a few months after

meeting the prophet he was an assistant president of the church major general of the nauvoo le-
gion and mayor of nauvoo when his depraved character became exposed to the church he was

summarilysummanly dismissed and he soon began a career of lecturing and writing against the mormonscormons see
his history of the saints or an emosiexposee4osi ofjoeof joe smith and the cormonsmormons boston leland and whiting
october 1842

orson200rson pratt preferred to believe that when bennett made sexual advances to pratts wife sa-
rah bennett was acting with the permission ofjosephof joseph since pratt would not recant on 20 august
1842 he was excommunicated from the church when orson pratt realized the truth of the matter
and became reconciled with the prophet he was with his wife rebaptized intoinroinrointo the church and was

reordained an apostle on 20 january 1843
210n20n 15 april 1840 orson hyde one of the apostles left commerce later called nauvoo for

a mission to jerusalem to dedicate the land of palestine for the gathering of the jews the dedica-

tion took place on the mount of olives 24 october 1841 hyde did not return to nauvoo until 7

december 1842 HC 52005 200
when those of the twelve apostles who had been inin great britain from april of 1840 de-

cided to return to nauvoo parley P pratt was designated to preside over the missionmission they arrived
back inin nauvoo inin july 1841 but pratt did not return until 7 february 1843 HC 52655 265
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souri on a charge of having been bribed by joseph smith to kill boggs gover-
nor of missouri and his return home 2513 brother joseph sought for by the
enimiesenemies on the same charge was hid for some time 24 nightly watch set for
the safety of the city 2 steam mills built and many large houses

22 many have joined the masonic institutioninstitution2525 this seems to have been a
stepping stone or preparation for something else the true origin of

this I1 have also seen and rejoice in it
masonry 26 this winter there was much preaching through the city much
saidaidsaldalds on the subject of the coming or spirit of elijah 27 there has been great
light pourdbourd out upon the saints of late and a great spirit of hearing I1 have
been called to preach several times and felt much of the spirit in general I1 have
felt well increasing in light and and knowledge and also in joy having the
good will
25123125 and confidence of my brethren and feeling myself to be one with them

same
in these things I1 feel myself blessed and honouredhonoured on the 7thof7thlpfuthof march a

ordinorrin porter rockwell apparently baptized on the day the prophets parents were in 1830 just
after the organization of the church was a longtimelong time confidant of joseph smith when on 6 may
1842 lilburn W boggs former governor of missouri was found severely wounded from pistol
shots of a would be assassin rumors were quick to fly that joseph smith and porter rockwell were
accomplices in the bloody deed since boggs in october 1838 had issued the famous exterminat-
ing order which drove the saints from their zion to illinois it was easy for many to believe the
deed was the act of the mormon daniteDanire porter rockwell no conviction was ever brought
against rockwell nevertheless he languished in jail from 4 march 1843 until his release when he
made his way to nauvoo arriving in time to be the unexpected guest of honor at the prophets
christmas party of 1843

due to writs for joseph smiths arrest in connection with the boggs assassination attempt the
prophet kept secluded for most of august and september 1842

25thethe nauvoo lodge of masons had phenomenal growth a growth uncommon with the mason-
ic institution which brought understandable concern to those who supervised the proceedings of the
lodge and certified that all the usages were followed strictly

2626josephjoseph fielding saw the expansion of the masonic institution among the mormonscormons in nauvoo
not as an attempt to replace the quorum and social structure in the priesthood brotherhood but as

an aid to acceptance of the endowment while it appears that joseph smith encouraged the rapid
expansion of freemasonry among the mormonscormonsMormons he nevertheless on 4 may 1842 began giving the
11 true origin of masonry to a select few on this date he gave the endowment to nine men and
made explanations of its relationship to freemasonry six weeks later 17 june 1842 heber C kim-
ball one of the nine wrote to his fellow apostle parley P pratt who was still in england pre-
siding over the mission there and referred to these developments in the following manner brother
joseph feels as well as I1 have ever seen him one reason is he has got a small company that he
feels safe in thare hads and that is not all he can open his bosom to and feel him self safe I1 wish
you was here so as to feel and hear fore your self we have recievedrelievedreci eved some pressiouspreshiouspressious things through
the prophet on the preasthoodpreasthood that would caus your soul to rejoice I1 can not give them to you on
paper fore they are not to be britenriten so you must come and get them fore your self thare is a

similarity of preast hood in masonarymasonary bro joseph ses masonarymasonary was taken from preasthoodpreast hood but has
become degenerateddegenrateddegen rated but menny things are perfect kimball to pratt 17 june 1842 parley P pratt
papers church historical department this testimony of the early introduction of the endowment
and its relationship to freemasonry speaks of the power of the principles advocated by the prophet
for while heber C kimball had been a mason since his 1823 victor lodge days his reaction to
what might have been considered a blatant adaptation of freemasonry was one only of awe and re-
spect joseph fieldings reaction appears to have been the same

see for example joseph smiths discourses in teachings of the prophet joseph smith comp joseph
fielding smith salt lake city deseret book company 1967 ppap 329ft329ff 335ff and 356ff
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Meeting28 was called and several addresses delivered by the prophet and others
on some evils in the city several received a severe exposure in thethechurchchurch
and out of the latter was the brother of R D foster he asked in the con-
gregationgregation if mr hyram smith alluded to him in his remarks but did not get
a direct answer he then asked mr josjosh smith if he meant him bro J S

t
asked why he though

so

24124 but he repeated the question and said if you will not hear me you soon shall

hear from me did you allude to me when bro J S answered you say it and bid
the officers to take him and fine him 5 or 10 doldotdoi I1 forget which

and
his bro R D foster then spoke to jusdfyedjustiff4 him and clear him of sensuersenster cen-

sure and after exchanging a few words bro J S told him to hold his tongue or
he would fine him too thus it ended for the time but the reproof and exposure
which he and several others had received stirred up feelings that could not be sup-
pressed A few weeks after this

25125 our prophet told us from the stand by the wall of the partly build temple
that a conspiracyconspiricy was formed by the two fosters the laws C higby and J H jack-
son and others against himself and all the smiths by some of them it was declared

that there should not be one of the smith family alive in a few weeks many accusa-
tions and threats of this kind were uttered all this the prophet had had from a mr
heaton and another the testimony was credible 2919 they had formed a caucus and had
invited others to join it but much of this was found to be the false statement of the
said

26261 joseph H jackson whowhol proved to be as corrupt and guilty as a man could
well be yet it was partly true I1 do not know to what extent but this I1 do know
jackson quickly left the place and WT lawuw his brother wilson law the former
one of the first presidency and the latter major general of the legionimon of the city R
D foster and others revolted from the church saying that joseph was fallen the
same as all the apostates have said such as parish cowdery harris and russel30russd30RuSsel30 aq&qac&c

they formed a church3lchurch31Churchchurchil31 of themselves appointed one as their prophet or head and
held meetings

27127 in the house of the laws got up all the affidavits they could expedallyexpeciallyespecially from
the sisters against the conduct of the prophet to publish to the world they object

to doctrine of a plurality of wives and of gods32 I1 was present when the two laws
the wife W and R D foster were cut off from the church 33 the feeling as to

28aA report of this address may be found in HC 6226 44
aa9aA report of the proceedings of this 26 may 1844 meeting may be found in HC 6408ff the affida-

vits of M G earoneaton and A B williams may be found in HC 6278 80

3warrenwarrendwarren parrish oliver cowdery martin harris and isaac russell the men referred to here
had said that joseph had lost his prophetic powers

3scesee HC 6346 47 for the 28 april 1844 meeting held at wilson laws home
scesee nauvoo expositor 7 june 1844 p 2 cols 1 5 especially resolution 2 in cols 3 and 4 and

the affidavits of william law jane law and austin A cowles in cols 4 and 5

33seesee HC 6341 for the proceedings of the 18 april 1844 excommunication trials of these indi-
viduals
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their conduct was very unanimousunanimous except that brolbroibrog marks did not raiseraise his hand
against sis law 34 their principle charge against josephjosepljoseel isis that he has and seeks to ob-
tain other women or wives and has taught the same to others who have done

the same35same

28128 As to me I1 have evidence enough that joseph isis not fallen I1 have seen
ii
Ahim after giving as I1 before said the origin of masonry organzeorganizeorgan ze the kingdom of

god36 on the earth and am myself a member of itit inin this I1 feel myself highly hon-
ored but I1 feel grieved that at this time of the greatest light and the greatest glory

31williams31williams marks the nauvoo stake president was at least ambivalent over joseph smiths in-
troduction

in
tro of plural marriage william law could not induce marks to come out inin open opposiopposit
tionnon to the prophets teachings on this subject as law had induced marks first counselor austin A
cowles to do but at this trial of william law et al jack john scott testified that william law
had told him the day before that joseph smith had made advances on jane law which accusation
the prophet denied but reportedly later acknowledged then law said that to cover up bad inin
tentionstennonstannonstensionstenttenionsnonslons jojoseph smith had sealed william law and his wife while the minutesminutes indicate that scott
thought W wife lied somewhere marks did not agree and consequently he could not vote
against her the prophet was not inin attendance at this important meeting however at a meeting of
those who had received their endowments joseph asked for a vote of the men and women to drop
william law from the quorum though bathsheba W smith did not indicate the member who
did not at first vote against law itit was probably william marks the hesitant vote by one mem
berbcr called forth earnest remarks from the prophet joseph after his explanation the vote was
unanimous josephs earnest remarks and explanation that convinced the unidentified dissenter
were probably similar to his explanation of the situation to his german teacher alexander neibaur
on 23 may 1844 william law testified before the circuit court inin carthage that joseph smith had
committed adultery see fnan 46 and the next day joseph related to neibaur what he considered
were some of the roots of laws animosity mr wm law wisht to be married to his wife for
eternity mr smith said would inquire of the lord answered no because law was a adultereousAdulte reous
person mrs law wandetwander to know why she could not be married to mr law mr S said would not
wound her feeling by telling her some days after mr smith going toward his office mrs law stood
inin the door beckoned to him more the once did not know whetercheter she bekonedbeckoned to him went across
to inquire yes please to walk inin no one but herself inin the house she drawing her arms around him
if you wont seal me to my husband seal myself untounco you he said stand away & pushing her gent
ly aside giving her a denial & going out when mr law came home he inquired who had been inin
his absence she said no one but br joseph he then demanded what had passed mrs L then told
joseph wandetwander her to be married to him alexander neibaur journal 24 may 1844 microfilm of
holograph church historical department for jack john scotts testimony see loose sheet tran
script of the 18 april 1844 trialtriai inin the brigham young papers church historical department
compare this with the joseph smith diary under the same date to ascertain the fact that joseph
smith was not present for bathsheba W smiths statement on the proceedings at a meeting of
those who had received their endowments secsee recollections of the prophet joseph smith jmjuvenilevenile
instructor 27 1 I1 june 18923451892 545345 see frigri 65

3thoathothoughugh josephjosepfi vieldingfieldingeiding is silent on the fact his own sistersister mercy rachel had been sealed as a

plural wife to the prophets brother hyrum see fryfri 13 preceding
the31the kingdom of god was a shortened name of the authorized title of the council of fifty

the full tidetitletitietlde of the organization given inin a revelation to the prophet 7 april 1842 was the
kingdom of god and his laws with the keys and powers thereof and judgment inin the hands of
his servants ahman christ abraham H cannon journal 5245 24 under date of 9 october 1884
special collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah the date that
joseph fielding became a member cannot be determined precisely by available documentation
though he was probably present at the two council of fifty meetings held prior to the excommuni
cationcanon trialtriai of william law et al this would give at the latest IS18 april 1844 as the day of his
entrance intointo the council fielding reports inin his journal for 11 march 1849 it isis five years to
day the 11 of march sincesince the council now called the legislative council was first formed by the
prophet joseph smith speaking earlier of this organization date he says sometime inin the winter
of 1847 1 I1 still hold a place inin the council of fifty and have done from itsitsirs first organization by
joseph smith joseph fielding 1841 1859 journal the first quotation isis under the date given on
p 149 and the latter quotation isis on p 126
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andand honor men of so much knowledge and understanding should cut themselves
off april 6thath 44 our anual conference bigan and continued 4 days josephs dis-
course on the origin of man the nature of god and the resurrection was the most
interesting matter of this time

29129 and any one that could not see in him the spirit of inspiration of god
must be dark they might have known that he was not a fallen prophet even if
they thought he was fallen 37 elder Rigdonrigdon58rigdon3l58 also spoke of persecution he and
joseph passed through at the commencement of the work many were ap-
pointed to go out through this nation particularly on the subject of the elect-
ing of joseph to the presidency of the united states39states59States5939 1 have attended the
grand council40council4lCouncil40 as I1 will call it elder woodworth has returned from texas
the prospect of our obtaining room to form a colony41colony4lColony41 there isis fair

50130130 at the last grand council 1I attended WT and wilson law R D foster
and those in connection with them were by the voice of the council delivered
up to the buffetingsbuffitingsBuffi tings of satan after having been visited in all kindness by 2 of
the brethren on sunday the 13th of may joseph spoke on the gospel of the
kingdom and shewdshawd that when god set up his kingdom on the earth satan
always set up his in opposition alluding to appostayAppostay at this time working in
this place I1 never felt more delighted with his discourse than at this time it
put me in mind of herod when they said at his oration it is the voice of a

51131131 god and not of a man 4241 the circumstances were widely different he also
spoke some on the resurrection43resurrection45Resurrection4543 the same day I1 and my wife attended the
grand quorum as I1 shall call it when wmW smith and alman babbit were

31thesethese remarks are his response to the king follett discourse see donald Q cannon the
king follett discourse joseph smiths greatest sermon in historical perspective brigham young
university studies 18 winter 1978185 90

38 sidney rigdon who having become a member of the council of fifty on 19 march 1844
thereby gained a renewed devotion and spoke several times at the april 1844 general conference al-

luding often to the proceedings of the council of fifty see original minutesofminuteminutessofof his discourses in the
miscellaneous minutes collection church historical department

39seesee HC 6355 40 for a listing of the elders called on missions to electioneer for the prophet
joseph in his bid for the presidency see also james B alienallenailen the american presidency and the
mormonscormonsMormons ensign 12 october 197246 56

4 the grand council was one of his designations for the council of fifty actually the coun-
cil did go by the title general council see footnote HC 7379 where the manuscript version of
the HC is cited for the definition general council is the council of fifty

410non 14 march 1844 after the fourth consecutive day of deliberations of the council of fifty
since its organization the council sent lucien woodworth on a mission to texas to ascertain the
likelihood that a colony of mormonscormons would be welcomed there by the staff of governor sam
houston the colony would have been the pinery group who were in wisconsin territory cut-
ting lumber to supply materials for building the temple and the nauvoo house the plan was that
following the completion of lumbering operations that group from the black river falls would
move to texas dependent on the success lucien woodworth had with sam houston when lucien
woodworth returned and reported to the council of fifty on 3 may 1844 the assessment joseph
fielding gave of a texas colony was only fair see HC 6254 64 350 351 and 356

the passage referred to is in acts 1220 23
43joseph smiths discourse on this occasion which should be dated 12 may 1844 is reported in

HC 6363 67
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taken into itit inin the legal form44 17thl17th of J the J was blotted out may A
convention was held here on the subject of josephs election45Election45 several false
charges are brought against joseph and sworn too by winwm law foster and
others 46 on sunday 26 joseph spoke of it in the congregation and shewdshawd
them to be purgeredpurg ered men plainly thus he isis still harrassedharrasserharrassed by his false friends
his brutuss47

52132132 june 12 44 As to myself I1 seem to have but little to write48write4l I1 am em-
ployed in cultivating my little farm for the support of myself and family have
had nearly half of it to plant twice with indian corn owing to the wetness of
the season much of the first planting was destroyed I1 have labored hard to
keep the land dry now and then I1 go to lay my hands on the sick in which
I1 take pleasure and I1 mostly get a blessing I1 often preach to my wife and en-
deavor to inspire her with faith her mind has been troubled at some things in
the church

53155133331 the subject of spiritual wives49 so much talked about at this time and
other things an expression of elder lyman wites5owites50 that if a woman com-
plained of being insulted by any man she ought to be set down as a strumpet
on the ground that no man would do itit unless she gave him some liberty
this she knew to be a false notion from her own experience in this she is

of
correct the expression A bro wite was spoken publicly in our hearing and
she thinks it hard if a female is to be insulted as she has been and to have no
redress I1 take it as an instance of mans

54134134 weakness to hold forth such a sentiment and for the elders to smile at
it is no proof of their approval of it but I1 see nothing in all that is going on
that troubles me at all but the way in which subjects for the celestial king-
dom are selected isis not understood or not considered I1 do not boast but I1 am
thankful for the ideas which god has given me on this subject and long to

44grand44 grand quorum isis joseph fieldings designation for those who had received their endow-
ments from joseph smith of the titles used by contemporary diarists for this group the one most
often used during joseph smiths lifetime was simply quorum see fnan 65 joseph smiths diary
inin the church historicalhistoncalHist oncal department confirms that on 12 may 1844 william smith the prophets
brother and almon W babbitt received their endowments

the45the state convention held at nauvoo was run under the chairmanship of uriah brown a

council of fifty member as appointed by the council inin the meetings of 25 april 1844 see HC
6343654363456 343345545 and the joseph smith diary kept by willard richards for that date for a published account
of the proceedings of the conventionconvention see HC 638665866 386586 97

46thethe indictment based on the sworn testimony of william and wilson law filed on 23 may
1844 before the may term of the hancock circuit court state of illinois identifies joseph smiths
plural wife mariamanamarla lawrencelwrenceUw rence as one with whom the prophet from 12 october 1843 to 23 may
1844 elivdlivd together inin an open state of adultery copy of original inin possession of author

47aA report of joseph smiths discourse may be found inin HC 64086 408 13

48whilewhile joseph fielding at this sitting spent 10 pages writing on events of recent church his-
tory he had little to write concerning his personal life for the same period contrast his recording
of hisis personal life inin june of 1844 on ppap 32 34 and his writing inin late march or april 1844

on ppap 22 23
here41here joseph fielding speaks of the term spiritual wives inin a positive sense as used inin times

and seasons 5 15 november 18441844715715 rather than inin the usual negative sense
lyman5olymansolyman wight was one of the twelve apostles
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teach the same to others but I1 have but little chance of doing it but to my
e

wife 1 belibeilbelindebeliavebelinyevyeNye that all things shall work together for good to them that
love god and all is well

55135135 1I tell my wife I1 mean to hold on to the truth at any cost and the
greatest cost would be to lose her but her unbelief shall not stop us I1 feel as
though I1 can in spite of this bear her along our children are healthy and in
every way promising and we hope they will be hinjinjin glory in a future day

the subject of the apostasy of wm law and others has caused some little
excitement they lately purchased a press &cac and printed the first numbers of
the nauvoo expositor which was designed to publish all they could find
against joseph & others

56136361 but this first no was of such a kind that the city council on mature de-
liberation according to the law of the land condemned the press and paper

be was
and ordered the whole to burnt A burned which A accordingly done on
the loth of this month june but the party made no resistance51resistance51

june 22 an order came from the governor at carthage for joseph hy-
ram and the rest of the city council to appear at carthage or rather they were
informed of this by letter by hethe 2 or 3 who went there to see him the pros-

pect now looked very dark and threatening and they were much perplexed and
after

57137137 holding council together most of the night joseph and hyram and one
or two more left the city before day early in the day a company of men ar-
rived with an order from the governor but as they could not be found all
but one of them returned leaving one to see if they could be found and would
go they were found by the brethren but they refused to go the prospect how-
ever was so dark and seemed to threaten entire destruction to our city the

stood
governor saying if they refused to go our city A upon keggs of gun
powder and a small spark would blow it up and the officers saying that we
should be put under martial law till they should

58138138 be delivered up if it took 3 years these things together with a recollection
of the horrid senes of missouri and also a firm trust that god would de-

the
liver them induced many of A saints and of josephs friends to wish them to
go 52 yet it was some time before they consented which they finally did on
monday morning joseph his brother hyram willard richards john taylor the

actually only the first number oftheodtheof the Epoexpositorsitor ever got off the press though william law in
an affidavit dated 17 july 1885 says issue no 2 we had printed on one side viz two pages of
a four page issuelismuelissue when the city council and joseph smith mayor ordered the destruction of the
press this affidavit was first published in shook the true origin of mormon polygamy ppap 124 29
see HC 6430 48

51seesee HC 6525 60 for an account of joseph smiths leaving the city and crossing the mis-
sissippisissippi and his returning to nauvoo at the insistence of his friends
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only 2 of the 12 at home with several others started for carthage of course
with solemn feelings and it appears that joseph in particular anticipated the

59139139 fatal result in part but said he wished at any rate that hyram might be
saved to stand in his place he expressed himself to this effect that he should
die for this people and if so he should be murdered in cold blood sometime
before they reached carthage they met a company of men with orders from
the governor of the state to take our public arms ie the arms belonging
to the state the captain of this company was polite and friendly and gave

the strongest assurances

40140 of their safety and it was agreed upon that the shshalshouldA 1 iletle brethren return
with them to nauvoo I1 was down in the city when they came in and was in
bro hyrams company in his own house he was in better spirits by far than
when he left he told me he thought that all things would go well &cac and as
soon as the arms could be collected they again took their leave of their wives
and families alas for the last time and came to

41141 carthage from henceforth of cursed memoryqmemoryffl the governor it appears
treated themlthem respectfully and took them to his own lodgings till as he said
for fear of the people he desistedresisteddesisted and after having had a trial in part they were
unexpectedly and unlawfully thrust into the jail they went to carthage on
monday evening the 24 of june 1844 on thursday the governor left them and
with a company of men came to nauvoo having left a guard at the jail but
of the carthage greys who had just before been in a state

42142 of mutiny yet as all the troops had pledged themselves to the governor
to abide by the laws these were entrusted with the care of the prisoners it
seems that a party of the mob had come to goldings point53point13 on their way to
nauvoo and that messengers were sent to them to order them to disperse at
this their leader collonalcollinalCollonal williams54williams14Williams5414 ordered all who were not willing to go to
carthage and kill the smiths to lay down their arms theandthe- and the rest to step
out together saying now is

45143143 the time or never this was soon done and the murderers disguised them-
selves by blacking their faces and started on their way to shed blood and came
to the place about 5 oclock in the evening of the 27 A young man named
Danielsdaniels5555 who had given up his gun went with them as he said to see what
they would do and was an eye witness to all that passed heard wills say he
had shot hyram this wills was one of the company of saints an irish man
who came with me from england with his wife &

13seesee HC 6565 concerning goldings point for a map depicting the whereabouts of gold
ens point between nauvoo and carthage seesec the inside front cover of dallin H oaks and marvin
S hill carthage conspiracy the trial of the accused assassins ofjosephof joseph smith urbana univ of il-
linois press 1975

clevi5levilevi williams was the accused ringleader of the mob that murdered joseph and hyrum smith
see oaks and hill carthage conspiracy

5williamwilliamawilliam M daniels for his alleged direct testimony was the chief prosecution witness at the
trial of the prophets accused murderers see oaks and hill carthage conspiracy
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44144 two children he was an elder in the church it is understood that he re-
the

ceived a wound in AA arm from a bullet by bro joseph it took his wrist
and ran up by the bone of which wound he soon after died A ball passed
through thelthe door and entered brother hyram on one side of his nose just
below his cyecyceyeleye when he exclaimed im a dead man and fell at which joseph
cried out to hyram as he lay another entered under his chin bro john taylor
attempted to get out at a back window but a ball met him which it

45145 seems threw him back into the room owing to its taking his watch
which beat in the watch thereby giving the exact time at which it occurred he
had received 4 balls before he was taken by brother willard richards and put
under the bed he suffered much but survived a living martyr joseph too en-
deavoreddeavored to escape by the same window but the mob quickly met him there
he fell from the window and was taken by the mob and was set against the
well curb and 4 men shot him

46146 in the upper part of his body williams then said take his head off but
at this moment as daniels states a light shone between joseph and the mob
which so affected them that they had no power to touch him 56 and the 4
men dropeddraped their arms and had to be carried off by their companions the
whole then ran off leaving their victims weltering in their blood thus the
earth was once more stained with the blood

47147 of the saints even the annointed servants of god and their blood echoes
the cry of former saints for vegencefegence to be taken on the wicked that the
earth may be cleansed from the blood of the righteous their bodies were
washed from blood and put into boxes and the next day were conveyed in 2

waggonswiggons under a guard to nauvoo this was the most solemn sight that my
eyes ever beheld I1 had often red of the martyrs of old but now

48148 here I1 saw 2 of the greatest of men who sealed the truth which they had
t

held and taughwithtaugh with their blood is this an earnest of what has to take place
in this last dispensation is the blood of the sheep again to be shed like that
of the shepherd as in former days father if it be possible let this cup pass
from us but if not let thy will be done and let us be strengthened to endure
to the end joseph and hyram smith were of large staturewellstature wellweliweil proportioned
and

49149 had a noble appearance and this appearance was by no means lost in
death as they lay side by side for what can make men more noble than to
hold the truth of god against his own increstintrest temporally to be at war with
the world for the salvation of the upright in heart and finally seal that
truth with their blood when I1 think of them and write of them I1 feel as
though I1 want to ask their for

50150 givennessgivenessgiveness that I1 have not mourned for them more deeply joseph had been

danielss account of the wondrous light was never accepted in official church accounts and
has been rejected by responsible mormon historians oaks and hill carthage conspiracy p 9090 fnan

60
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brought before rulers and judges scores of times but was never convicted of
any crime neither hyrum and although the governor said the burning of the
printing press was unlawful yet the persecutors said they knew the law would
not reach him but powder and ball would 5751 so that they justly are ranked
with the

51511 martyrs of jesus christ my consolation in the midst of this affair was
that all had been done joseph and hyram had done all that they could have
done and the foundation of the great work of the last days was laid so that
it could be finished by the 12 Appostles who had been instructed in all things
pertaining to the kingdom of god on the earth some also beside the 12 had
received their endowment which was expected at the completion of the tem-

ple

52152 1I myself and my wife had had this privilege granted us in part I1 also be-
t

lievedlieveld that as joseph was the only one that had had the keys of the priepries
hood of thelthe kingdom of god on the earth sincesince the days of peter and the
other apostles 5851 he must not only minister the same on earth but also to the
whole world of spirits who departed from this life in the time of the broken
covenant even as jesus did to those before him to the flood that those who
had died without the

55153153 priesthood must remain so until it should be restored to the earth but it
is necessary that they as well as we who are now alive should be made ac-
quaintedquain ted with the ordinances signs and tokens of the priesthood and the
turmsdurms of admission into the kingdom inin order that they may come forth
with those who have received it here so that joseph was as much needed there
as here and perhaps more so these reflections inin a great measure

51seesee HC 65666 566 for report that william and wilson law R D foster chauncey L higbee
and francis M higbee had said this in a postscript of a letter to an unidentified correspondent
written I11 july 1844 four days after the martyrdom lyman homiston says mr joseph smith &

his brother hiram were assassinated inin carthage jail while awaittingawait ting their trial on the 27 june inin
cold blood time will not admit of particulars the mob were heard to say he was mocentinocentdocent and
would be cleard they must assassinate him oh oh original preserved at the essex institute
salem massachusetts

the58the some also beside the 12 who had received their endowment during the lifetime of
joseph smith included 25 males and 5232 females one of the twelve john E page did not receivereceive
his endowment until 26 january 1845 seven months after the martyrdom regarding the conferral
of signs and tokens of the priesthood brigham young said 8 july 1855 build the temples of the
lord that you may receivereceive the endowments inin store for you and possess the keys of the eternal
priesthood that you may receivereceive every word sign and token and be made acquainted with the
laws of angels and of the kingdom of our father and our god and know how to pass from one
degree to another and enter fully into the joy of your lord latter day saints do you live to this
do you seek after itit with all your heartheart5hearte you are aware that the lord isis able to reveal all this inin
one day but you could not understand itit journal of discourses london latter day saints book
depot 185518551 231525152 315515 cfcfjdJD 223131 513351535 133153 666363 154 55 833985398 339539 992525 26 91 1010172172 11112727 163 64
1515139139159 181811321522 19250192501 although joseph and hannah fielding received their endowments from
joseph smith they did not inin the prophets lifetime receivereceive the higher ordinances associated with
the temple of the lord nevertheless joseph fielding was aware that they had been instituted and
knew that the twelve had received the guiness of those ordinances and was thereby assured that all

the keys of the priesthood had been preserved despite the death of the prophet see fnsans 64 65
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54 took off the edge of the grief that I1 might else have felt for I1 thought
that he had so fulfilled his own purposes and I1 felt willing to say amen to
it their wives had been blank space sealed to them on account of certain
principles that had been revealed through joseph this seemed to make their
lives a blank space to them it seems as though the lord had pushed things
forward rather prematurely on account of the shortness

55155 of josephs time I1 allude in particular to the doctrine of women
have

being sealed to men for eternity59Eternity59 it seems that several A had women
sealed to them and it appears in general to have given great offense to the
wife in some instances their anger and resentment have risen to a very high
pitch saying it is abomination whoredom &cac this is a strong charge against

is

joseph especially and hyram and now as they are gone it AA aimed at the 12

A passage in the

56156 book of mormon is quoted in opposition to this doctrine where it is
said that a man should have but one wife and no concubines 60 I1 feel sorry
for our women for it is plain that if this be of god as I1 believe it to be their
conduct in the matter is very wrong and but for the sealing power and ordi-
nance by which they are sealed to their husbands many would cut themselves
off from the kingdom my wife is much opposed to it I1 desire to doldo the
will of god and to obtain all the glory I1 can

57157 some say that it was because of this abomination that joseph and hyram
were cut off I1 understand that a mans dominion will be as gods is over his
own creatures and the more numerous they greater his dominion 61 but how
true that straight is the gate and narrow is the way that leadeth unto the
exaltation and the eternal duration of lives and few there be that go in there-
at 62 not long after the death of these men elder sidney rigdon who had
long been one of josephs

59seesee dacd&c 1311 4 and for the context of this scriptural passage see the prophets remarks to
william clayton in HC 5391 92 benjamin F johnson at whose home these remarks were made
states that william clayton recorded josephs words at that time in his journal johnson to anthon
H lund 12 may 1903 benjamin F johnson papers church historical department

this passage is found in jacob 223 30 in the present edition of the book of mormon appar-
ently this was a proof text used by william law against joseph smith and the institution of plural
marriage

61t6to benjamin F johnson heber C and vilate kimball and others this was an irresistible ar-
gument for the beauty of the principle of a plurality of wives

62whilewhile this phraseology is similar to the saviors teachings in the sermon on the mount mat-
thew 713 14 yet the use of the words exaltation and lives in this passage suggests that hy-
rum smith may have allowed his twice over brother in law joseph fielding to read the manuscript
of the revelation on celestial marriage including a plurality of wives this important contemporary
corroboration of dac 13222 is one of many such allusions which support the conclusion that the
revelation was received by joseph smith rather than brigham young the word exaltation is used
eleven times in this revelation except in dac 1249 where clearly it is used with a different
meaning this word is not used again in any other of the scriptures of the church
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58158 counsellorsCoun sellors came here from pitsburgpittsburgPitsburg 63 and informed the saints that he
had had an important vision after long and earnest enquiry of the lord in
which it was chewnshewn him that joseph had died holding the key of this king-
dom that he still held it and would continue to do in eternity that we as a
people must build up the kingdom to joseph if we did not we should be
damned and that he himself stood next in authority and he was in haste to
get the asentabent of the saints in this matter as he said he must be in

59159 pitsburgpittsburgPitsburg in a short time this all seemed right to some but many felt as
though it was not the voice of the spirit I1 felt doubtful about it partly be-
cause I1 considered he had not been faithful in his office a long time and part-
ly because the spirit did not bear witness to it but there was a general desire
that the 12 might come home first ie before they gave a decision on the
subject and so it came to pass which soon gave a new face to things A meet-
ing was called and rigdon again addressed us but seemed to have

601gol60 no liberty or power after which elder brigham young spoke to the
people he said he saw here a hurrying spirit shawdshewd the true organization of
the church and called a meeting again when all the quorums of the church
should be placed in proper order he said that if the people wished elder rig-
don to be their guardian and leader they were quite at liberty to take him
but it must be passed in a regular and legal manner by the

gil61161 separate quorumsQuorums he had much liberty and the power of the spirit in
speaking and at the said meeting he shewdshawd that rigdon if he were to take his
place as councellor to joseph he must go beyond the vail where he was gone
and the saints soon began to seesec how things were and that the 12 must now
hold the keys of power and authority according to the revelation which says
the 12 are equal with the first presidency before this he asked the church if
they wished to choos themselvsthemselthemselvesvs a guardian but they did not

62162 raise their hands and it was now no hard thing de terming who should
lead the church it was also shewnchewn that joseph had told the 12 after he had in-
structedstructed them in all things that on them would rest the responsibility and the
care of the church in case he should be taken away 64 they invited rigdon to
their council but he did not attend and he soon began to use threatening lan-
guage against the 12 joseph &cac to say that he had knownkrown for some years that
joseph had not been led by the spirit of god and gave this as the reason
why he did not attend with

65163163 him as his councellor he soon so far committed himself that his license
was demanded by the 12 but he refused to give it up he seemed in no haste

63therethere is no evidence that sidney rigdon had absented himself from nauvoo much of the
time since april of 1843 and had settled at pittsburgh pennsylvania returning for visits or a few
days to attend the conference meetings at the headquarters of the church see McKieman et al
eds nauvoo and the council of the twelve the restoration movement p 193 actually sidney
rigdon did not leave with his family until 18 june 1844 nine days before the day of the martyr-
dom 27 june 1844 see john W rigdon affidavit 28 july 1905 printed in joseph fielding smith
blood atonement and the origin of plural marriage salt lake city deseret news press nd p 84

6464brighambrigham young amasa lyman and william W phelps on 8 august 1844 testified that jo-
seph smith laid such a charge on the twelve apostles see HC 7232 41
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now to get to pitsburgpittsburgPitsburg but labored hard to raise a party to himself and suc-
ceeded in some degree some few clove to him and were in a short time cutcut
off from the church along with him among the party were samuel bennett
leonard soby samuel s4mt4jamessamiasami4 james wm cottier &cac when rigdon had thus se-
lected a party he kelhelh they held meetings and he taught them those things
which he had learned in the quorum

64164 as it isis called ie a company on whom josephhadjosephharjoseph had conferred the endow-
ment 65 being clothed inin blank spacelskacelspace garments and received the last matdatA at in-
structions that joseph could give them being washed and anointed &cac these
things were to be kept sacred as itit was not to become a general thing till the
temple be finished rigdon was admitedadmired there a short time before these trou-
bles took place 66 almost the last that was admitted and when he became thus
cut off if not before he

65165 began to teach those things to his party and to ordain them prophets
priests and kings67kings61 though it appears that he obtained some things from wmwm

610fof the tidestitlestities used by contemporary diarists to name the group who received their endowments
during the lifetime of joseph smith titles such as holy order quorum of the priesthood quo-
rum of the holy order council of the priesthood council pertaining to the high priesthood first
quorum high quorum sacred meeting ancient order the priesthood priest order order of
priesthood patriarchal priesthood and patriarchal authority the title used most was simply quo-
rum since the prophet had bestowed on this special group the keys to inquiring of the lord re-
garding all subjects see dacd&c 12495 97 12810 11 13240 45 46 times and seasons 4 15 sep-
tember 1843331 or reprinted verbatim as there published in the lifetime ofjosephof joseph smith in HC
651 52 or teachings odtheoftheof taethetab prophetjosephprophet joseph smith p 52613261526326 HC 4604 or teachings p 226 andjourand jour-
nal of discourses 19250 he intended that they hear first his latest revelations and obtain a testi-
mony of them before the revelations went to the general membership of the church see times and
seasons 5 15 september 184464918441649 50 and 1 october 1844665 another function of this quasi
quorum is described by bathsheba W smith 1I was present when william law joseph smiths
counselor was dropped from that quorum by each one present voting yes or no in his turn he was
the first member that was dropped who had received his endowments one member hesitated to
vote which called forth earnest remarks from the prophet joseph he showed clearly that it would
be doing a serious wrong to retain him longer after his explanation the vote was unanimous

recollections of the prophet joseph smith juvenile instructor 27 1 june 189213451892345 that nei-
ther of these two types of quorum actions could be considered to be binding in any way on the
church may be shown by the fact that in the former case the revelations after having passed the
quorum would then be passed through each of the priesthood quorums of the church in public
as if there were no private forum on the matter in the latter case the action was considered

merely a dropping of an endowed quorum member not an excommunication trial the actual
excommunication trial was a separate official action in behalf of the church by thirty two male in-
dividualsdivi duals of which at least sixteen were present at the quorum action on william law that this
was not william laws excommunication trial may be shown by the fact that neither joseph smith
nor any women were present when law was excommunicated see fnan 34

66 66sidneysidney rigdon was invited to a quorum meeting by william W phelps and received his
endowment 11 may 1844 with john P greene W W phelps felt sorry that rigdon was going on
a missionmission and had not received his endowment see times and seasons 5 2 september 184416381844 658638
and a variant of the same remarks made by W W phelps on 8 august 1844 in HC 7238 ap-
parentlyparent ly the prophet joseph was not as sorry for after sidney rigdon received his endowment jo-
seph said in the hearing of wilford woodruff that he rigdon came in without his wish or in-
vitationvi as he had no confidence in him see wilford woodruffswoodruffe 11 october 1844 letter
published in the times and seasons 5 1 november 184416981844698

67thethe specific charge against sidney rigdon at his excommunication trial 8 september 1844
was that he had administered the highest ordinances of the temple to individuals when he had not
received them himself see brigham youngs statement of the charge in times and seasons 5 15

september 184416481844648
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marks68marks one of the quorum and the president of this stake but he and his
party soon left nauvoo and went to pitsburgpittsburgPitsburg where they began to publish a
paper chiefly to expose the corruptionsCorrupt ions of the church but I1 soon began to
hear but little of them so I1 leave them for the present it seems that joseph
had not looked upon rigdon as his councillor

66661 for a long time yet as the church with brother hyram seemed willing
to continue him in that office he was not openly dismissed therefrom joseph
said he had carried him till he was sick of it he wanted one that would
stand by him in danger and peril and at all times but it appears that joseph
had chosen bro hyram and amasa lyman in the stead of rigdon and wm
law69

67167 in october 44 a conference was held and was very numerously attend-
ed much instruction was given by elder B young on the priesthood &cac and
the high priests were appointed to seek out new locations ie many of them
all through the country and make gatherings of people together they came
forward readily in expectation of going out at once but bro young told us
they need not be in a hurry about it and it appears they will not go out till
the temple is finishedfinished7070

68168 but he felt a burden on him and he wished to get it ofoff I1 never attended
a better conference for union and business A number of 70s were also orga
nisednihed and a good feeling prevailed7lprevailed71prevailed71

the saints had all through the senes which had transpired since the
death of our brethren been strongly exhorted to refrain from a spirit or con-
duct of revenge and bro richards had pledged his life that there should be
no revenge

69169 taken on our part and it had been carefully observed but when elder ly-
man white wight came home from washington where he and elder kim-
ball had gone on the business of josephs election as president he began to
exclaim against the governor calling him a little pusylanimous devil and said
that joseph was pleading with god for his damnation said curse the
temple and represented matters as though nauvoo was of no importance
any longer

6speculationspeculation that william marks was the person who informed sidney rigdon of the higher
ordinances is supported by the fact that marks favored rigdonsRigdons claim for leadership at this time
marks had received these ordinances during the lifetime of joseph smith see speech of orson hyde
delivered before the high priests quorum in nauvoo april 27th 1845 liverpool james and wood-
burn 1845 p 15

while19while no formal action of a general conference of the church had displaced sidney rigdon
and william law as members of the first presidency nevertheless joseph smith appeared to depend
on hyrum smith and amasa lyman rather than on rigdon and law

this decision to appoint high priests to preside over districts was announced in a proc
lammationlammariongammationiamlam mationmarionmaddonmatlon to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints dated I11 january 1845 published in
the prophet and the millennial star 5152 since the saints were forced from illinois soon after the
endowments were given in the nauvoo temple they never were able to carry out this decision

theithe october 1844 conference was a time for a major restructuring of the quorum leadership of
the church it was the beginning of a year of union and peace among the saints a year which saw
unprecedented growth in housing and in work on the temple
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70170 anandd as joseph had given bishop georgegeorgel miller the liberty to locate the
black river company ie those men who had been cutting pine for the
temple according to their discretion he72 got them and what he could besides
with all the means he could muster and left this place and went up the riv-
er to locate there he seemed to consider that we were too corrupt for them to
keep the commandments of god amongst us this is

71171 stated by one of his party his conduct was contrary to the mind of the
rest of the 12 and was reproved by them he left us and took all he could of
men and means just at a time when it was necessary to stand firmly together
but at the conference 4 waswa several bore witness to his excellent properties and
he was continued in his place as one of the 12 in bro D pattens75pattens13Pattens7513 stead james
emmett74Emmett74 allsoaleso led off a small party I1 know

72172 not whither these with rigdons party besides other individuals has
caused some to say that nauvoo has had a mighty puke and it is the bad
stuff that is thrown up soonoon after the death of joseph and hyram the build-
ing of the temple was resumed with great vigor and proceeded more rapidly
than it had ever done before so that before the next Winter75 all the faces of
the capitals were up and all but six of windows

75173173 turned so that we began to feel encouraged ands to anticipate the com-
pletion of the work of which joseph laid the foundation the work of build-
inginghouseshouses also in the city has of late gone well and our city is becoming
large and populous we have also obtained more arms to defend ourselves with
and many of our men are diligently learning the use of the sword

74174 1846 january 4 since the death of joseph and hyram the building of
the temple has gone on rapidly and contrary to the expectation and prophecy
of sidney rigdon76rigdon16Rigdon7616 and others the roof has been put on the spire put up and
beautifully ornamented the temple is indeed a noble structure and I1 suppose
the architects of our day know not of what order to call it gothic dorick
corinthian or what I1 call it heavenly the upper room is finished and about
the beginning of

75175 december it was dedicated and the 12 began to give to the saints their
5

endowment on the 6 th of december I1 entered it for the first time and I1
truly felt as though I1 had gotten out of the world and on friday the 12th I1

7vizkvizviz lyman wight
lyman wight one of the twelve apostles later to be dubbed by william W phelps as the

wild ram of the mountains was ordained an apostle in the stead of david W patten one of the
original twelve who was killed in 1838 in missouri

71bB H roberts notes ofjamesof james emmett that he was quite active in the affairs of the church in
missouri but just a bit uncertain in his conduct he was always a restless impatient man and
ambitious of leadership which led him into great trouble and final separation from the church
HC 7270 fnan

viz december 1844
710non 2 september 1844 sidney rigdon ordained some individuals prophets priests and kings

and taught that it was not necessary to build the temple that it never would be built that god
had rejected the church see speech of orson hyde delivered beforebegore the high priests quorum april
27th 1845 p 17
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and my wife received our endowment having formerly received it in the days
of joseph and hyram but it is now given in a more perfect manner because of
better convenience 77 the 12 are very strict in attending to the true and proper
form on sunday the 21st 986 had received their endowment 7871 my sister mercy

76 R thompson is regularly employed there washing &cac at this time strong
attempts are making to take the 12 it seems as tho earth and hell are mad to
see the work of the priesthood proceeding so rapidly the united states martial
has been here for some time searching and laying in wait for the 12 and some
others he searched the temple through but in vain the brethren have had to
disguise themselves and conceal themselves to escape them the charge is trea-
son

77177 you may see the 12 &cac wherever they go with six shooter pistols 7919 in
their pockets but thus far they have been preserved and are ministering in the
temple and teaching the way of life and salvation many hands are employed
in the lower parts of the temple the font also is about finished and ready for

77 templetempie ordinances were administered during the lifetime of joseph smith in four locations
joseph smiths first home in nauvoo the old homestead the mansion house brigham
youngs home and the red brick store in the first three locations available space restricted the
ordinances in the red brick store the first place where temple ordinances were administered
the large open upper floor of the store was set up as joseph envisioned the interior of a temple should
be using canvas he had the room partitioned into several sections representing the stages of mans
progression from his creation to his future possible place in the celestial kingdom he engaged
shadrach roundy noah rogers dimick B huntington daniel cams and lucius N scovil on 3
and 4 may 1842 to help arrange the room preparatory to giving endowments scovil later testified
that we went to work making the necessary preparations and everything was arranged repre-
senting the interior of a temple as much as the circumstances would permit he being with us dic-
tating everything he gave us many items that were very interesting to us which sank with deep
weight upon my mind especially after the temple was finished at nauvoo and I1 had received the
ordinances I1 can and do testify that I1 know of a surety that room was fitted up by his order
which we finished in the forenoon of the said 4thath of may 1842 letter of lucius N scovil to the
editor deseret news semiweeklysemi weekly 15 february 1884 p 22. brigham young one of the nine men
who received their endowments on 4 may recorded joseph divided up the room the best he
could after we completed these ordinances brother joseph turned to me and said brother brig-
ham this is not arranged perfectly however we have done the best we could under the circum-
stances in which we are placed I1 wish you to take this matter in hand organize and systematize all
these ceremonies each time we performed the ordinances under josephs supervision I1 got
something more so I1 was able to organize them when we performed the ordinances in the temple
at nauvoo I1 understood and knew how to situate everything we had our ceremonies pretty cor-
rect L john nuttallnuttailnuttaii diary originals in archives and manuscripts harold B lee library brig-
ham young university under date of 7 february 1877.1877 both brigham young and lucius N scovil
report that joseph smith was concerned that the size of the upper room of the storescore prevented him
from presenting a perfect representation of the interior of endowment rooms for a temple however
in the nauvoo temple where there was two and a half times more floor space than in the store jo-
seph fielding asserts that the additional space gave better convenience in presenting the ordi-
nances

78 78actuallyactually by 21 december 1845 only 564 persons had received their endowments it was not
until after activities of thursday 26 december that 986 had received ordinances the figure an-
nounced at the sunday 28 december meeting in the temple was 986 fielding was present at the
meeting of the twenty first and was probably present at the meeting held the twenty eighth when
he heard the figure but when writing in his journal a week later sunday 4 january he most likely
projected the number back to 21 december heber C kimball 21 november 1845 7 january
1846 journal church historical department under dates given

orsongorson pratt while on a mission east purchased 400 worth of six shooters seeseesec HC 7543
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use 80 the saints at the same time are organisedorganizedorganised into companies and are pre-
paring to leave nauvoo for some unknown location in the Westwest81west11118111181

78178 having been compelled to promise to leave our homes and our temple
wheathersheatherwheather we can dispose of them or not in the coming spring by the gentiles
agroundarround us and the nation sanction their proceedings and the church are has-
tening to finish the temple before we leave james emmett82emmett81Emmett8281 a short time ago
came to navoolavoo and was taken into the church again and bros sherwood and
john FulIlmerfullmerillmer were sent out to his company 600 miles from this place to in-
struct

79179 them and baptise them if they desired it which they did they and lyman
white wight and his company are daily remembered here by the saints be-
fore the lord elder W Woodruff83 and the saints in england are also remem-
bered before the lord about 2 months ago bro turley84Turley84 was taken on a
charge of bogus making at alton was kept 4 or 5 weeks inin a wretched con-
dition inin irons was then taken to springfield tried and let to bail till next
june but pursuedpersued before

80180 on the 3rdard of jany 46 mary ann85anns5 received her endowment in the
temple friday the 23 of jany 1846 we were sealedsealed8686 in the temple by heber C
kimball and on the same day we were also anointed by parley P prattpratt87

181181 monday 26 our 4 children were washed anointed and sealed to josh &
hannah Fielding 888 and we joseph & hannah were sealed to hyrum smith

the lower two floors of the nauvoo temple were solemn assembly rooms nearly equivalent inin
design to the kirtland temple there was a basement floor which included the baptismal font used
inin performing baptisms for the dead work continued on these lower floors even after the exodus
began the temple was completed for a private dedication 30 april 1846 and for a public dedica-
tion 1 may 1846 dedicationsdedicacions where the saints expressed their final devotion inin building the temple
which the lord had commandedbutcommanded but which they would never fully use

81inin a letter to the united states secretary of war dated 17 december 1845 less than two
months prior to the exodus brigham young statedseated that the calculation for the move west was for
dlethedierhe church to locate on vancouver island but a month later on 20 january 1846 inin a circular of
the high council of nauvoo the church move was contemplated for a good valley inin the neigh-
borhood of the rocky mountains A photograph of the 17 december 1845 letter may be found inin
russell R rich ensign to the nations provo brigham young university publications 1972 p
53 the circular isis copied inin HC 75707 570

scesee fnan 74
3wilford3wilfordtwilford woodruff was called on a missionmission to england inin august of 1844 and left nauvoo

with his family on the twenty eighth of that month he did not return until 13 april 1846 inin
timetime to help supervise the dedication of the temple wilford woodruff journal under dates given
church historical department

84 theodore turley was finally released from this unjust imprisonmentimpnsonment and returned to nauvoo
18 december 1845 see heber C kimball 1845 1846 journal 18 december 1845 and HC 175327552532552
545

mary81mary ann peak bomborn 29 october 1806 at bolton lancashire england was joseph fieldings
first and only plural wife they were sealed sometimesometime before july 1845 giving birth to their first
child 22 march 1846

both hannah and mary ann were sealed inin the temple to joseph fielding for timetime and eter-
nity on 23 january 1846 confirming the previous sealing they could receivereceive only inin an imperfect
manner outside the temple

here he registers that he received the ordinances of the fulnessfalness of the priesthood
88sincesince joseph and hannahs four children were bomborn to them before their marriage was sealed

by the power of the holy priesthood itit was according to mormon doctrine necessary for their chil-
dren to be sealed to them for eternity as if they had been bomborn under the promises of abraham
isaac and jacob these blessings pronounced by the priesthood were not promised by ministers nor
civil authorities authorized to perform marriages
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for time and eternity by elders B young & H C kimball89Kimball89

our 4 children are rachel bomborn at preston county of lancaster england
on the 27 of june 1839

ellen born inin preston aforesaid on the 9thath of feb 1841
heber born inin nauvoo on the 20 of july 1843

82 joseph born at nauvoo on the 13th of july 184690

jan29 46 last eve called at the temple many were receiving their endow-
ment and numbers waiting to be sealed all things dark arroundaground us itit isis gener-
ally expected the county isis to be put under martial law affidavits havehae been
made at washington by rigdon or william smith and adams or all that we
intend to go and bring on the indians against the government and the design
isis to prevent our going
85183183 by putting us under martial law and to hem us inin on all sides and then
to torment us with writs &cac itit isis hard to think of our brethren thepheA leaving
us while everything isis going so well especially inin the temple

feb 18 for about the last 2 weeks the saints have been busily crossing
the river mississippi with their waggonswiggons &cac and having a great deal of public
property such as cannons guns and other weapons and ammunition print-
ing press and other mechanical

84184 and farming implements and the church Records 91 &cac seed spring
wheat also intending if possible to put itit into the ground inin the spring
these with a suitable supply of provision at least as far aslas possible for such
an unknown journey have taken all the teams that could be mustered both
horses and oxen I1 suppose they have over 200 teams they cross the river inin
flat boats they have about 112 mile to go on the water and itit isis hard

85185 work to row them across the stream the wind has often been too
strong for them and they were obliged to wait I1 suppose by this time they are
all on the other side 6 days ago I1 went over to see the camp which isis 5 or 6
miles from the river the camp ground isis by sugar creek where they have
plenty of wood and water a good place for such a purpose on the night of
the 13th the snow fell and covered the ground and the l4th14thlath was a very
rough day snowing all the day long

86186 1I felt much for them some had tents and some waggon covers and
some neither of them this day isis also rough snowing all the day from the
north but itit isis not very cold when I1 think that men with some women and
children should be so exposed

89asAs joseph and hannahs children needed to be sealed to their parents so also joseph and han
nah needed to be sealed to parents who were worthy of the sealing ordinances since josephs par
entsencsants were not members of the church he elected to be sealed to hyrum smith his brother inin law
and deceased patriarch to the church the law of adoption that operated to establish the patri-
archal order was intended to connect all families who would be exalted inin the celestial kingdom
back to adam the first man see gordon irving the law of adoption one phase of the devel-
opment of the mormon concept of salvation 1830 1900 BYU studies 14 spring 1974129119741291.1974 291

goseesee fnan 7 on this discrepancy of the birthdatebirchdarebirthratebirthbirchdatedare of his son joseph joseph was bomborn 13 june 1845
and was present at his sealing to his parents

91 91inventoriesinventories of church records packaged for the trek across the plains are available in a new
supplement to the newel K whitney papers harold B lee library brigham young university
there isis an inventoryinventor of church property that was under the care of whitney
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the camp travailed traveled slowly the road being bad and weather
rough and cold sometimes having to put 8 or 10 yoke of oxen to a waggon
till they came to what they called garden grove92grove9lgrovell about ms is blanklblacklblankbiank miles
from lavoonavoo where they commenced ploughingsloughingploughing and planting and after staying
there a while the greater

87871 part of them moved on a distance of ms is blank miles where they ar-
rived in time to put in other crops some of which came to perfection but
some did not they fenced in a large field having grand river as a fence on
the west side this place they called pisgah 93 both of these places seem to
have been very sickly and have proved to be the home of many of the saints
many of them are there mingled with the dust before they had time to reap
the fruit of their labourslaboure the main part of the camp again moved westward
till they crossed the missouri river about 3 miles from which they encamped
and went to work at getting hay for the winter and in the fall of the year
they moved on to the bank of

88188 the river they had been compeledcompelledcompeled to barter their property horses har-
ness beds and cloathingCloathing &cac to the missouriansMissourians for provision and made great
sacrifices brother samuel bent94 was left as president in garden grove and
brother charles C rich in pisgah 95 but during the summer the former was
called home having done his work I1 believe to the satisfaction of all the
saints he had long been president of the high council and the latter was
general of the nauvoo legion a man of unblemished caracturecarachureCaracture

89891 but to return to navoolavoo where I1 spent the summer for want of means to
get away I1 sold my house and 20 acres of land for 200 dols in trade taking
2 horses a waggon a coat cloth and a few 4124 dol in cash the land was
in good cultivation 120 rods of good rail fence a frame house 16 feet by
24 filled in with bricks a pretty garden a number of aple trees and peach
trees just ready to bear fruit and an excellent well 21 feet deep not 2 miles
from the temple I1 paid for the land in its wild state 160 doisdolsnolsnois built the
house &cac so that the price of the whole would not near pay the cost one of
the horses I1 took for the place I1 soon found to

901gol90 be baukybacky balky and I1 only got in trade for her a small yoke of young
oxen the last harvest we had in nauvoo was uncommonly great the land in
general bringing forth in abundance as much as 60 bushels of corn to the
acre I1 had about 600 bus on 10 acres in short the whole place was as the
garden of the lord for fruitfulness this was of course a great blessing to the
saints but still it made the sacrifice appear the greater soon after I1 sold my
place I1 removed my family and goods to the house on my sisters farm

92 garden grove iowa territory was approximately 145 miles from nauvoo
mount93mount pisgah iowa territory was located 27 miles northwest of garden grove and 172 miles

from nauvoo
9samuelsamuelssamuel bent was one of the original members of the nauvoo high council and became itsits

president before the exodus from nauvoo he died inin garden grove 16 august 1846
95 charles coulson rich was actually the seconsecondd presiding elder over the saints inin mount pisgah

he had served as counselor to the first president william D huntington when huntington died
on 19 august 1846 charles C rich became president
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91191 called brother hyrams where my Sister 96 thought of planting some grain
but we found it to be useless & I1 did not so much as plant the smallest gar-
den stuff the enimiesenemies all around were breathing out threateningsthreaten ings against the
saints till at one time as eight men were reaping wheat for one of the
members of the church siro davis97davis91Davis 9791 about 12 miles from nauvoo a com-
pany of about 80 armed men in carriages and on horses came upon them
took them one by one a short distance to the place where one of their friends
had been killed the year before and they supposed of course the saints had
killed him and there gave each of them a severe whipingshiping took some of their
guns off and broke others of them

92192 the w eight made the best of their way to nauvoo and as soon as they
had made the matter known the new citiezensCitiezens 9891 they being the officers of

to
the city in union with the saints determined at onceaonce A endeavour to bring
the ring leaders of the mob to justice and the next day towards evening a
posse left nauvoo and went to the house of captain mccallamallamailamalia in the night
and took him and 2 others and a gun which they found in his house whithchith
they had taken from the eight men and brought them home to nauvoo to

the
take their trial but in a few days we were informed that A mob had kid-
napped 4 of our brethren and one of the new citiezensCitiezens 5 in all and

95193193 that they had them in a place called pontusuck99 14 miles off the sunday
after about 50 horse and foot men armed formed a posse left nauvoo in the
evening traviledtravileetraviled in the night and came to pontusuckPontusuck by daylightday light in the
morning I1 was one of them the first thing we saw was a couple of mounted
men as a picket guard some of our party chased them for some distance one
of them sprang through the brush and got into the field but the other they
pursued and overtook him the said there were about as many of them together
in the vilage as there were of us A little before we came to the placeeplacecplacede we saw
mens heads starting up

94194 in the brush wood on the side of the road and we could not tell how
many there might be concealed we halted and and brother wmW anderson the
captain of the posse called out and told them choirtheirthoir his authority that he had
been legally authorisedauthorized and sent with a posse to apprehend such as were not
subject to law we had been very privateaboutprivaprivateteaboutabout coming to this place but still
our comming was expected there and just as we got to the vilage we were in
loud voices commanded to halt and we beheld a body of men partly concealed
in the brush some of the foremost of them called

us to
95195 out to A halt or they would instantly fire upon us we were then

within gunshot of them each of us had his gun cocked and ready to return the

96vi2viz mary fielding smith
amosgamos davis was a captain in the nauvoo legion

9 the new citizens were not natives or previous citizens of hancock county they had moved
into nauvoo when the saints vacated the city

99pontoosucpontoosucPontoo suc was located gih9vi miles northeast of nauvoo
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fire if they fire but wm cutler one of our captains told them our authority
&cac and no gun was fired some of them were very mad and swore bitterly
and we began taking some of them prisoners and finally we tookitookcooki 14 of them
and after searching several of the houses to find the captives we brought them
to nauvoo on the way we were joined by a small company who had left
nauvoo in the morning

96196 to come to our assistance if we should need it we brought them to
nauvoo and there was some rejoicing in the city the next day we went off
in a posse in search of the five captives and that night we slept on the open
prairyphairy the night was cold and we had nothing to cover us or but little at one
the next morning we started divided into two companies and searched several
houses to find if possible either the captives or those that took them but
the former were taken off by those that held them for fear we should find
them at the time we went to pontusuckPontusuck they had them within hearing of us
a little out of the vilagebutvilage but on finding that

97197 we were there they marched them off but we found their stuff a double
horse waggon containing flour &cac belonging to phineas young who was on
his way home from the mill and a buggy these we took home the names of
the captives were phineas young and brigham his son james standing ms is
blank balentine andlooand100angloo blank line

when we then went out in a posse it put all of them in fear and we
could scarelyscarcely find a man at his home by day or by night we did not return
home till saturday eve but our labor was in vain the mob party took every
way they could to deceive us and lead us on the wrong track as we learned af-
terwardsterwards they were taken from place to place every day through the woods &cac
having eight men to guard them

98198 who hurried through the woods some of them being sick with ague but
they were often told that if they faulteredfault ered or stoptstept they would instantly shoot
them several times they had fiatfixt a time and place to do it and were on the
point of it but were prevented through fear through the mercy of god we
searched for them all this week and most of the next week going as far as 30
or more miles some times going all night and sometimes with but little to
eat our horses were much reduced and we were weary this was just in
wheat harvest and so much were the people in fear of us that many large
fields of wheat were destroyed for want of cutting for they durst not be
seen but some of them said they would wait upon untilluntil

99199 after harvest after being in captivity over 2 weeks they all returned safly
home being let go by a fresh guard to whom they had commitedcommitcommuteded th the old

to
ones attended a meeting in carthage they were gladly received home A their
wives and friends indeed it was far more than we expected ever to see them
again not long after this the mob began to collect and to threaten us with de-
structionst first at goldings point to the number of 200 or 300 from whence

othethe first name of ballantyne was richard and the other Uunnamed captive was a mr herring
rich ensign to the nations p 39
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they dispersed through fear but soon began to gather again near carthage
where they lay encamped a number of weeks to the noN of 900 as far as I1 can
gather untill early in september they marched into nauvoo my two sisters
smith and thompson and myself with our families

loo1001100 had just got over the river missisipiMissi sipi with all our goods except two
boat loads before they came in contact with the citiezensCitiezens they came and en-
camped on the farm that I1 had just left they took this course to avoid any
ambushment that might be laid for them from thence they sent balls into the
city but before they came near the temple they were met and repulsed but I1

a
shall not attempt to record the whole of that scene of outrbutroutrgeoutageAge the poor
saints had to flee sick or well they hastened to thelthe river but the citiezensCitiezens
judged it not best to let men leave when they were so much needed but the
sick the women and children got over as fast as they could I1 went down to
the bank of the river and found many of the saints in distress some had left
their goods and were destitute of food and clothing others had left their hus-
bands in the

loliolloll1011eloi101 battle the cannons roared tremendously on both sides for several
days 101 but the mob as it seems to me found themselves losers and a
plan was got up to prevent their own destruction cac2 A committee came from
quincy professing to be friends to both sides and proposed to put a stop to
the fighting on turmsdurms which the saints thought it best to accept as the mob
increased daily and they the few saints 1 I suppose not more in numbers than
150 were almost forsaken of the new citizens the number slain of the mob is
not well known but it is probable that 150 fell inin battle and altho their num-
bers was so great and that of the saints so small the former said to be not less
than 1100 yet but three of the saints were slain brother anderson and his
son and a brother norris this is truely surpising102surpisinglo

1021102 the turmsdurms of peace were of course such as would suit the mob 103113 and
as soon as the saints had agreed to lay down their arms they had to flee but
many of their arms were taken from them the mob found themselves in pos-
session of the city and they proceeded to capture rob and plunder in the
most fiend like and unlawful manner they rendivouzed in the temple we had
guarededguareded it by night and day a long time feeling unwilling to leave it in their
hands but they now had it to themselves they even preached in it and cursed
the saints but did no great damage to it thinking it would add to the value
of their property they treated the saints with various kinds of indignity some

this battle for nauvoo began 10 september 1846 on the morning of the fifteenth the
quincy committee intercededintercedesinterceded as mediators and negotiated the terms of peace which of course
meant the immediate and final expulsion from nauvoo of nearly all mormonscormons governor ford in-
dicates that the forces against the 150 mormonscormons and their allies were 1400 1500 men strong eight
hundred of these men were armed rich ensign to the nations ppap 42 46

the number of casualties joseph fielding reports suffered by the attackers is far too high the
mob reported that 12 wewerere wounded and that only one had died fieldings report of the casualties
among the mormonscormons is accurate rich ensign to the nations p 4543

103thethe terms of peace may be found in B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints century 1I 6 vols provo brigham young university press 1965
315 16
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they pushed over the river in haste some they took and tried some they bap-
tized &cac but in the midst of this some more

1051031103 humane from quincy brout up a quantity of clothing and provision for
the poor as they got over the river where the poor saints were in great num-
bers here also the lord sent upon them as it were a shower of quails 104 they
came inin vast flocks many came into the houses where the saints were set-
tled on the tables and the floor and even on their laps so that they caught as
many as they pleased thus the lord was mindful of his people and it was truly
a matter of astonishment that in all this persecution &cac only 3 of our breth-
ren lost their lives the trustees still stayed in the city viz john S fulmer
alman babbit and joseph L heywood 105115 as soon as this unlawful proceeding
was staid we my sisters and myselfmyselfl started on the way to the camp of the
saints

1041104 having 9 waggonswiggonsWaggons 6 of them sister smiths I11 sister thompsonsThomp sons and 2

my own in sis smiths family 6 men 5 women besides one sister that came
with her 4 children sis thompson one little girl in my family 2 men 2

women and 5 children and we had together besides our teams 21 lose cattle
as cows &cac 43 sheep

the visitation of the quails occurred 9 october 1846 three weeks after the final expulsion
from nauvoo rich ensign to the nations p 46

three council of fifty members john S fullmer almon W babbitt and joseph L hey-
wood had been appointed by brigham young to remainremain inin nauvoo as trustees of the churchschurche
property they were holding out the bleak hope that a reasonable price could be had for property inin
order to help finance the saints trek west HC 75697 569
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joseph smith and legal process

in the wake of the steamboat nauvoo

dallin H oaks and joseph I1 bentley

in the spring of 1837 lt robert E lee at this time a thirty
year old veteran of eight years in the united states army corps of
engineers was ordered west to save the harbor of st louis from im-
pinging snags and sandbars and to improve navigation to the upper
mississippi by attacking the des moines rapids these rapids
masked an eleven mile outcroppingcroppingout of limestone extending from
warsaw on the south to commerce later nauvoo on the north

bringing from louisville a little steamboat and several smaller
craft lee completed the necessary river surveys in 1837 and began
blasting rock at the rapids during the time of low waters in the
summers of 1838 and 1839 the cabin of the steamboat des
moines served as lt lees office and sleeping quarters during the
busy season the steamboat was used to tow the smaller craft that
were working on the rapids by the time higher water and ice
forced discontinuance of operations in the fall of 1839 lees de-
tachmenttachment had made the needed improvements at st louis had
thoroughly charted the upper river course and had widened and
deepened the channel in two critical areas of the rapids 1

although most of the contemplated work remained to be done
a nationwide depression brought fiscal stringencies and congress
in the summer of 1840 refused appropriations to continue the
work lee was compelled to conclude his river operations and ac-
cepted a new assignment in the east 2

reprinted from brigham young university law review 1976 no 3 ppap 735 82

edited for brigham young university studies

dallin H oaks isis president of brigham young university and professor of law inin itsits J reuben
clarkdarkoark law school
joseph 1I bentley isis a member of the california and los angeles bars

douglas S freeman R E lee A biography 4 vols new york C scribners sons 1934 1935
vol 1 chaps 9 11 D L enders the des moines rapids A history of its adverse effects on mis-
sissippisissippi river traffic and its use as a source of water power to 1860 MA thesis brigham young
university 1973 ppap 16 31 36385638565836 38 45 55 69 70

freeman R E lee 11781 178 80 enders the des moines rapids ppap 55 56 lees brilliant
work especially on the critical st louis harbor had established his professional standing inin the
corps of engineers twenty years before his career culminated as commanding general of the conf-
ederate forces during the civil war
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acting as agent for the united states robert E lee disposed
of his equipment at a public auction held in quincy illinois on
10 september 1840 among the properties sold were two keel
boats eight large deck stows and the steamboat des moines

during the winter of 1838 1839 the last year of lees river
operations the mormonscormons were forced to flee en masse from mis-
souri to illinois by the summer of 1840 the founding of nauvoo
was secure mormonscormons were gathering in sufficient numbers to
make nauvoo one of the largest cities in illinois on 31 august
1840 the first presidency of the church issued a letter to all
church members advising them that the time had come for the
upbuilding of the kingdom and for erecting a temple in
nauvoo those interested in assisting in this great work were for-
mally invited to come to this place 3

the anticipated influx of new population for nauvoo and the
surrounding area created important commercial opportunities for
river traffic thus it is not surprising that prominent mormon en-
trepreneurs were interested in acquiring the steamboat and keel
boats that robert E lee put on sale in quincy the following
month

the terms of sale were advertised as 8 months credit the
purchasers giving notes with 2 approved endorsers 1144 the success-
ful bidder for the steamboat and keelboat was peter haws a
prominent mormon businessman who was later to have a leading
role in the construction of the nauvoo house a hotel for trav-
elers on the mississippi haws paid with a 4866384866584866.38486638 promissory
note payable to robert E lee agent for the united states or or-
der at the bank of the state of missouri in st louis eight
months after its date of 10 september 1840 5 the note was signed
by peter haws henry W miller george miller joseph smith
and hyrum smith in that order henry and george miller were

see3seeasee joseph smith history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of lafterlatter day saints ed B H roberts
2ndand ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 51 41854 18587185 87 hereafter cited as HCHQ see
also robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the Mismlsmijmississimississippisissiapi urbana univ of illinois 1965 ppap
40 48

rquincyquincy4quincy whig 5 september 1840 p 3 col 3

the originals of this promissory note and twenty seven other documents comprise an eighty
seven page collection of letters and reports written during the years 1841 to 1852 by or between the
united states treasury department and various federal marshals united states attorneys and cabinet
members concerning related events subsequent to this sale these original source documents are lo10

cared at the national archives inin washington DCD C as part of the records of the solicitor of the
treasury record group 206 part 1 1841 1852 hereafter cited as treasury papers
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mormon businessmen and church officials 6 haws henry miller
and george miller signed the note in quincy on the date of the
auction but joseph and hyrum smith who apparently did not at-
tend the auction signed in nauvoo 7

although it is not clear from the face of the note it appears
from subsequent documents that peter haws was the real principal
in the steamboat purchase and that the millers and smiths were
only sureties for his obligation 8 but since the terms of sale re-
quired two approved endorsersdorsersen the sureties role was essential
the original papers in the transaction show the thoroughness and
care robert E lee exerted in obtaining letters from prominent
public figures authenticating the good character and financial in-
tegrity of the sureties 9 in addition to the promissory note signed
by haws the millers and the smiths lt lee received an endorsed
note also in the amount of 4866384866584866.38486638 payable to haws george
miller and the two smiths signed by charles B street and mar-
vin B street as obligors and by robert F smith as surety this
note which the purchasers gave as additional security apparently
represented a transaction in which the streets acquired a part in-
terest in the steamboat before evacuating his headquarters at st

ahenryshenryhenry W miller was stake president at freedom illinois HC 431145114 311511 george miller lived on
the iowa side of the nverriver justust across from nauvoo where he had a farm and woodyard to supply
nverriver steamers letter of george miller 26 june 1855 letters of bishop george millermillet journal of

history of the reorganized church ofofftsusjesus christ of latter day saints 10 january 1917191712727 here-
after cited as RLDS journal of history he apparently acted quite frequently as surety or guarantor
for church officers inin other business transactionstransactions HC 52665 266 on 24 january 1841 george miller
was called to the office of bishop inin the church inin place of edward partridge deceased HC 42864 286
doctrine and covenants of the church of jesus christ of lacterlatter day saints salt lake city the
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 196711967 12420124 20 21 hereafter cited as dac both george
and henry miller were leaders with peter haws and others inin the financing and construction of the
nauvoo house HC 431145114 311511

seeseesec promissory note inin treasury papers A possible reason for joseph and hyrumshyrams remaining in
nauvoo isis that their father joseph smith sr died of consumption on 14 september 1840 and
probably would have been near death on 10 september HC 41894 189

seeseesec sources cited inin footnotes 9 and 26 register of miscellaneous suits inin which the united
states Is a party or interested 1834 1848 hereafter cited as register of miscellaneous suits inin
treasury papers specifically identifies peterperer haws as the principal and lists the other four co
makers as suretiessureties inin the transaction with robert E lee even though only sureties these parties
had an obvious interest inin promoting mississippi river traffic george miller was already involved
with rivernver traffic on the iowa side the smiths had been charged by the church high council with
the responsibility to superintendsupenmendsupenmend the affairs of the ferry between nauvoo and montrose iowa
HC 449595 joseph smith later acquired a part interest inin the maid of iowa a steamboat that was

utilized as a ferry inin 184318441843 1844 HC 553865586386586 417 18 see grifri 148
ginglnin a 10 september 1840 letter to captain lee UUSS senator richard M young and D G

whitney a quincy merchant stated that the smiths and millers were all good and sufficient for
said amount of the note and that the government was safe inin accepting the same in a sepa-
rate letter to lee on the same date concerning only the millers and concurred inin by illinois gov-
ernor thomas carlincarhncarilncaran as to henry miller only senator young stated that he had known both mill-
ers for many years that they were considered men inin very good circumstances and of
industrious habits that both were proprietors of some valuable lands and other property good
for several thousand dollars and that they were men who would not promise what they are not
able to perform treasury papers
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louis robert E lee endorsed the mormonscormonsMormons promissory note and
deposited it along with the streets note at the bank of missouri
for collection when due the next spring 10

As soon as it was acquired the steamboat renamed the
nauvoo was remodeled and entered in the upper mississippi river
trade 11 this included hauling lead from the mines upriver in ga-
lena to the market in st louis 12 according to george miller jo-
seph smith took two trips on the steamer to keep out of the
way of the officers of the law who were then seeking his arrest
to face old charges in missouri 1513 but before the close of naviga-
tion that fall the steamer was wrecked by running upon the rocks
and sandbankssandbanks outside the usual steamboat channel

on 10 august 1840 one month before the army sale in
quincy peter haws george miller joseph smith and hyrum
smith had engaged the services of two steamboat pilots brothers
named benjamin and william holladay who were represented to
be skillful and competent pilots with understanding of the
steamboat channel of the upper mississippi river 111414 immediately
after the steamers wreck haws george miller and the smiths
engaged counsel and brought a civil action against the holladay
brothers alleging that they had wrecked the steamboat either care-
lessly or with intent to destroy it inflicting 2000 damage to the
vessel and causing plaintiffs to lose 1000 in profits from oper-
ations 15 the sheriff arrested the holladay brothers on 30 novem-
ber 1840 but they were soon released on bond and apparently fled
the state 16

Io iorobertrobert E lee to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 7 june 1841 inin treasury papers
letter of george miller 26 june 18518555 RLDS journal of history 10 january 1917271917 27 flanders

the des moines rapids ppap 160 61 the nauvoo collection of the historical department ar-
chives of the church of jesus christ of datterlatter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as
church archives has the ledger of the steamboat nauvoo which records the initial debt to the
united states and sets out shipping charges from mid september to mid december 1840 but has no
information on the proprietors of the business As for the keelboatskeel boats itit appears that they ultimately
might have been used to transport lumber from the pineriespin eries of wisconsin and the upper mississippi
for building the nauvoo house the temple and other structures inin nauvoo a project to which
george miller personally devoted a great deal of timerimetime HC 5575 57 58 386

summons12surnmons pleas and demurrers inin original case file inin smith v street hancock county circuit
court may term 1844 courthouse carthage 111

15 15letterletter of george miller 26 june 18518555 LDSRLDS journal of history 10 january 1917271917 27
14 complaint14complaint inin smith v holladay hancock county circuit court may term 1841 courthouse

carthage 111

the complaint for trespass on the case fails to state the precise scene or date of the mishap
ibid

the outcome of the civil actionaction which was formally filed with the circuitcircuit court on 23 april
1841 isis not known with certainty but itit was probably abandoned and dismissed for want of prose-
cution because of inability to recover damages from the absent defendants see bond noticenonce re
smith v holladay hancock county circuit court may term 1841 courthouse carthage ill111iiiililii
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the steamboat mishap dashed its operators hopes of meeting
their obligations to the united states on the note falling due on
10 may 1841 and the various parties fell into controversy over
who should bear the loss on 7 february 1844 peter haws
george miller and joseph and hyrum smith brought an action
against charles B street marvin B street and robert F smith
for the 40004000 unpaid balance on their note 17 it appears from the
papers filed in this lawsuit that haws and his associates had sold
the streets a five sixth interest in the steamboat and two keel
boats plus two promissory notes from third parties totalling about

800 taking the streets note in part or full payment because of
the damage to the steamboat the streets refused to pay their obli-
gation in defense the streets cited a multitude of grievances
against the mormon plaintiffs the third party notes received from
the plaintiffs were uncollectible the plaintiffs had failed to deliver
one keelboat and the steamboat had been delivered in a damaged
condition without tackling anchors or chimney in addition the
steamboat had been so slow in delivering a cargo of 180 tons of
lead from galena to st louis probably due to the wreck that
the shipper had suffered serious loss As aresulta resultresuit the steamboat
was encumbered with a lien and gained an unfavorable reputation
that interfered with obtaining other cargos other encumbrances
were alleged including the expense of raising the steamers
chimney from the mississippi probably sunk at the wreck the
cost of new chimneys and various losses of trade all totaling well over
4000 which the streets sought to set off against their obligation on

the note after a prolonged series of pleas and demur
rersaers with various rulings by the court the mormonscormonsMormons action was
finally dismissed on 26 may 1846 18

the period 1840 1841 was not an easy time for mormon busi-
nessmen to sustain a large cash loss the panic of 1837 followed a
period of wild speculation particularly along the western frontier
and resulted in several years of severe depression throughout the
united states 19 this crisis led to the passage of the bankruptcy
act of 1841 flanders describes the general economic conditions in
illinois during the early 1840s as near a state of collapse with

17 summons17summons pleas and demurrers inin original case file inin smith v street hancock county circuit
court may term 1844 courthouse carthage ill111iiiililii

ibid circuit court record hancock county book D ppap 131 136 158 171 223 24 226
242 318 325 438 and 443 costs assessed against the plaintiffs courthouse carthage ill111ililii

oseesecsee C warren bankruptcy inin united states history cambridge mass harvard univ press

1935 ppap 52 5656175175 fnan A14
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financial ruin spread throughout the state 112020 the mormon
people were in more desperate straits than the rest of the country
generally As many as 15000 of them had been driven from their
homes in missouri during the winter of 1838 1839 and had lost
property in an amount estimated at between one and two million
dollars 21 pressed by these losses and by even earlier ones origi-
nating in ohio leaders in a general conference of the church held
on 4 october 1841 resolved that church assets should not be ap-
propriated to settle old claims that might be brought forward
from ohio and missouri 22

the due date on the note given for the purchase of the steam-
boat passed without payment notified by the missouri bank of
the default captain robert E lee wrote to his superiors suggest-
ing that the solicitor of the treasury order suit on the note 2523

the solicitor promptly requested that montgomery blair then
US attorney in st louis institute legal proceedings and arrest
the obligors if they entered missmissourioun 24 24whenwhen months passed with-
out success under this plan blair passed the responsibility for col-
lection to justin butterfield US attorney for the district of il-
linois 25 butterfield filed a complaint in the united states district
court for the district of illinois on 3 april 1842 26 on 4 may
1842 a summons was served on defendants henry miller george
miller joseph smith and hyrum smith peter haws was not
found it directed them to appear in court in springfield on the
first monday of june 1842 thereafter the case was called in
springfield on three separate days but none of the defendants ap-
peared consequently on 11 june 1842 judge nathaniel pope en-
tered a default judgment against the defendants for the 4866384866584866.38486638

2oflandersflanders nauvoonaumo kingdom on the mississippi p 167
secscesee mormon petitionpennon to congress inin 1839 requesting redress of wrongs committed against

memembersmbersabers of the church while inin missouri HC 4244 24 38
ibid p 427

13 robert13robert E lee to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 7 june 1841 col joseph G
totten chief engineer to john bell secretary of war 27 may 1841 both letters inin treasury pa-
pers

chariescharleschlrles B penrose solicitor of the treasury to montgomery blair USU S attorney for missouriMismlssoun
1 june 1841 inin treasury papers arrest on civil process was a common means of beginning a civil
action during this period of time see dallin H oaks habeas corpus inin the states 1776 1865
university of chicago law review 32 iggy19652431965 243245 264 66

25 chariescharles B penrose solicitor of treasury to john bell secretary of war 1 june 1841 inin treas-
ury papers

26 26complaintcomplaint united states v miller indexed as the next to the last entry inin complete record of
the united states district court for the district of illinois vol 1 no 1600 1819 1827 ppap
529 31 federal records center chicago the full title of this 1843 case isis the united states of
america vs henry W miller george miller joseph smith and hyrum smith Impleaded with peter
hawes sicsic this isis the only case that isis not within the 1819 to 1827 time period covered by that
volume
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amount of the note plus damages probably interest of 5179351795317.9331793
and court costs of 28183428.1834281834281828.18 making a total of 521249552124935212493452124935212.4935212.49345212495452124934 27 un-
der well recognized principles of law this judgment became a lien
on all real estate then owned by joseph smith and the other oblidobli

gors 28

following routine practice for the collection of judgments in
july 1842 and again in 1843 writs of execution were issued to the
united states marshal to seize all goods chattels lands tene-
ments and real estate of the defendants in each instance the
marshall returned the writs after a few months with this endorse-
ment no property found of the defendants subject to said exe-
cution 3129112929 the collection efforts of the united states government
did not include any action on the 4866384866584866.38486638 note payable from the
streets to haws george miller and the smiths that had been as-
signed to the government as collateral security for the mormonscormonsMormons
obligation

in addition to the general economic depression the damage to
the steamboat and the nonpayment of the streets note there are
other possible reasons for the mormonscormonsMormons default first by 1841 it
appeared that the united states government was not willing to ap-
propriateprop riate any sums to redress the loss of land and other injuries
suffered by the mormonscormons in missouri even though much of the
land the mormonscormons lost was originally acquired from the united
states for cash 30 it was no secret that church officials had ex-
pected a substantial cash settlement from congress to help defray

27justin butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 13 october 1842 report of
US marshal to solicitor of the treasury 24 january 1843 both inin tretreasuryasuryabury papers there isis no evievlevi-
dence that joseph smith had any advance notice of any of these proceedings until he was personally
served on 4 may 1842 A possible reason for his failure to appear at the springfield hearings inin june
isis that on 6 may two days after joseph was served lilburn W boggs governor of missouri during
the mormonscormonsMormons expulsion from that state was shot by an unknown assailant inin independence mis
sourisoun the mormonscormons were blamed for this incident and joseph smith had to take precautions
against being kidnapped or officially extradited to missouri to face charges of alleged complicity inin
the matter see HC 5865 86 169 234 37 john J stewartsrewart josejosephph smith the mormon prophet salt
lake city mercury publishing co 1966 ppap 172 75

law of 3 march 1845 chap 57 sec 1 1845 rev statstar ill111iiiililii ppap 300 01 law of 17 january
1825 sec 1 18331185511833 rev laws ill111ililiilil ppap 370 71 jones v guthrieguthneguehne 23 ill111lillii 367 18601860 reynolds v
henderson 7 111 2 gilm 111 118 1845 rogers v dickey 6 ill111iiilii 1 I1 gilm 637 644 45
1844

complete record of the united states circuit court for the district of illinois vol 4 no
1603 18 june 1841 through 17 july 1852 ppap 488 89 hereafter cited as chancery records this
volume isis located at the federal records center inin chicago a copy of this case isis filed inin the brig-
ham young university archives as Ms no a74 22 see report of USU S marshal to solicitor of the
treasury 24 january 1843 inin treasury papers

3 flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi ppap 128 29 see letters from horace R hotchkiss
to sidney rigdon and joseph smith 7 march 1840 and to joseph smith I11 april 1840 inin HC
4984 98 100 02
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current obligations 31 thus it is not surprising that they did not
find it in their hearts or their pocketbooks to pay the federal gov-
ernmentern ment

second joseph smith and the other cosigners of the note as
sureties may have been only secondarily liable if they simply guar-
anteed peter hawsshaass debt they might have become legally respon-
sible for its payment only if haws was first sued and defaulted
nevertheless when joseph smith prepared a list of his debts total
ling 750665873066.387306638 during the spring of 1842 he included the follow-
ing entry at the top of the list of nine creditors32creditors32 to the united
states of america september 10 1840 4866584866384866 38

federal efforts to collect this admitted obligation ran into al-
most insurmountable difficulties largely because during the first
two years of the mormon settlement in nauvoo the financial ac-
tivitiestivi ties of the church and the personal financial affairs of joseph
smith were indistinguishable efforts to separate the churchschurche
property from the personal property of joseph smith began inin the
winter of 1840 1841 a time of great activity in the formal organi-
zation of civic business and church activities in nauvoo 33 A spe-
cial conference of the church held at nauvoo on 30 january 1841
took a step of great importance to the church and its properties
by electing joseph smith sole trustee in trust 34 this action was
confirmed on 8 february 1841 in the manner provided by illinois
law when joseph and others filed a sworn statement with the
county recorder of hancock County 35 certifying that joseph was
elected sole trustee and vested with

plenary powers as sole trustee inin trust for the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints to receivereceive acquire manage or convey

liseesee allegations contained inin memorial of inhabitants of nauvoo inin illinois praying redress for
missouri injuries and also inin memorial of the constituted authorities of the city of nauvoo inin il-
linois praying to be allowed a territorial form of government both dated 5 aprilapnlannl 1844 inin records
of the USU S senate record group 46 inin treasury papers

32schedule32 schedule setting forth a list of petitionerspetitioners creditors their residence and the amounts due
each cited inin fawn brodie no man knows my history 2ndand ed rev enlarged new york knopf
1971 p 266 as located inin the library of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints for a copy of the complete schedule see footnote 61

the act to incorporate the city of nauvoo the nauvoo legion and the university of nauvoo
passed the illinois legislature and was signed by the governor on 18 december 1840 HC
42394 2394542394525945239259 45 it was implemented by formal actions of the elected officials of nauvoo early inin februfebra
ary HC 42884 28896288 96 on 23 february 1841 the illinois legislature passed an act incorporating the
nauvoo house association and four days later passed another act incorporating the nauvoo ag
ricultural and manufacturing association HC 430145014 301 05 see also HC 42744 274 86 and dacd&c 124

31hcHC 42864 286
this certificate was recorded 8 february 1841 as instrument no 87 inin bonds and mortgages

book 1 hancock county records carthage ill111ililiilil p 95 see HC 42878842874 287 88 the original copy of the
certificate isis inin the church archives
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property real personal or mixed for the sole use and benefit of said
church 36

by their sworn statement the church authorities were acting
tcagreeablytcagreeably to the provisions of an act entitled an act con-
cerning religious societies approved february 6 1835 37 which
authorized a religious society to elect or appoint any number of
trustees not exceeding ten in whom title to land and improve-
ments owned by the society would be vested 38

at a special conference of the church held in nauvoo on 16
august 1841 joseph smith recommended and the conference re-
solved that the time had come when the twelve should be
called upon to stand in their place next to the first presidency
and attend to the settling of emigrants sic and the business of
the church at the stakes 39 specifically the twelve were to take
measures to assist emigrants siclhiclsic who may arrive at the places of
gathering and prevent impositions being practiced upon them by
unprincipled speculators 1540114040 this change was for the stated purpose
of lightening the work load of president joseph smith so that he
might give greater attention to his prophetic duties the twelve
promptly issued an epistle to the saints in all parts of the world
urging them to gather to the vicinity of nauvoo where towns
and cities would be designated for their settlersettlementsettlernennen t 41

the twelve took notice of the fact that because of the pecul-
iar situation of the church up to that point it had been necessary
for the properties of the church to be taken and holden by com-
mittees of the church and private individuals 42 now that the
church had a regularly appointed trustee in trust however it was

voted unanimously that we advise the trustee in trust to gather up
all the deeds bonds and properties belonging to the church and
which are now held either by committees or individuals and take
the same in his own nanameme as trustee in trust for the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints as soon as such arrangements can be
made consistently with his various and multiplied cares and busi-
ness 4313

36hcHC 42874 287
ibid
law of 1 march 1835 1854183411834 laws of ill111ililii p 147 approved 6 february 1835 note that this

act did not incorporate the church or itsits president
WHC 44034 403405
40ibidibid p 402
4ibidbibidibid ppap 409 10

2 ibid p 413
ibid
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at the same time in consideration of the love they felt for joseph
smith and his family and the great losses the smiths had sustained
by the persecutions in missouri and elsewhere the twelve voted
unanimously

that we for ourselves and the church we represent approve of the
proceedings of president smith so far as he has gone in making
over certain properties to his wife children and friends for their
support and that he continue to deed and make over certain por-
tions of church property which now exist or which may be ob-
tained by exchange as in his wisdom he shall judge expedient till
his own and his fathers household shall have an inheritance secure
to them in our midst agreeably to the vote of the general confer-
ence of the church held at commerce in october 1839 44

within a few months of these events joseph smith began
signing legal instruments that distinguished between his personal
capacity and his status as trustee in trust for the church printed
deed forms by which land was conveyed to or from joseph smith
tc as sole trustee in trust for the church were in common use in
nauvoo beginning in 1842 45

one of the most important deeds executed during this period
was a deed from joseph and emma smith in their individual ca-
pacitiespacities to joseph smith as trustee in trust for the church the
deed was dated 5 october 1841 the last day of the churchschurche semi-
annual general conference at which numerous church property
transactions were discussed and the responsibility of joseph smith
to take title to church property as trustee in trust was reempha-
sized the deed was delivered and notarized that same day in the
presence of two witnesses 46 it covered 239 nauvoo city lots ap-
proximately 300 acres comprising most of the south half of the

ibid141bid ppap 412 13 responding to rumors that joseph smith was enriching himself on the
spoils of the church brigham young and the quorum of the twelve on 12 october 1841 wrote
an epistle to the church members setting forth the extent of joseph smiths personal possessions

when brother joseph stated to the general conference the amount and situation of the
property of the church of which he isis trustee in trust by the united voicevolcevoicevolce of the church
he also stated the amount of his own possessions on earth and what do youou think it waswasawas5
we will tell you his old charley a horse given him inin kirtland two pet deer two old
turkeys and four young ones the old cow given him by a brother inin missouri his old major
a dog his wife children and a little household furniture and this isis the amount of the

great possessions of that man whom god has called to lead his people inin these last days
ibid ppap 437 38

45thethe joseph smith collection inin the church archives hereafter cited as joseph smith collec-
tiontion contains approximately ten such deeds dated 1842 and 1843 as well as three handwritten
bonds relating to the sale of nauvoo real estate by or to joseph smith as trustee in trust dated
1841 and 1842

the41the deed isis inin box 4 folder 7 joseph smith collection the lengthy notarial certificate was
verified by ebenezer robinson justice of the peace and by willard richards witness
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riverfront section of nauvoo originally purchased in 1839 47 in ac-
cordancecordance with principles of law this deed was effective on the
date of its valid execution and delivery but in order to give added
protection against the possible interests of third parties it was de-
sirable that it be recorded this was done at the office of the
county recorder in carthage on 18 april 1842 48 this six month
delay in recording such an important deed was later relied upon as
evidence of an intent to defraud

while the mormon leaders were engaged in these rearrange-
ments of property ownership congress on 19 august 1841 passed
a bankruptcy act to become effective 1 february 1842 49 this law
was the first federal bankruptcy law permitting debtors to file vol-
untary petitions in bankruptcy 50 the congressional debates and
action on the bankruptcy act received their share of attention in
the non mormon newspapers of western illinois which published
at least two reasonably accurate summaries 51 the mormon press
made no mention of the subject until two months after the law
went into effect

despite the newspaper publicity in warsaw and quincy
which included warnings that persons interested in discharge
should act quickly since there were efforts to repeal the bank-
ruptcy law in congress 52 there was no sudden rush to the bank-
ruptcy court an examination of the notices that the law required
to be published in the local press shows that bankruptcy petitions

flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi p 170 an examination of the original nauvoo
city plat dated 30 august 1839 recorded inin hancock county plat book no 1 ppap 38 39 shows
that the transfer inin question covered most of the southerly or lower part of nauvoo section 2

township 6 north range 9 west of the 4thath principal meridian bounded by ripley street to the
north wells street to the east and the mississippi river bend to the south and west including all

of the hugh and william white and galland purchases only 31 of the 270 blocks inin this area
were completely excluded

see hbl 46 hancock county deed book K ppap 159 61

bankruptcy act of 1841 chap 9 5 statstarstit ppap 440 49
see warren bankruptcy inin united states history p 60 the prior short lived federal bankruptcy

act of 1800 permitted only compulsory bankruptcy instituted by creditors ibid p 20

articles5articlesparticles covering the progress and passage of the bankruptcy bill were published inin the quincy
whig 14 august 1841 p 1 col 7 28 august 1841 p 2 col 6 4 september 1841 p 3 col 1

the warsaw signal I11 september 1841 p 3 col 1188 september 1841 p 2 col 4 summaries ap-
pear inin the warsaw signal 8 september 1841 p 2 col 4 and 27 october 1841 p 3 cols 1 2

52seesee the warsaw signal 5 january 1842 p 2 col 1122 february 1842 p 2 col 3 general inin-
formation concerning procedures for filing inin bankruptcy was publicized inin the warsaw signal 5

january 1842 p 2 col 1 and quincy whig 12 february 1842 p 2 col 3 applications could be
filed with the federal district court clerk in springfield after I11 february 1842 quincy whig 12

february 1842 p 2 col 3 noticenonce of publication inin two newspapers including one at springfield
was required at least twenty days before bankruptcy hearings could be held the warsaw signal 5

january 1842 p 2 col 1
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started with a trickle and became numerous only for those law
firms that promoted and advertised for the bankruptcy business
the first notices published in western illinois were for non mor
mons in quincy adams county where a law firm with an ag-
gressivegres sive advertising campaign promoted bankruptcy and captured
most of the business 53with53 with the exception of a single notice pub-
lished in march no bankruptcy notices were published in hancock
county newspapers until mid april 54

the firm of ralston warren & wheat initiated the bankruptcy
remedy among the mormonscormons with a visit to nauvoo in april
1842 the initial issue of the wasp 16 april nauvoosNauvoos first gen-
eral weekly newspaper carried a notice that this firm was pre-
pared to attend to all applications for discharge under the bank-
rupt law and that a member of the firm would be in carthage
and nauvoo on or about 14 april for three or four days on such
business 55 so far as can be determined from a search of available
newspapers diaries and minutes of official meetings this april
visit was the mormonscormonsMormons first introduction to the idea of bank-
ruptcy in just three weeks the wasp carried its first notices of
mormonscormons filing petitions in bankruptcy the first group twelve in
number included joseph and hyrum smith and sidney rigdon 56

other mormonscormons filed their notices later that spring or summer
making a total of at least twenty six who applied for the benefits
of the bankruptcy act 57

joseph smith received his first explanation of the bankruptcy
act from calvin A warren in nauvoo on 14 april 1842 the
history of the church taken from josephs personal papers and the
notes of his clerks records a brief but generally accurate summary
of the act along with josephs doubts about whether he should

53 during january february and march of 1842 the quincy whig carriedearned notices inin which the
quincy law firm of lot dixon & gilman advertised their availability to handle cases under the
bankruptcy act eg quincy whig 19 february 1842 p 3 col 3 most of the increasing numbers
of published notices of bankruptcy filings for adams county inin 1842 listed this firm as solicitor
see eg quincy whig 26 february 1842 p 3 cols 1 2 5 march 1842 p 3 col 3 2 april 1842

p 3 col 2 9 april 1842 p 3 col 3 16 april 1842 p 3 col 3

see the warsaw signal 9 march 1842 p 3 col 6 12 april 1842 p 3 col 6 20 april 1842

p 3 cols 1 6
55thethe wasp 16 april 1842 p 3 col 4

ibid561bid 7 may 1842 p 3 cols 2 4 others are listed inin sangamojournalsangamonsangamo journal 6 may 1842 p 1 cols
4 7 1 july 1842 p 3 cols 1 7 p 4 cols 1 7

ibid571bid 14 may 1842 p 3 col 4 18 june 1842 p 3 col 4 16 july 1842 p 3 cols 2 4 sang
amo journal I11 july 1842 p 3 col 4 p 4 col 7 by letter dated 3 june 1842 to joseph smith at
tomey calvin warren referred to a total of twenty sixsix bankruptcy cases committed to his care inin
nauvoo and with his letter of 13 july 1842 he transmitted noticesnotices of another sixsix for publication inin
the nauvoo wasp box 3 folder 2 joseph smith collection
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seek the relief it provided 58 despite his expressed concern about
the justice or injustice of such a principle in law joseph finally

decided he was justified in taking that course to extricate him-
self which the law had pointed out 59 due to the mobbingsdobbingsmobbings and
plunderplunderingsblunderingsings he had suffered blamed in part on inactioninacti on by the
very congress that had enacted the new bankruptcy law the ne-
cessity of contracting heavy debts for the benefit of his family and
friends the fact that bankruptcy petitions by his own debtors had
prevented his collections from them and the fact that he would
otherwise face destitution vexatious writs and lawsuits and im-
prisonmentsprison ments on 15 april he was busily engaged in making out
a list of debtors and an invoice of his property to be passed into
the hands of the assignee 116060 his list of debts totaled 750665873066.387306638
the invoiceinvoice of his properties totaled approximately 20000 in
money and notes receivable plus inventoriesinventoriedinventoried real and personal
property with no estimated value recited 61

58hcHC 45944 594 95 the law provided that any person owing debts which shall not have been cre-
ated inin consequence of a defalcation as a public officer or as executor administrator guardian or
trustee or while acting inin any other fiduciary capacity would be privileged to file a petition setting
out a list of creditors and the amount due to each together with an accurate inventory of all of his
property rights and credits and declare themselves to be unable to meet their debts and engage-
ments the act provided that such persons shall be deemed bankrupts within the purview of this
act whereupon the court should appoint an assignee to manage and dispose of their property but
exempting the familysfam ilys wearing apparel and necessary household articles not exceeding 300 inin val-
ue and pay the proceeds to the creditors after which a qualifying bankrupt would be entitled to a

full discharge from all his debts the bankruptcy act of 1841 chap 9 sees 1 4 5 statstar ppap
440 43

51hcHC 45944 45949559495594 95
6oibidibid ppap 599 600

6ithethebithe complete list of josephsofjosephs debts as cited by brodie no man knows my history p 266 isis as
follows
to the united states of america 4866384866 38

sept 10 1840
to horace R hotchkiss and co 500000050000 00

fair haven conn
to john wilkie 2700002700 00

nauvoo
to william and jacob backenstosBackensmossrossmms 100000

carthage
to john name illegible 110000
to truman blodget 10000
to william F cahoon 50000

nauvoo
to edward partridges estate 10000100000000

nauvoo
to amos davis 280000

nauvoo
total 75066730667506638730663838

an undated three page inventory of property signed by joseph smith joseph smith collection
item 7 Z b 7 wilford C wood collection inin custody of lillian woodbury wood woods cross
utah hereafter cited as wood collection and the schedule of creditors apparently arose out ofjooffoof jo-
sephs efforts to comply with the bankruptcy act see flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi

ppap 168 70
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on monday 18 april 1842 joseph and other mormon leaders
rode to carthage to swear to their affidavits of insolvency before
the clerk of the county commissioners court as required by
lawjaw 62 joseph smith explained in the history of the church that he
and his companions were reduced to the necessity of availing
themlthemselvesselves of the privileges of the general bankrupt law be-

cause of the utter annihilation of their property by mob vio-
lence in the state of missouri and the immense expenses which

theylthey were compelled to incur to defend themselves from the
cruel persecutions of that state 116365 within a few weeks joseph
wrote land developer horace R hotchkiss probably his largest
creditor to explain why he had been forced to this step but as-
sured him of his continuing intention to pay the debt in full per-
haps even from the inventory of property that would be turned
over to the assignee upon obtaining a discharge in bankruptcy 64

the persons who filed bankruptcy applications during the
spring of 1842 generally received discharges from all their debts
during the fall of 1842 65 the national mood at that time was in
favor of facilitating these discharges in fact a treasury circular of
9 may 1842 officially discouraged US attorneys from opposing
applications in bankruptcy and limited their fees to a mere per
diemthemtiem allowance of 5 while attending hearings to oppose such ap-
plications 66 on 3 january 1843 the clerk of the united states dis-
trict court in illinois reported that no decrees of final discharge
had yet been refused in that court and that only eight of the
1433 applications then pending in bankruptcy had been opposed
by creditors 67

but the laws were often abused non mormon land developer

61hcHC 46004 600goo the prophets complete application for bankruptcy has never been discovered since he
never received a decree of discharge itit isis likely that neither his application nor any of the subsequent
proceedings were officially preserved flanders nauvoonaumo kingdom on the mississippi p 169 fh 68

63hcHC 46004 600goo further explanations and justifications for this step are supplied inin B H roberts
the rise and fall of nauvoo salt lake city bookcraft 1965 ppap 132 33

64hcHC 565 6 7 51 52 19596195 96 38283382 83
15 according15according to contemporary newspaper noticesconcesnonces and correspondence to joseph smith from calvin

warren dated 3 june 1842 and from the firm of aldrichaidrich & chittenden dated 28 july 1842 the
district court inin springfield granted primary decrees for at least twenty sixsix mormon applicants on 8

june 1842 and scheduled hearings for their final discharge on I11 october 1842 box 3 folder 2 jo-
seph smith collection except for joseph and hyrum smith there isis no indication that any of
these applicants failed to obtain a discharge at the 1 october hearings inin springfield and even hy-
rum smith was ultimately discharged inin december see fnan 92

66justin butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 2 august 1842 inin treasury
papers

61starusstatus report from james F owings the illinois district court clerk inin response to request
from daniel webster secretary of state 3 january 1843 inin S exec doc no 19 27th congress 3rdard
session 2 1842 1843173184517318431845 173175 74
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mark aldrich and non mormon bankruptcy attorney calvin A
warren obtained discharges from substantial debts and then reacdeac
quiredquiren most of their own property directly or indirectly by pur-
chase at relatively nominal prices at the bankruptcy sale 68 such
abuses led to the early repeal of the bankruptcy legislation 69

despite official reluctance to challenge bankruptcy applications
and the ease of obtaining discharges during this period joseph
smiths case was singled out for special attention and opposition
his initial enemy was john C bennett the disaffected mormon
who had been expelled late in may 1842 from his positions as
mayor of nauvoo and counselor to joseph smith 70 in june and
july bennett published a series of letters in the springfield il-
linois sangamonsangamo journal making a wide range of accusations
against joseph smith including a charge that joseph was attempt-
ing to swindle his creditors by fraudulently conveying or secret-
ing property for the benefit of himself and family in order to
obtain the benefit of the bankrupt act 1271117171

the first of bennetts letters appeared during the same month
that US attorney justin butterfield obtained a default judgment
june 1842 against joseph smith and others in the matter of the

steamboat obligation during august 1842 butterfield obobtainedtainedbained
permission from the solicitor of the treasury to oppose joseph
and hyrum smiths applications for discharge in bankruptcy in
making this request butterfield referred specifically to john C
bennetts charges and even enclosed a copy of one of bennetts
july letters in the sangamonsangamo fournadjournalfournalfournal butterfield also indicated that
the other defendants were all insolvent 72 in his reply the solic-
itor of the treasury directed butterfield to take the necessary

68general68 general bankruptcy records united states district court for the district of illinois 3

185818381858258183818581838 18582581858 258 66 283 88 471 4939649596493495493965009696500500
691nin illinois the situation got so far out of hand that on 10 february 1843 the general assem-

bly at springfield adopted a joint resolution calling for a repeal of the bankruptcy act inin viewview of
the unjust advantages of the law which allowed debtors utterly to disregard their obligations
journal of the house of representatives of illinois 13th gen assy 18431184511843 p 358

HC 5125 12 18 19 roberts the rise and fall of nauvoo ppap 135 40 bennett apparently was
also involved inin efforts to extradite joseph smith to missouri to face charges involving the at-
tempted assassinationassassination of ex governor boggs see fnan 27 HC 52505 250 51 stewart joseph smith the
mormon prophet p 171

gustinjustin butterfield to charles B penrose SosolictorsoliccorsolicitorSoliclictortorcor of the treasury 2 august2augustaaugust 1842 inin treasury
papers summarizing gen bennetts third letter inin sangamonsangamo journal 15 july 1842 p 2 cols
6 7

2justin butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 2 august2augustaaugust 1842 inin treasury
papers the united states had standing to oppose the discharge sincesince itit was a creditor under the
judgment on the steamboat debt this was inin fact the most important claim sincesince the bankruptcy
act provided that debts due the united states should be paid inin full ahead of all other creditors
bankruptcy act of 1841 chap 9 sec 5 5 star p 444
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steps to oppose the applications of both joseph and hyrum
smith consistent with the aim of keeping the cost to as small an
amount as possible 73

after a september trip to consult land records in nauvoo and
carthage butterfield wrote the treasury solicitor on 11 october
1842 that he had found sufficient evidence to sustain bennetts ac-
cusationscusat ions of fraud by joseph smith and had even found other
deed conveyances to or from joseph not mentioned by bennett 74

butterfield probably discovered some of the many conveyances jo-
seph smith continued to execute or receive probably on the ad-
vice of counsel in his capacity as trustee for the church after he
had filed for bankruptcy in his personal capacity 75 in any event
butterfield wrote that he had appeared at the 1 october hearings
in springfield armed with certified copies of various deeds and
had successfully opposed the smiths discharges in bankruptcy 76

butterfieldsButterfields written objections to discharge as formally filed
with the court on 1 october contained several general grounds
for opposition77opposition77

1 wrongful conveyances in contemplation of bankruptcy butterfield
first charged that joseph smith in contemplation of bankruptcy
transferred property to persons who were not bona fide creditors
or purchasers for a valuable consideration 78 butterfield did not
identify any specific conveyances or include other supporting de-
tails for his general objections other than by reference to ben-
netts published accusations bennetts earlier attack had specified

charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury to justin butterfield 12 august 1842 inin treasury
papers withstandingnotwithstandingnot the governments policy of confining the per tiemdiemthem allowance to timetimerime spent
actually attending hearings the solicitor agreed to compensate butterfield at the customary fee for
each day engaged about this business plus travel expenses

7474justinjustin butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 11 october 1842 inin treasury
papers

HC 46084 608 5215 21 25 296 in evaluating joseph stichssmnhssmichs petition for bankruptcy flanders mismlsmis-
takenly charges that smith chose to ignore the provision of the law that no trustee inin trust was eli-
gible for bankruptcy flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi p 169 however the bank-
ruptcy act did not prevent the discharge of persons who were trustees but only of debts created

by an executor administrator guardian or trustee or while acting inin any other fiduciary capac-
ity bankruptcy act of 1841 chap 9 sec 1 5 star p 441 italics added statute quoted more
fully inin footnote 58 A person who could not obtain a bankruptcy discharge from his trustee debts
was nevertheless eligible for discharge from his personal debts which isis what joseph smith at-
tempted to obtain see chapman v forsyth 43 USU S 2 how 202 1844 morse v city of low-
ell 48 mass 7 met 152 184518431184511843

76justinjustin76 butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasurtreasury 11 october 1842 inin treasury pa

pers
7 objections to discharge of joseph smith under bankruptcy act dated I11 october 1842 inin box

4 of joseph smith collection and as item 7 Z b 8 & 39 inin wood collection
this objection relates generally to the second portion of section 2 of the bankruptcy act of

1841 chap 9 5 star p 442
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seven conveyances that he alleged were fraudulently made by jo-
seph smith one to his wife emma four to his children and two
to himself as trustee for the church 79 however79however four of these con-
veyancesveyances were made by persons not related to joseph smith or his
family and therefore would not qualify as conveyances made or
given by a bankrupt within the prohibitions of the act As to
the remaining three the issue was whether joseph made them in
contemplation of bankruptcy

2 preferential transfers to certain creditors prior to passage of the
act butterfield further charged that since I11 january 1841 joseph
smith had made invalid transfers to some of his creditors in pref-
erence to other creditors in contemplation of the passage of the
bankruptcy act 80 although butterfield listed no examples ben-
netts earlier charges had all of the conveyances bennett had spec-
ified in his published letters were executed and recorded after 1

january 1841 however none were made to creditors of joseph
smith or his family therefore unless butterfield found proof that
joseph had made at least one conveyance to a creditor this objec-
tion was ill founded even if as is by no means certain such con-
veyance could be shown to have been made in contemplation of
passage of the bankruptcy act

53 transfers afterpassageafter passage of the act according to butterfieldsButterfields
objections after passage of the act on 19 august 1841 joseph
smith in contemplation of bankruptcy transferred property to
some of his creditors and to other persons in order to give them a

priority or preference over his general creditors 81 of the seven
conveyances cited by bennett only two were dated or recorded af-
ter passage of the act one was the major conveyance to the
church again the issue was whether these two conveyances were
made in contemplation of bankruptcy

4 bonceaconceaconcealmentamentiment of assets and omissions from inventory perhaps rely-

ing on the fact that the conveyances cited in bennetts newspaper
accusations were not found iniryliyily the inventory of property filed by

joseph smith butterfield charged that joseph failed to make an
accurate inventory of his property rights and credits as required by
the act thereby willfully concealing such property from his credi-
tors or attempting to preserve the same for the future benefit of

letter from john C bennett to the editor 4 july 1842 in sangamonsangamo journal 9 july 1842 p 2

cols 6 7

thisothis charge relies on the second paragraph of section 2 of the bankruptcy act see fnan 78

this allegation corresponds with the first portion of section 2 of the bankruptcy act secsesee fnan

78
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himself and family by causing conveyances to his wife children
and friends to be made but not listed in such inventory 82 this
objection is basically the same as some of the foregoing objections
but it relies on a separate section of the act

since john C bennett was then an implacable enemy of the
mormonscormonsMormons his charges of fraud carry little weight but those of
US attorney justin butterfield one of the best lawyers of his
day are entitled to careful consideration

in order for any deed executed by joseph smith to be deemed
void and fraudulent under this law the government had to prove
that the deed had been made either in contemplation of bank-
ruptcy or in contemplation of the passage of a bankrupt law11w 83

there is no evidence that joseph smith had understood or even
heard of the bankruptcy act until attorney warren explained it to
him in nauvoo on 14 april 1842 As shown earlier none of the
mormon newspapers carried any prior information concerning the
new bankruptcy law and no one in or around nauvoo had filed
for bankruptcy before calvin warren advertised in the nauvoo pa-
per and visited nauvoo to promote his bankruptcy business jo-
seph smith filed four days later and a procession of other mor
mons followed

As previously noted justin butterfield did not substantiate his
general allegations of fraud with any evidence nor did he make a

specific allegation that prior to filing in bankruptcy joseph smith
had made a single conveyance in contemplation of bankruptcy in
contrast there is abundant evidence summarized above to show
that the deeds probably relied upon by justin butterfield at the 1

october bankruptcy hearing were executed according to a policy
adopted prior to the bankruptcy act and vigorously promoted by
the quorum of the twelve of separating josephs personal proper-
ties from those held in trust and of making adequate provision for
his family out of the latter

in addition butterfieldsButterfields objections ignored the following cru-
cial provision of the act

provided that all dealings and transactions by and with any bank-
rupt bona fide made and entered into more than two months before
the petition filed against him or by him shall not be invalidated or
affected by this act 8414

this objection refers to section 1 of the bankruptcy act see fnan 78 see also inventory of
property anfn 61

83 bankruptcy act of 1841 chap 9 sec 2 5 statstar p 442
ibid
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thus the bankruptcy law did not invalidate or affect any dealings
and transactions entered into more than two months before the
filing of a petition in bankruptcy consequently all of josephs
bona fide deeds prior to 18 february 1842 were immune from at-
tacktack under the bankruptcy law although we cannot be sure
which deeds were relied upon by butterfield all but one of the
deeds publicized by bennett were dated as having been made in
1841 and only two were recorded after 18 february 1842 8581

by far the most substantial conveyance listed by bennett was
the last deed recorded by joseph smith before he filed for bank-
ruptcy the conveyance dated 5 october 1841 transferring 239
nauvoo lots 300 acres to himself as trustee for the church 86

bennett claimed that despite 1itsts earlier date this deed was actually
executed a day or two before josephs filing for bankruptcy that
it was fictitiously backdatedbackdated to 5 october 1841 and then recorded
at the county seat 18 april 1842 while joseph was there to file for
bankruptcy 87 if the deed were backdatedbackdated in this manner it would
have been fraudulent and void under the bankruptcy law

however there is persuasive evidence to support the accuracy
of the 5 october 1841 date first the sworn statements of reliable
witnesses to the delivery and notarization of the deed on 5 octo-
ber are evidence of its authenticity second official deed records
for this period show that it was not uncommon for executed
deeds to be held unrecorded for months or even years before being
entered in the official county records this was particularly true
during the period preceding the spring of 1842 when the nauvoo
registry of deeds was established to afford greater recording con-
veniencevenience for the mormonscormonsMormons third there is no indication in
church journals that joseph smith visited carthage at any time
between 5 october 1841 and IS18 april 1842 finally and perhaps
most importantly the conveyance in question related logically to
other transactions that took place within the church organization
in october 1841

letter from john C bennett to the editor 4 july 1842 inin sangamonsangamo journal 9 july 1842 p 2 cols
6 7 listing the seven separate conveyances

86seesee text accompanyingaccompanyngfnshns 46 and 47
8 letter fromfroalgrom john C bennett to the editor 4 july 1842 inin sangamonsangamo journal 9 july 1842 p 2

cols 6 7 in support of this charge bennett baldly stated without further elaboration for so joe
informed me he also claimed that a mr marshall mr sherman and others of carthage will
state that the writing on the deed was fresh and changed materially inin appearance soon after
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the coincidence of the bankruptcy with the recording of this deed is
not extraordinary and there seems to be nothing to substantiate
bennetts charge the october 5 1841 date was acknowledged on
the deed by ebenezer robinson as justice of the peace it was the
last day of a semi annual general conference that had concerned it-
self with the hotchkiss debt and the land problems of the church
in general the twelve had been urging smith to get the church
properties deeded to the trustee in trust and it is reasonable to as-
sume that the transfer in question was made at that time 88

after butterfield successfully opposed the joseph and hyrum
smith applications for discharge in bankruptcy at the 1 october
1842 hearings the court set their cases over for further hearings
on 15 december butterfield predicted to his superiors that he
would defeat the application of joseph smith in december 89

during november and early december joseph conferred with
counsel and made further preparations to pursue his attempt to be
discharged in bankruptcy for example a journal entry of 4 de-
cember 1842 records josephs continued efforts to inventory his
property and schedule his liabilities so that he and hyrum might
be prepared to avail themselves of the laws of the land as did
others 90

on 9 december hyrum smith willard richards heber C
kimball peter haws and others started for springfield to attend
the bankruptcy hearing why joseph did not accompany them
does not appear 91

contrary to butterfieldsButterfields confident prediction that he would fi-
nally defeat the applications of joseph and hyrum smith hyrum
was granted his discharge in bankruptcy at the 15 december hear-
ing and an arrangement was made with justin butterworth for
josephs discharge 92 by written offer dated 16 december 1842 jo-
sephs delegates to springfield proposed on behalf of the church
high council to secure the payment of the judgment in favor

88 flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mlsMismississimississippisissosissiapi p 170
89lustinjustin butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 11 october 1842 inin treasury

papers
911hcHC 52005 200 see also ppap 183 84 195 97
9ibidbibidibid ppap 200 204204 207

copy92copy of decree of final discharge entered by USU S district court for illinois on 16 december
1842 certified by court clerk james F owings found inin hyrum smith collection Ms d 891 box
2 church archives see HC 52055 205 no explanation has been discovered as to why hyrum smith
was allowed his discharge but itit was presumably due to his relatively small holdings inin contrast to
josephs the treasury department consistently regarded joseph smith as the primary target for op-
position and the solicitors consent to hyrumshyrams discharge was apparently neither sought nor given
in addition butterfield listed fewer grounds of objection inin his october opposition to hyrumshyrams ap-
plication than inin that of joseph smiths item 4 N b 40 folder 44 inin wood collection see fnan

77
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of the united states by providing a bond signed by individuals
sufficiently good and responsible for the amount of the judg-
ment 5212495212.49521249 payable in four equal annual installments with
interest payment on the bond in turn would be secured by a

mortgage on real estate situated in the state of illinois to which
there shall be a perfect title and worth double the amount of the
said debt 9593

despite the obvious generality of the mormon proposal
which did not identify the individuals who would sign the bond

or the real estate that would be given as security and the dis-
advantage of a four year payoff period butterfield immediately
wrote the treasury recommending that the offer be accepted and
that the governments resistance be withdrawn so that joseph
smith could be discharged in bankruptcy 94 butterfieldsButterfields willing-
ness to accept this offer a startling contrast to his previous spirit-
ed opposition to joseph smith may have been affected by his re-
cent closer acquaintance with joseph while acting as counsel for
the mormon prophet in another matter in a notable controversy
that began in october and concluded in a federal proceeding on 5

january 1843 butterfield successfully obtained josephs complete
release from a missouri extradition order on charges of complicity
in the attempted murder of ex governor boggs 95 during the trial
preparation and in court proceedings in springfield the last week
of december and the first week of january joseph smith worked
closely with butterfield and was impressed by his forceful argu-
ments and judicious management of the case this cordial respect

93 93letterletter from the high council signed by hyrum smith peter haws heber C kimball
henry G sherwood alpheus cutler and willard richards to justin butterfield 16 december
1842 inin treasury papers

justin94justin94 butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 17 december 1842 inin treas-
ury papers

see fnan 27 on butterfieldsButterfields advice joseph had himself arrested inin nauvoo on 26 december
1842 arrived inin springfield 30 december and appeared before judge pope for trial 4 january 1843
HC 517351755 173175 79 206 209 211 12 220 A contemporary ofofjustinofjusnnJustin butterfield described one colorful

episode during this trialtriai
on the trialtriai ofjoeof joe smith the great mormon prophet at springfield before his honor

judge pope of the united states district court the courtroom was crowded and a large
number of ladies were seated on both sides of the judge upon the bench butterfield who
had been employed to defend the prophet inin opening the case bowing to the judge and
waving his hand to the ladies said may itit please your honor I1 appear before the pope inin
the presence of angels to defend the prophet of the lord

usher F linder reminiscences of the early bench and bar of illinois 2ndand cded chicago chicago legal
news co 1879 p 88 judge popes long and scholarly decision of 5 january 1843 completely
clearing joseph smith of all charges and granting his discharge isis reproduced inin the wasp 28 janu-
ary 1843 p 1 cols 2 4 p 2 cols 1 4 and inin HC 522352255 225223 31
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was apparently mutual 96 and during the trial which was held before
the same federal judge pope who had issued the US note default
judgment and presided over the bankruptcy matter butt-
erfieldterfield stoutly defended joseph smith as an innocent and unof-
fending man 97 As compensation for his legal services butterfield
received 50 in cash and accepted two notes of 230 each from jo-
seph smith 98 hardly indicating any distrust of the prophets per-
sonal or financial integrity joseph also took advantage of this rela-
tionshiptionship to seek butterfieldsButterfields advice on 5 january concerning the
pending bankruptcy matter and certain technical consequences that
might flow from his discharge in bankruptcy 99

meanwhile the treasury solicitor by return letter of 11 janu-
ary 1843 directed butterfield to reject the mormon proposition he
had recommended the solicitor reasoned that if the bond offered
by the church high council were defaulted the prospect of
collecting it would be at least as formidable as a proceeding
against the assets of joseph smith As a counteroffer however the
solisoilsolicitorci tor proposed an immediate payment of one third of the debt
with a confession of judgment for the balance to be secured by a

mortgage payable in three annual installments he authorized butt-
erfieldterfield to withdraw opposition to the discharge in bankruptcy if
these terms were accepted but otherwise directed him to resist the
discharge and proceed to collect the judgment by a suit against
joseph smiths property 100

this counterproposal which might well have been put into ef-
fect was either delayed or failed to reach butterfield at all on 25
may 1843 butterfield sent a second letter inquiring whether the
treasury would authorize him to accept the original mormon pro-
posal 101 it is unclear whether butterfield ever received a response
to that inquiry and the matter apparently passed from official at-
tention for over a year although joseph smith and butterfield did

the prophet also had cordial social encounters and religious discussions with justin butterfield
judge pope and judge popes family HC 5222 23 232 33

91hcHC 5222 butterfield also described joseph smith in the following terms if there is a differ-

ence between him and other men it is that this people believe in prophecy and others do not the
old prophets prophesied in poetry and the modem in prose ibid

9 ibid p 232
99seesee joseph smith journal 21 december 1842 to 10 march 1843 ppap 102 03 january 1843

on file in box 1 folder 5 church archives the subject matter of this discussion primarily con-
cerned the status of the hotchkissHorchkiss debt and the survivability following bankruptcy of any rights to
nauvoo properties purchased from the hotchkissHorchkiss syndicate

charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury to justin butterfield 11 january 1843 in treas-
ury papers

101loi101justinjustin butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the treasury 25 may 1843 in treasury
papers
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have further cordial communications on various subjects 102101 before
the matter of josephs discharge in bankruptcy was finally resolved
he and hyrum were murdered at carthage on 27 june 1844 103 so
it was that because of unresolved united states government oppo-
sition arising out of an unpaid judgment from his suretyship role
in the purchase of the steamboat nauvoo joseph smith was never
discharged in bankruptcy 104

the bankruptcy act that went into effect I11 february 1842 and
proved to be of no benefit to joseph smith was of only short
lived benefit to anyone in practice it provided few protections for
creditors it was administered so loosely that it encouraged mis
handling of properties and misstatement of assets and liabilities by
debtors it proved an insufficient aid to an honest debtor but an
unlimited opportunity for fraud by a dishonest one the next ses-
sion of concongress9ress hastily repealed the law on 3 march 1843 just
thirteen months after it became effective 105

with the death of joseph smith on 27 june 1844 the focus
of controversy over his steamboat debt to the united states shifted
from the federal district court exercising bankruptcy jurisdiction
to the state probate court in hancock county illinois where the
intestate estate of joseph smith was administered since joseph left
no will his property descended to his wife emma and surviving
children julia M smith adopted age thirteen joseph smith III111iliill

102forfor example on 19 march and 2 april 1843 joseph exchanged letters with butterfield con-
cerning the incarceration of ornnorrinarnn porter rockwell joseph smiths bodyguard who was held inin a
missouri jail for allegedly shooting ex governor boggs HC 530355035 303305505 308 326 butterfield visited
nauvoo during october 1843 joseph smith spent considerable timetime preparing some legal papers
then riding and chatting with butterfield HC 6456 45 46 the final journal references to justin
butterfield involve letters to him on 18 january 1844 and inin may 1844 HC 61796 179 406

idysseeee dallin H oaks and marvinmarvin S hill clrCirgircarthagethage consconjconspiracyPiruira CY the trial odtheoftheof tiethe accused assassins
ofjosephof joseph smith urbana univ of chicago press 1975 for an account of the murder and sub-
sequent trial of the accused assassinsassassins five weeks after the assassination justin butterfield included
the following cryptic entry inin his report of the june 1844 term of the district court 1I defeated
joseph smith the mormon prophet from obtaining the benefit of the bankrupt act butterfield
stated that he would next travel to quincy to gather further evidence and then file a bill inin chan-
cery against the assets of joseph smith lustinjustin butterfield to charles B penrose solicitor of the
treasury 6 august 1844 inin treasury papers

14 14severalseveral historians have erroneously stated or implied that joseph smith received a discharge inin
bankruptcy see roberts the riseriferiffeiseelse and fall of nauvoo ppap 132 33 brodiebrodicbrodle no man knows my hist-
ory p 266 deliadelladeilanelianeila S miller and david E miller nauvoo the city ofjosephof joseph santa barbara per-
egrine smith inc 1974 ppap 31 32

105anan act to repeal the bankruptcy act chap 82 5 stat 1843 p 614 during its brief exist-
ence more than 33739357395575953759 debtors availed themselves of the bankruptcy act to wipe out over 445
million worth of liabilities while relinquishing only 43 million worth of assets nationwide only
765 applicants were refused discharge as of I11 february 1843 and only 30 were rejected on grounds
of fraud F noel A history of the bankruptcy clause of the constitution of the united states of ameri-
ca 1918 p 143 cong globe 37th congress 3rdard session 1862 p 124 cong globe 27th con-
gress 3rdard session 1845184311843 ppap 341 42
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twelve frederick GW smith eight alexander smith six and
david hyrum smith a posthumous child bomborn 18 november
1844 such inheritance was of course subject to the prior rights
of creditors of the estate

three weeks after josephs death his widow emma obtained
an appointment as administratrix of his estate at the same time
she was appointed legal guardian of the minor children named
above 106 about two months later when emma failed to post the
additional bond required by the court the presiding judge revoked
her authority as administratrix on 19 september 1844 the court
appointed in her place joseph W coolidge a creditor who then
began the process of inventoryinginventorying the property 107 during the four
years he served as administrator coolidge assembled and sold the
personal property of the estate realizing approximately 1000
which he paid out for claims covering funeral expenses and costs
of administration 108 he also received twenty creditors claims total-
ing less than 5000 including miscellaneous claims of approx-
imately 850 and a single claim in the amount of 4053874055874033.87403387
claimed by the heirs of edward lawrence 109 coolidge was not a

vigorous administrator and apparently did nothing after 1845 ei-
ther to receive additional creditors claims or to assemble real es-

tate assets to pay claims already received 110

coolidge was replaced on 8 august 1848 by john M ferris of
hancock county who was appointed at the request of almon W
babbitt another creditor the affidavit asking for the appointment
of a successor alleged that coolidge had left the state and had
failed to settle his accounts as required by law 111iliill the record in a

subsequent proceeding suggests that coolidge may have absconded
with some of the property of the estate 112

106seescesee probate record of hancock county book A 1840 1846 ppap 341 42 hancock county
courthouse carthage 111illililillii hereafter cited as probate record

ibidibid ppap 354 55 362 probate record C 1844 1849 ppap 28 43
01ichancerychancery records p 490
probate record A ppap 412 421 claim record of hancock county book C p 242 ap-

parentlyparently many of the creditors listed inin joseph smiths 1842 petition for bankruptcy may have erro-
neously believed that their claims had been discharged inin bankruptcy sincesince none of those debts ex-

cept that of the united states was pressed or allowed as a claim against the estate see fnan 61
lir111iut coolidge did sue william lawuw an editor of the nauvoo Erpositorexpositor and recovered a default

judgment for 200 and foreclosure of a mortgage on a lot inin nauvoo hancock county circuit
court record book D 21 may 184511845 p 258 the mormonscormonsMormons suppression of the EAPositorexpositor led to
joseph smiths arrest and eventual murder see dallin H oaks the suppression of the nauvoo

Epoexpositorsiroysitor utah law review 9 iggy196518621965 862 the second largest claim received by coolidge was 100

pressed by charles ivins a coeditor of the EApositorexpositor
probate record E 1842 1849 ppap 191 212 probate record C p 322

12 chancery records ppap 491 92
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ferrisferns was a more vigorous administrator than his predecessor
on 4 january 1849 just five months after his appointment he
filed a six page inventory of real property owned by the dece-
dent 113 perhaps encouraged by the possible existence of additional
assets for the payment of their claims at least nine new creditors
most of them claiming large amounts filed claims during 1848
and 1849 the final total of thirty seven claims asserted by thirty
one creditors against the estate of joseph smith through 19 april
1849 aggregated 2502345250254525023.452502345 114 which amount probably represents
claims in addition to the approximately 1000 coolidge had al-
ready paid out the second largest claim was that of the united
states involving the judgment entered 11 june 1842 on the
suretyship debt for the purchase of the steamboat nauvoo

in the ordinary course of administering an intestate estate that
had more debts than liquid assets for payment an administrator
would seek judicial sale of the real estate inherited by the widow
and children in order to obtain additional cash to pay the debts of
the decedent 115 that step seemed justified in the case of joseph
smiths estate in april 1849 JM ferris sought authority to sell
some of the property family members had inherited from joseph
smith 116 but before the state probate court ruled on his petition
it was preempted by a suit filed by the united states in the feder-
al circuit court in springfield this proceeding effectively appropri-
ated all of the assets that might have been used to give at least
some small payment to the creditors of the estate and apparently
effectively terminated all pending estate proceedings again the
motivating cause was the steamboat debt

in 1843 in his last communication on this subject the solic-
itor of the treasury instructed US attorney justin butterfield to
pursue the collection of the judgment against joseph smith and
others if the proposed compromise was not effected 11717 but noth-
ing was done for a year and a few months after joseph smith was
murdered justin butterfield was removed from office with the de-
feat of john tylerseylers whig administration in the fall of 1844 little

lif113 probate113probate record E p 253 this inventory dated 26 december 1848 comprises part of the
joseph smith estate papers

1 clairnclaim record C p 242 and estate papers inin the hancock county courthouse
115lawlaw of 23 january 1829 sec 120 183311833 rev laws ill111iiiliilil p 650 law of 3 march 1845 chap

109 sec 125 1845 rev star ill111ililillii p 562
chancery records p 625 noticenonce of intention to petition court published inin hancock parPatpatriothiotfiotmiot

12 august 1848 inin hancock county courthouse vault
WCchlrlescharlesharleschirlesmcharlesharies B penrose solicitor of the treasury to justin butterfield 11 january 1843 inin treas-

ury papers
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was done to collect the judgment during the four year adminis-
tration of democrat james polk 118when118 when the whigs came back
into power with taylor and fillmore in 1849 the new US att-
orney for illinois archibald williams wrote the solicitor of the
treasury to inquire into the status of the matter 119 the solicitor
reviewed the case with justin butterfield who was then in wash-
ington in october 1849 the solicitor directed williams to file a
bill to collect the judgment just as butterfield had proposed years
before 120 this initiated the final and most complicated chapter in
an episode that had already covered a decade

on 19 august 1850 archibald williams filed a twenty page
complaint in the case of united states v Smithsmzth121smith121121 before the united
states circuit court for the district of illinois judge nathaniel
pope once again presiding 122 this was a creditors bill invoking
the powers of the federal court to obtain payment of the united
states judgment against joseph smith by selling properties he
owned at his death or transferred during his lifetime this was the
final step in the governments efforts to collect the amount due
on the note peter haws had given and joseph smith had guaran-
teed to robert E lee for the purchase of the steamboat nauvoo

the original defendants were the widow and children of jo-
seph smith as his heirs john M ferris as the administrator of
his estate and numerous owners of real property acquired from jo-
seph smith or his successors a total of 83 defendants initially at
issue in this litigation was the ownership of 14 tracts of land in
hancock and adams counties comprising almost 2000 undeveloped
acres and approximately 260 town lots in or near nauvoo allegedly
worth a total sum of 20000 123 less than half of this

USU S attorney david L gregg did write a letter on 28 september 1846 to the new treasury
solicitor barton recommending that equity proceedings be instituted and that justin butterfield be

engaged as a special consultant by return letter of 6 october solicitor barton discouraged greggs
efforts advising that neither the sizesize of the claim nor the nature of the grounds justified the em-

ployment of additional counsel treasury papers
ujju9jy C clarkdarkoark solicitor of the treasury to archibald williams US attorney for illinois 10

january 1850 inin reply to williams letter of 1 january 1850 inin treasury papers

12rR H gillet solicitor of the treasury to archibald williams US attorney for illinois 24

october 1849 inin treasury papers
2 chancery records ppap 486 506 the joseph smith inin the title refers to joseph smith III111ili the

son of the deceased prophet
this was the same judge who granted the june 1842 default judgment presided over joseph

smiths 1842 bankruptcy hearings and later granted joseph his january 1843 discharge on writwrit of
habeas corpus see fnsans 27 76 95 96 and accompanying text

123seesee chancery records ppap 491 501 synopsis of archibald williams letter to the treasury so-
licitorlicittoror 20 january 1851 inin register of miscellaneous suits
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acreage had been owned by joseph smith in his individual capaci-
ty or by members of his family on or after the june 1842 judg-
ment most of the undeveloped land and substantially all of the
town lots had been owned at some time by joseph smith as
trustee in trust for the church

the theory of the united states complaint frequently alleged
by way of conclusion was that numerous land conveyances joseph
smith made in his individual capacity and as trustee in trust were
made with intent to hinder delay and defraud his creditors 124

the complaint asked that these conveyances be set aside as fraudu-
lent and void and that the property be sold for payment of the
debt to the united states 125

on 4 december 1850 the united states filed a supplemental
complaint against 22 additional defendants claimingclaiming15 15 additional
tracts of land 2300 acres and 52 town lots in nauvoo and
ramus formerly macedonia and later webster that joseph smith
was said to have purchased for his own use but held as trustee in
trust until his death for the alleged purpose of evading payment
of his debts 126 this brought the total number of defendants to
105 involving 29 tracts of land more than 4000 acres and 312
town lots before the case was concluded 31 different defendants
filed answers totaling 135 pages in the written record another 35
defendants appeared but disclaimed all interest in the properties
and 32 defendants failed to appear 127 this supplemental complaint
also made the claim for the first time in this controversy that ac-
cording to state law joseph smith was not entitled to hold more
than 10 acres of real estate in trust for the church 128

judge popes first decree was entered 6 january 1851 he
found that the united states was entitled to recover 7870237870257870.23787023 in-
cluding interest and costs upon its judgment of 11 june 1842
this amount was held recoverable from the estate and properties
of joseph smith since the other judgment debtors had moved
from the jurisdiction or were insolvent 129 the courts decree also

12 12chancerychancery records ppap 492 495 96 499 505 620
u5ffiidibid ppap 504 05

ibid26ffiid ppap 618 21 register of miscellaneous suits
12seescesee chancery records ppap 645 47
128ibid128 ibid p 620

ibid ppap 650 54 george miller henry W miller and peter haws left illinois inin february
1846 resided inin iowa or utah thereafter and were reputedly insolvent from 11 june 1842 until
their departure from illinois hyrum smith was also reputedly insolvent from that date until the
time of his death ibid p 639
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established which properties could be sold to satisfy this debt and
what should happen to any proceeds remaining after the debt was
satisfied the court next appointed charles B lawrence as com-
missioner for the purpose of conducting the foreclosure sales fur-
ther court degrees were entered on 14 july 1851 13 january 1852
and 17 july 1852 130

it is significant that despite the repeated allegations of fraud
in the complaints neither judge pope nor any other judicial offi-
cer made any finding of fraud by joseph smith nor was that the-
ory relied upon to any extent instead the court decrees applied
two different legal theories for collection efforts against the prop-
erties once owned by joseph smith

the first theory which related to land joseph had held in his
individual capacity was a simple one by well recognized principles
of law the judgment entered against joseph smith on 11 june
1842 became a lien against all land then or thereafter held in his
name up until the time the judgment was satisfied and dis-
charged 131 As a matter of public record this judgment lien took
priority over all claims to the property acquired after 11 june
1842 including the ownership rights of the widow and children
of joseph smith who received gratuitous transfers from him dur-
ing his life or inherited his property as heirs after his death the
rights of his administrator who sought the property in order to
satisfy the claims of unsecured creditors and even persons who
had purchased the property after the death of joseph smith 132

the only claim that would take priority over the judgment lienhenllenileneen
was the claim of josephs widow emma by another well
settled principle of law expressly recognized in the complaint a surviv-
ing spouse was entitled to a dower interest in all land of which her
husband died owning an estate of inheritance seized 133 since a hus-
band held or took real property subject to his wifescifes dower interest
that interest ranked ahead of a judgment lien obtained by his credi-
tors 134

applying the legal rules described above judge pope decreed

ibid ppap 653 54 660 79 681 97
3 refer to fh 28
32 32chancerychancery records ppap 688 694

ibid331bid ppap 502 521 653 sisk v smith 6 ill111iiilii 1 glimgilm 503 507 517 1844 law of 3 march
1845 chap 34 sec 1 1845 rev star ill111iiiliilil p 198 law of 1 july 1829 sees 43 49 18531835183311833 rev
laws ill111iliiiilillii ppap 625 27

114exparteex patteparteautte mcelwain 29 ill111ililii 442 443 1862 blain v harrisonharrlsonHarnson 11 ill111ililii 384 388 1849 shaef-
fer v weed 8 ill111iliiiilii 3 glimgilm 511 513 1846 sisk v smith 6 ill111iliiiilii 1 I1 glimgilm 503 508 518 1844
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that all properties owned by joseph smith in his personal capacity
at the time of his death were covered by the judgment lien and
could be sold to satisfy that judgment provided that one sixth of
the proceeds were paid to the widow emma smith the decree
identified the various lands that could be sold under this theory 135

the land joseph smith had held as trustee in trust for the
church was also covered by the judgment lien but here the court
apparently relied on a second theory the basis of which had also
been introduced for the first time in the supplemental complaint
land held in trust normally would not be covered by a judgment
lien arising out of the personal debts of the trustee of course if
a person had conveyed his personal property to himself as trustee
in order to defraud his personal creditors as john C bennett and
justin butterfield claimed joseph smith had done then a court
could decree a sale of trust properties to satisfy those personal
creditors this was the legal theory on which the US attorney
had filed his original complaint but fraud was not the ground
upon which the court based its decree there was no finding of
fraud in this case

the courts decree that made the trustee lands subject to a
judgment lien stemming from a personal debt of the trustee was
based on a legal ruling that disadvantaged all owners of property
joseph smith had held as trustee in trust for the church at the
time of his death the illinois statute which the church had re-
lied on in designating joseph smith as trustee in trust for the
church made it lawful for the trustee of any religious society to
receive by gift devise or purchase a quantity of land not exceed-
ing 10 acres 136 there is no evidence that joseph smith or other
church leaders were ever aware of this ten acre limitation on
church ownership of land on the contrary entries in the history
of the church show continued conscientious efforts probably in re-
liance on the advice of counsel to separate josephs personal prop-
erties from the properties he held for the church with the intent
of increasing the lands owned by the church 137

the judge who examined witnesses and land records found
that although joseph smith was duly elected to the office of

135 135chancerychancery records ppap 651 55 68891688 91 491 92 the dower claim was an estate for life inin one
third of the property which the judge valued inin this case as equivalent to one sixth of the property
ibid ppap 654 55

blawolawlaw of 3 march 1845 chap 25 sec 44 184511845 rev stat ill111ililillii p 120

13seesecsee text accompanying hns 33 48
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trustee in trust for the church prior to his receipt of deeds to the
properties at issue in this case joseph smith as trustee had re-
ceived earlier deeds for more than ten acres of land situated in
said hancock county 138 in a decision that is typical of tradition-
al judicial hostility toward lands held in trust for any religious
group 139 judge pope decreed that all properties in excess of the
ten acre limitation involved in this suit that had been held by jo-
seph smith as trustee for the church prior to or at the time of
his death were deemed by the law to be held in his personal ca-
pacity and therefore covered by the 1842 judgment lien 140 As a re-
sult the judgment lien was held to cover trust property that jo-
seph smith had conveyed to emma and the children during his
lifetime pursuant to the church resolution 141 the judgment lien
also covered properties joseph had held as trustee in trust for the
church at the time of his death which the successor trustees later
sold as the church liquidated its land holdings in connection with
the move west 142 for reasons not clear to the authors the united
states abandoned its claim to several parcels joseph smith had
conveyed to bona fide purchasers during his lifetime 143

As a corollary of the courts ruling that joseph smith owned
all trustee in trust church properties in excess of ten acres in his
personal capacity it followed that emma smith owned a one sixth
dower interest in all such properties the court so decreed 144 As a
result persons who had purchased from the successor trustees
what they thought were church properties would now have those
properties sold at a judicial sale with one sixth of the proceeds
being paid to emma smith this result must have been embarrass-
ing to the church and an unexpected windfall for emma smith
then mrs lewis C bidamon

so it was that when the case was finally concluded on 17 july
1852 the courts various decrees of distribution confirmed the fol-
lowing division of the total proceeds of the sale145sale 145

MChmchancerychanceryancery records p 665
13forfor example see st peters roman catholic congregation v germain 104 111illlii 440 446 1882
140 140chancerychancery records ppap 666 68

ibibidad1d ppap 641 43 652 53 670 73
142114311421bidbidibid ppap 651 52 664 65 666 68 68889688 89 see afifnffi 148 newell K whitney and george mill-

er were named successor trustees for the church shortly after the death of joseph smith in 1846
theyy were replaced by almon W babbitt joseph L heywood and john S fullmer ibid p 662

wilidwibidibid ppap 620 21
1441bid1441bidibid ppap 668 689
wlbidibid ppap 650 54 666 68 686 92 696 97
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payment of the judgment of the
united states with interest 7870.23787023787023787025

payment to emma smith bidamon
for dower rights 1809411809.41

the remainder apparently for
costs and expenses 1468.71146871

total proceeds of sale li148111483511148.3535

nearly all of these proceeds ninety five percent were attributable
to the sale of properties joseph smith had held as trustee in trust
for the church

the parties who benefited most from the equity proceeding
were the lawyers who received their fees emma smith bida-
mon 146 who obtained her dower interest and the united states
which obtained payment in full of principal and interest on its
1842 steamboat judgment the decedentsdecedents assets being exhausted
the other creditors who had filed claims against the joseph smith
estate received no payment of their claims

who suffered the loss from whom was the land taken that
was sold in this manner the record suggests that the biggest
single loser was the estate of general james adams a mormon
convert to whom the successor trustees had reconveyed 1760 acres
of hancock county land that adams had originally conveyed to
joseph smith as trustee in payment for adams fifty percent inter-
est in the newly purchased steamboat the maid of iowa the land
was reconveyed after the deaths of joseph smith and james
adams apparently because the transaction was rescinded by mu-
tual consent 147 owned at the time of the chancery sale by the
adams estate or its successors this acreage was the principal land

1461tit appears that emma smith bidamon reinvested some of her proceeds inin certaincertain of the smith
properties that were sold at the public auctions perhaps inin an effort to preserve the equivalent of
some of her late husbands lifetime transfers to their children that had been upset by the court see
chancery records ppap 670 689

147joseph smith and james adams each purchased a fifty percent interestinterest inin the mardmaidafaidabaid of iowa inin may
and june 1843 HC 538055805 380580 386 406 413 417 18 nauvoo trustees land book B p 19 located at
church archives the steamer was employed as a ferryboat between nauvoo and montroseMon rrose iowa HC
ppap 380 386 adams died inin august 1843 nauvoo neighbor 16 august 1843 p 3 col 6 HC 553755575 557537
on 28 november 1844 the church trustees who succeeded joseph smith reconveyed to adams executor
the entire 1760 acres of prairie land inin an apparentapprent rescissionrescission of the original arrangement or repurchase of
adams fifty percent ownership inin the steamboat hancock county deed records book N p 453
on 9 aprilapnlannl 1845 brigham young directed that the maid of iowa be sold for the best available price
HC 173957595395595
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named in the governments supplemental complaint it was sold
for 4800 thus representing forty three percent of the total pro-
ceeds 148

most of the other big losers were land speculators after jo-
seph smiths death his successors as trustees for the church
made preparation for the mormonscormonsMormons departure from illinois by sell-
ing numerous tracts of church properties to samuel bechtold of
philadelphia george H todd of evansville indiana and C E
yates of nauvoo 149149manymany of the tracts involved in the judgment
sales were owned by these parties or their successors As far as can
be determined from the records the church owned no more than
a token amount of this property at the time of the judicial sales
in 1851 1852 the successor trustees having disposed of most saleable

church properties soon after the move west in 1845 1846

the group that sustained the smallest loss consisted of small
landowners who had purchased properties from the churchschurche
trustees for their own use typically they preserved their own-
ership by purchasing their own land at the judgment sale for a

relatively nominal amount 150

conclusion
the wake of the steamboat nauvoo capsizedcapsizedorcapsizedoror threatened fi-

nancial transactions and property ownerships in hancock county
for more than a decade what began as a straightforward business
transaction with joseph smith guaranteeing a promissory note
that several mormon businessmen gave for the purchase of a gov-
ernment surplus steamboat ultimately produced a succession of
lawsuits forestalled joseph smiths attempt to obtain discharge in
bankruptcy and upset conscientious attempts to separate the
church properties from personal properties held by joseph smith
although plagued by misfortune in business and bad advice about
the law joseph smith was nevertheless untainted by any wrongful
conduct john C bennetts extravagant and unsupported charges
of fraud published in the anti mormon press found their way
into official allegations in judicial proceedings these allegations
which pointed to a prolonged series of transactions over many

148 148chancerychancery records p 682
hancock county deed records
chancery records esp ppap 68894688 94
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years were examined in meticulous detail by special masters and a fed-
eral judge in an 1852 illinois equity proceeding neither this suit in
equity nor any other proceeding described here resulted
in any finding of improper conduct by joseph smith relying on
a law fixing a ten acre legal maximum on property that could be
held in trust for a church the federal judge decreed in 1852 that
all properties joseph smith had held as trustee in trust for the
church at the time of his death were subject to judicial sale to
satisfy the 1842 steamboat judgment obtained against joseph
smith as the guarantor of another mans obligation that decree
which upset the ownership of scores of lots and parcels of land
purchased from the church in hancock county stands as the fi-
nal indignity suffered by the mormonscormons at the hands of govern-
ment officials and their fellow citizens in illinois
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A letter from phoebe carter woodruff
TO MAMA

linda madsen sheffield

I1 had always been young and fires burned red
on deep white nights that blinding blew in maine
plaid ribbons patchwork quilts fresh gingerbread
your loving songs these memories remain
now misty as warm breath in frozen air
though days that followed hang so clear and new
the faith was full the holy ghost was there
then husband child winter farewell nauvoo
my daughter first could sing away the cold
but when thin hands were still and laughter sighed
I1 gathered all that memory could hold
with care she did not see the prayers I1 cried
I1 would return were this my faith not true
but neither child nor I1 can come to you

linda madsen sheffield holds an MA inin english literature from brigham young university
phoebe carter woodruff wife of wilford woodruff records the pain of separation from her family

because of her conversion to the gospel
in the year 1834 1I embraced the gospel as revealed through the prophet joseph smith and

about a year after I1 left my parents and kindred and journeyed to kirtland ohio a distance of
one thousand miles a lone maid sustained only by my faith and trust inin israels god my friends
marvelledmarvelleemarvel led at my course as did I1 but something within impelled me on my mothers grief at my
leaving home was almost more than I1 could bear and had itit not been for the spirit within I1

should have faltered at the last my mother told me she would rather see me buried than going
thus alone into the heartless world and especially was she concerned about my leaving home to cast
my lot among the mormonscormons phoebe she said impressively will you come back to me if you find
mormonism falsegaise I1 answered thrice yes mother I1 will these were my words well remembered
to this day she knew I1 would keep my promise my answer relieved her trouble but it cost us all

much sorrow to part when the timetime came for my departure I1 dared not trust myself to say fare-

well so I1 wrote my goodgoodbyebye to each and leaving them on my tablecabletabie ran down stairs and jumped
into the carriagecarnage thus I1 left my beloved home of childhood to link my life with the saints of
god augusta joyce crocheron representative women of deseret a book of Bographicalbiographical sketches salt
lake city J C graham & co 1884 ppap 35 36

phoebe carter married wilford woodruff their first baby was bom inin 1838 at her parents home
while wilford was inin the area on a missionmission her parents pled with her to stay with them for the sake of
the child but she went on to nauvoo to be with the body of the saints the little
girl died at nauvoo inin 1840 matthias F cowley wilford woodruff fourth president of the church
ofjesusof jerusjesus christ of latter darday saints history of his life and labors as recorded inin his daily journals
salt lake city deseret news 190919093 ppap 939893 98 152

the poem phoebesphoebeaPhoebes letter to her mother isis to tell the mother that the child had died wilford
woodruff was later able to baptize both phoebesphoebeaPhoebes mother and father crocheron women of deseret
p 39
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the jonathan browning site
an example of archaeology for
restoration in nauvoo illinois

dale L berge

introduction
restoration in nauvoo is an attempt to return at least a por-

tion of nauvoo to its original appearance during the 1839 1846
time range authenticity is a primary goal of nauvoo restoration
incorporated the foundation sponsored by the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints to restore this former mormon city
however absolute authenticity in restoration is not possible be-
cause that process depends upon available evidence correct inter-
pretationpre tation skill of construction people materials used funds and
other variables all of which pose limitations

one purpose of restoration in nauvoo is for the city to serve
as a valuable educational medium teaching latter day saints about
their history while also educating visitors A second goal of resto-
ration in nauvoo is to expand our knowledge of how the people
lived in the 1840s new historical and architectural data even the
bits and pieces of dishes bottles and other items recovered reveal
much about the people and their lives

the jonathan browning home is an example of such restora-
tion in nauvoo this discussion of the browning site at nauvoo
will be more effective if it is preceded by a discussion of methods
used in researching and restoring historic sites

there are four steps to authentic restorations 1 historical re-
search 2 archaeology 3 reconstruction and 4 decoration

historical research involves the examination of ownership rec-
ords including abstracts and tax records of past residents it also
includes the search of financial records to determine useful facts
such as debts contributions to the temple personal expenditures

dale L berge is an associate professor in the department of anthropology and archaeology at brigham
young university and a staff researcher for nauvoo restoration he supervised the excavation of the
jonathan browning site during the summers of 1968 1969

A shorter version of this article was presented at the 27th annual symposium on the archaeology of
the scriptures brigham young university october 1978
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figure 1 manufacturers hallmarks from ceramic vessels used to date sites or fea
tures
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and so forth biographical sketches are constructed from the his-
torical data correspondence and genealogy other factors such as
city regulations and ordinances sidewalk or street dimensions fur-
nishingsnishings and crafts of owners or renters need to be discovered and
studied old photographs or paintings where available provide a
basis for detailed reconstruction

archaeological investigation discovers buried foundations of
buildings and such features as wells bamsbarns cisterns outbuildingsbuildingsout
paths fence postholespestholespostpestholeshoies and more it also includes analysis of the
recovered artifacts

it is impossible to know what older features are hidden by lat-
er landscaping remodeling or destruction without digging for the
evidence the evidence revealed by archaeology can lead to broader
interpretations of the site than can simple architectural restoration
alone the combination of architectural features and artifacts in-
dicates the possible function of a structure or a room for ex-
ample surviving artifacts in a particular room may differentiate a
kitchen from a bedroom whereas architectural evidence by itself is
unlikely to provide the data needed for the archaeologist to inter-
pret the function of a specific room with confidence on the oth-
er hand in historic sites the functions of a room may change
through time and artifactualartifactual evidence may not be available due to
the collapse of wooden floors or the entire removal of objects
from the room

of surviving artifacts ceramics and glass are usually the most
common objects found at historic sites from hallmarks figure
1 manufacturing techniques and other attributes archaeologists
can determine if the object were locally made or imported these
attributes provide information for dating specific features at the
site since manufacturing techniques change through time and are
often documented historically finding specific hardware items
such as hinges doorknobs or locks by archaeological research at a

site permits authentic restoration of the architectural details of the
structures ceramic vessels glass bottles metal cooking vessels
knives and forks and all the other artifacts unearthed indicate the
types of objects which might be used for interior decoration of
the restored home

individualism may be reflected by the distribution of artifacts
in the webb blacksmith shop for example there were many tools
and hundreds of broken pieces of metal scattered all through the
site while at the browning gunsmith shop there were very few
metal artifacts in fact only one small piece of metal identified as
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figure 2 earthenware vessels dademadeaade inm nauvoo from 1839 1846 the mormon period
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A B

C D

figure 3 ironstone ceramics A transfer printed B hand painted C hand
painted banded and D mocha design
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a broken gun part was recovered evidently one workshop was
kept cleaned up while the other was not

bones and seeds recovered from excavations give clues to the
diet of the occupants archaeologists can calculate for example
the relative amounts of fowl and game consumed as opposed to
domesticated animals consumed seeds indicate which fruits vege-
tables and grains were grown or purchased for household use

archaeologists can also derive evidence of social conditions
from the excavated specimens such specimens indicate something
of the economic activity of the community ceramics which were
locally made figure 2 or imported or trade bottles from st
louis or london tell about commerce the quality and quantity
of artifacts found at individual sites can distinguish the presence
of wealthy inhabitants from the poor at nauvoo this contrast is
seen in the unusual size of the browning house which is approx-
imately 75 feet long as compared with other homes which are 18
to 25 feet long in large brick houses there are many more exotic
items such as transferwaretransferware ceramics from england figure 3
while in small log cabins there is a much higher percentage of lo-
cally made earthenware

the study of the settlement pattern indicates that nauvoo was
a well planned community consisting mostly of log cabins but
with a considerable number of brick or plank houses as well
many of the ideas for construction were brought from new york
and many of the same concepts were used in salt lake city later

besides being affected by the factors listed above reconstruc-
tion is done on the basis of plans developed by studying surviving
architectural details of each structure these are discovered by re-
moving plaster and examining changes in nails lathe bricks paint
and plaster styles of construction changed through time and re-
modeling of older homes was done according to changes in fash-
ion

finally interior decoration of a restored structure must also
take place visitors notice these details more than architecture or
outside features therefore decoration needs to be done with as
much care for realism and detail as in the first three steps both
reconstruction and decoration need to pay heed to what archae-
ologists discover

all the steps outlined for restoration require meticulous re-
search and a team effort in order to make the project as authentic
as possible to the features characterizing the time period involved
restoration needs the efforts of the best professional expertise
available historians architects archaeologists and craftsmen
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JONATHAN BROWNING THE MAN

A classic example of restoration in nauvoo is the home of
jonathan browning jonathan browning was born 22 october
1805 in sumner county tennessee 1 he became interested in
gunsmithing at an early age and learned soldering brazing weld-
ing hand forging and tempering at the age of nineteen he was
a competent gunsmith on 9 november 1826 he married eliza-
beth stalcup As people moved west jonathans business grew in
1834 he himself moved to quincy illinois while in quincy he
was elected justice of the peace and made acquaintance with abe
lincoln his business prospered during this time jonathan in-
vented one of the earliest repeating rifles

by 1840 the mormonscormons had already begun to settle the nearby
town of nauvoo A mormon came to the browning shop with a
repair job and introduced jonathan to the gospel jonathan be-
came keenly interested in the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints after reading the book of mormon and was soon baptized
in 1843 he moved to nauvoo and on main street set up his
business of repairing guns

after the assassination of joseph and hyrum smith in 1844
the mormonscormons began leaving nauvoo in 1846 jonathan moved to
council bluffs along mosquito creek when a US army officer
arrived in july of the same year wanting volunteers to help in the
war with mexico jonathan stood in line with other volunteers
who later became known as the mormon battalion but brigham
young would not let him go knowing that his talents for gun-
smithing were needed to help the pioneers as they moved west
later jonathan wanted to move west with the first scouts picked
to explore the trail but once again he could not be spared

jonathan browning advertised in the frontier guardian of
kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa on 19 september 1849 the subscriber is pre-
pared to manufacture to order improved firearmsfire arms viz revolving
rifles and pistols also slide guns from 5 to 25 shooters all on an
improved plan and he thinks not equalledequalled this far east farther
west they might be2be112bea the repeater gave greater protection to the

for biographical data on jonathan browning see the appropriate section in john browning and
curt gentrygentryjohnjohn M browningbrimming Ameiamericanican gunmaker garden city NY doubleday and company
1964

21bidbid p 1
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people of the frontier indian attacks were reduced because of the
firepower of the repeater over the less rapid single shot for ex-
ample

among the most famous tales of the west are those concerning the
advent of these guns the indians over the years had developed a
simple but effective tactic after surrounding a wagon train several
indians would stand and charge making themselves clear targets
the pioneers would invariably shoot their single ball then while
they were reloading their weapons the indians would attack in
force owners of early repeaters turned this trick to their own advan-
tage they would fire a singleshotsingle shot then when the indians attacked
continue firing to the fatal amazement of the red men 3

in 1852 jonathan moved west with the saintsaintss and settled in
ogden utah there he took two more wives elizabeth clark and
sarah emmett he fathered a total of twenty four children only
two of whom died in infancy one of these in nauvoo his first
child bomborn after his arrival in ogden was john moses browning
born in 1855 john moses browning became known as the worlds
greatest gun inventor in 1931 captain paul A curtiscurds a well
known gun authority and author wrote concerning john moses
browning as follows

his accomplishments are remarkable whether they are measured by
their innovations their number their duration or their popularity
during those forty seven inventive years john M browning was is-
sued 128 different patents to cover a total of some eighty complete
and distinct firearm models they include practically every caliber
from the 22 short cartridge through the 5737 mm projectile they em-
brace automatic actions semiautomaticsemi automatic actions lever actions and
pump actions they include guns that operate by gas pressure by
both the short and long recoil principle and by the blowback prin-
ciple they include models utilizing sliding locks rotating locks and
vertical locks included among them are most of the successful sport-
ing arms which appeared during this period as well as many of the
military arms it is estimated that well over thirty million browning
designed guns have been produced to date by browning winches-
ter colt fabrique nationalenationalsNationale remington savage and others 4

in ogden jonathan browning became interested in many ac-
tivitiestivi ties other than gunsmithing he was a good neighbor and
helped the incoming settlers from the east solve many smithing
problems until he died in 1879

ibid p 20
ibid p 219
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THE BROWNING HOME

the jonathan browning site in nauvoo5 is located on the
south half of lot 2 which is the northwest quarter of block 118
block 118 measures 365.536555655 feet along main street and 397.839785978 feet
along munson street according to the original plat and survey

1839 of nauvoo lot 2 of block 118 measured 181.5018150 feet by
198 feet as did most of the lots in the plat the streets were 49.5495
feet wide except main street which was 82.5825825 feet water street
which was 64 feet and that part of munson street west of bain
street which was 24 feet wide theoretically therefore the
browning lot was 90.759075 feet by 198 feet included in this measure-
mentment was 8 feet of an alley to the back of the lot

the jonathan browning property was acquired by nauvoo
restoration incorporated from the estate of charles H hudson
who died 11 april 1968 mr hudson had lived in the browning
house for a few years when he was first married but when the
house he was building on the northwest quarter of lot 2 was fin-
ished he moved from the browning house to the new home this
move took place in 1916 after which the browning house was
not reoccupiedoccupiedpreoccupiedre since 1916 the house was used mostly for storage
and was allowed to decay mr hudson married louise schoell
who was the daughter of fred schoell owner of the home from
1890 to 1912 lot 2 block 118 was originally purchased from jo-
seph smith trustee for the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints by benjamin F bird in 1840 after bird had paid nearly

300 on the lot he requested a deed for the south half and reverted
the north half back to joseph smith however no record of the deed
has been located

jonathan browning obtained the south half of lot 2 block
118 about 1843 the same year that he was baptized into the mor-
mon church he left nauvoo in 1846 during the exodus of the
mormonscormonsMormons and sometime thereafter the mother of joseph smith
lucy mack smith temporarily lived in the browning nauvoo
home and shop when the trustees of the church sold the proper-
ty to peter poncin in 1847 records indicate that on the property
there was a good brick house also a good brick blacksmith

5seeseeasee dale L berge archaeological investigations at the jonathan broomingbroumingbrouwingBrouwingmingmengningking site 1182118 2 nauvoo il-
linois 1968 1969 salt lake city nauvoo restoration inc 1970
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shop and a small frame barn and a log house 6

during the historic mormon period from 1839 1846 the
northwest quarter of lot 2 block 118 was owned by george W
harris a watchmaker while heber C kimball owned the north-
east quarter which he subdivided into three smaller lots the
north half of lot 3 to the south of jonathan browning was
owned by henry G sherwood shadrach rouroundyndyady and others
owned the property to the rear of jonathans property

jonathan browning lived in the center of activity in nauvoo
A few blocks south of him were the mansion house the nauvoo
house and the homestead of joseph smith one and a half blocks
west stood the home of brigham young a few blocks north was
the masonic hall and across the street were the times and seasons

buildings A clear view of the temple could also be had to the
northeast from jonathan brownings home on the flats

at the time of its excavation the browning site had not been
occupied since 1916 and the structures were in a very bad state of
repair the house could hardly be seen from the street because of
the vegetation that had grown up around it through the years
around the outside of the house the ground averaged 6 to 8 inch-
es above the original ground level the deepest humus fill accumulating
around the house itself

there were six standing structures on the south half of tract
1182118 2 at the beginning of the excavation map 1 structure I11
consisted of a two story brick house 18.251825 feet by 23.7923792579 feet
structure laIA a slightly later brick addition 20.8620862086 by 18.251825 feet
structure IB a later wooden addition 41.864186 feet by 13.211321 feet
structure 1cac and a small porch adjoining structure IC to the

southeast 9.73973975 feet by 6.0846084 feet structure ID structure 2 was a
carriage shed which had reportedly been constructed fromhhorn the ear-
lier barn built near the present garage evidence that materials
from the earlier barn had been used to construct the later smaller
shed was seen in the planks square nail holes clearly demonstrate
the shape of nails used for the earlier barn while round nails had
been used in the later shed structures 3 and 4 were coops used
for roosting and nesting chickens structures 5 and 6 belonged to
the large house located in the north half of tract 1182118 2 which
was built by charles hudson and was completed in 1916 struc-
ture 5 was an outhouse painted in the style of the hudson house
structure 6 was a two car garage

property deed of peterperer poncin 1847 hancock county courthouseunhouseCo carthage ill111iiilii
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archaeology OF THE JONATHAN BROWNING PROPERTY

it was first thought that by locating features around the
standing buildings the archaeological investigation of the jonathan
browning site would be relatively simple trenchingdrenchingTrenching soon proved
this initial premise to be false 7

structure 1aaa west side

structure la figure 4 was the main living area and con-
stituted three floor levels level I11 is the basement divided into
two brick paved rooms the walls of the basement are constructed
of quarried limestone with the north room plastered and painted
white the walls of the south room appear to be painted only set
in the north wall is the foundation to the fireplaces of the upper
floors level 2 is the ground floor consisting of a small entrance
room two staircases one leading upstairs and the other to the
basement and a living room which had a large fireplace in the
north wall level 3 is comprised of two bedrooms the smaller of
the two located to the north had a fireplace directly above those
on levels I11 and 2 the three fireplaces were built jointly but had
separate flues which opened into a combined chimney at the roof

on the outside the door and window lintelslinkels and sills of the
west wall are made of tooled limestone the bricks of this house
section are a dark red color but at one time had been painted ap-
parentlyparently a shade of white the bricks appear to be consistent in
their red color

front entrance the height from the historic ground level to
the base of the door sill is such that there must have been some
type of stoop in front of the door to enter the house the large
stoop was probably no wider than the door since there was a base-
ment window next to it

two large tooled stones which were more than likely part of
the front entrance were unearthed while archaeologists were exca-
vating within structure 6 it is doubtful that other entrances had
handcuthand cut tooled stoops and steps the larger stone the stoop
measured 2.52525 feet by 1.515 feet by 0.50505 feet with bored holes in both
edges for shoe scrapers like those found at the brigham young
house figure 4 8 the smaller stone a step measured 2.25225225 feet by

tergejonathanbergebeigeTergemerge jonathan Broubrowningming site
8seeseeasee J C harrington archaeological excavations at the brigham young site 1262126 2 nauvoo il-

linois 1965 1968 salt lake city nauvoo restoration inc 1969
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figure 4 front of the jonathan browning site after excavation courtesy of nauvoo restoration inc



0.92092 feet by 0.40404 feet shorter in length than the other stone but
an end had been broken off the width of the front door is 2.92292
feet slightly larger than the length of the stoop

brick walk extending around the east south and west sides
of structure 1 was a brick walk in many places the walk was not
more than an inch under the surface but most was buried 3 to 6
inches under soil fill this walk was not made during the mor-
mon period the bricks for the walk may have been obtained
from the destruction of the blacksmith and gunsmith shops which
may have taken place around 1870 the evidence for this date was
derived from a field examination of artifacts excavated from the
stone root cellar structure IG

basement entrance upon removal of the brick walk which
passed directly over the basement entrance fill the bulkhead walls
were readily visible the walls measured 3.92392592 feet apart on the in-
side and averaged 1.09109109log feet in width the slope of the natural soil
where the fill had been removed was a 3.77377377577 foot drop in 3.3335355 feet
the inside of the walls was plastered and appeared to have been
painted white very possibly the steps into the basement were
made of brick within the fill and rubble and particularly at the
bottom of the filled in entrance there were several broken and
whole bricks and pieces of mortar these bricks could have been
part of the steps of the outer door support which were pushed in
when the entrance was filled

basement windows adjoining both sides of the bulkhead are
basement windows the north window is not covered while the
other has been bricked up the north window has a brick frame
placed on a stone foundation built to the outside of the window
the stone foundation is above the historic ground level and there-
fore may not have been part of the original design

As the ground level rose through time either by natural accu-
mulationmulation or filling in it became necessary to provide some means
to deflect water from the basement windows with the ground
level higher than the windows water would have run into the
basement therefore a stone foundation was built and a brick lin-
ing added over the top of this construction there may have been
a slanted wooden box which aided in diverting rainwater away
from the building and the basement windows

stone walk A considerable amount of broken limestone was
discovered spreading horizontally from near the front entrance
steps south for approximately 15 feet this was a stone walk and
most likely represents the historic ground level it is very much
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like the one in front of the brigham young house figure 4 9

located within and penetrating through the stone walk are evi-
dences of postholespestholespostpestholeshoies these posts were probably situated very close
to the west boundary of the browning property which is 8 feet
from the building this walk was located inside the fence on the
browning property and was not part of the public sidewalk

structure la south side

door step there is in the south wall a filled in doorway fig-
ure 4 archaeologically there is no definite evidence for a porch
there was one posthole however near the house in line with the
door this post may have been used as a brace for a wooden
porch or a later post set close to the house the window lintelslinkels
and sills are not of stone in this wall and possibly the porch was
constructed of wood also there is no evidence of a foundation
for a stoop like the one in the front of the house and to the
sides and rear similar features were made of wood it seems to
have been fashionable to use quarried limestone in the front of
the house while to the sides and rear similar features were made
of wood

basement window there is only one basement window in the
south wall A wood frame is still in place as is the wood lintel
this window has a 3 foot opening in the stone foundation for the
placement of the wood frame

brick walk and arborapkor evidence of the brick walk extending
around the south side of the house from the front was discovered
early photographs of this side of the house reveal that there was a

grape arbor situated in this area this arbor was bordered by
bricks set on their long edge which were discovered archae-
ologicallyologically the walk did not extend out around the arbor only
the brick border enclosed the arbor area the arbor did not date
to the mormon period since it would have covered an earlier well
well no 2 located in this same area

structure 1bab north addition
shortly after the main house was built structure 1bab was

added to it either by jonathan browning or prior to his occupa-
tion of the house both sections are built out of the same type of
dark red bricks there are differences in the technique used to fin-
ish the outside mortar of the two buildings indicating that two

91bidibid
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different individuals laid the wall bricks the doors and windows
of this northern addition have wooden lintelslinkels and sills including
those in the front further denoting different construction tech-
niques than those used in structure la

the brick walk found in front of structure la extended along
the front west of 1bab but not along the north side the bricks
terminated as they curved to form an entrance path into the
double door at the north end west of the building

interior it was thought at first that evidence of the gunsmith
and blacksmith shops of jonathan browning would be found in
this addition in order to establish this assumption the post mor
mon wooden tongue and groove floor was removed to expose the
ground soil beneath the ground under the floor had been exten-
sively burrowed by animals even so evidence was found on the
south side for the existence of an earlier floor physical remains
and impressions of foistsjoists running east and west gave clues to this
earlier floor above this floor were found the most recent foistsjoists
which had supported the removed floor

A stone foundation wall was also discovered extending east
west 5.09509509 feet from inside the north wall map 2 along the top
of this wall was a single row of bricks this quarried limestone
wall had been interlocked as much as 12 to 16 inches with the
north south foundation walls of structure IB pockets had been
left purposefully in the brick sections of the north south walls for
the placement of interlocking bricks for this interior wall there
can be little doubt that this was part of the original construction
of structure IB

on the inside of the north foundation wall were found short
sections of foistsjoists which might have extended over to the inner
foundation wall these foistsjoists indicate that the north wall had been
added later since they do not run east and west like the rest of
the foistsjoists in the floor area this north wall was very loosely inter-
locked with the north south foundation one or two of the stones
had been set in the north south wall not more than 3 to 4 inches
while the rest abutted the wall this is much less interlocking
than that found for the interior wall

brick constructions the brickwork of this section of the house
needs special consideration the brick construction reflects consid-
erable alterations to this segment of the house the bricks used to
build the second story are a pale orange color which is very dif-
ferent from the dark red type used on the first floor of structures
la and IB
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on the inside of the south wall of the second floor of 1bab are
remnants which indicate that at one time the roof had been raised
from its original position in order to add the second story

north wall additional alterations at the same time included
the placement of the north wall in its present location this wall
was constructed of both orange and red bricks possibly some of
the red bricks were reused in this wall when the northern section
of the structure was destroyed another difference in the construc-
tion of this wall can be seen in the brickwork over the wood lin
teis the north wall was very likely built at the same time the sec-
ond story was raised

the foundation stones of the north wall have been slightly in-
terlockedter with the north south foundations only two or three
stones are interlocked with the north south foundations and these
are set in about 3 or 4 inches whereas the interior foundation
wall is interlocked from 12 to 16 inches this difference is the pri-
mary reason for concluding that the inner wall was possibly origi-
nal and this north wall later

structure ac1c1 C wood and brick building
structure IC was a wood and brick building added to the east

side of structures laIA and IB the northern section was construct-
ed of wood which had been placed on a brick and stone founda-
tion the southern section was constructed of brick laid on shal-
low stone foundations during the excavation of this structure it
became obvious that this part of the building did not date to the
mormon period from historical documents we knew that there
had been a log house on the property when jonathan browning
lived there footings believed to have belonged to this log house
were located underneath structure 1cac see later section on log
house therefore structure IC belonged to a later time period
also an east west stratigraphic profile of structure 1cac revealed
that the brick walk extending around the house was built after
the wooden structure had been built the brick walk and struc-
ture 1cac were added after soil had been added to the historic
ground level

structure IC was carefully drawn photographed and then re-
moved in order to outline the log house remains

structure ID wooden porch
structure ID a small wooden porch was eliminated at the
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same time as structure 1cac because ID1dad was more recent in con-
structionst it had been built over part of the brick walk

structure IE gunsmith shop
As excavation of the north grounds proceeded new foundation

walls began to be unearthed A room 15.33153315531555 feet by 13 feet was soon
revealed and designated structure IE figure 5 the north south foun-
dations were an extension of those belonging to structure IB
structure IB

this room once extended into structure 1bab to the unearthed
interior foundation making the room 6.42642 feet longer the double
door led into this expanded room of structure IE which may
have been jonathan brownings gunshop the double door seems
better suited to a shop than to a living area such as a bedroom
there would also be more space for his lathe bench and counter
in this room than in the blacksmith shop in the opposite wall
from the door was a filled in door that once led to the backyard
and kitchen

the basal remains of a brick fireplace were found in the north
wall the hearth opening was 3.85385585 feet wide and set in the center
of the wall the entire north wall was constructed of brick down
to the sterile clay soil on a relatively shallow foundation this wall
had not been laid on a stone foundation the bricks lying directly
on the ground

structure IF blacksmith shop

As excavation continued more foundations were discovered north
of structure IE A room measuring 15.851585 feet by 24.662466 feet was found
in this location there can be little doubt that this was the black-

smithing area figure 5 coal small metal scraps and
clinkers covered much of the floor in several small areas frag-
ments of metal were concentrated and in one area in particular
slag metal was unusually abundant this heavy concentration of
slag was directly behind the fireplace in structure IE jonathan
browning might have molded many of his gun parts by pouring
the molten metal into prepared molds in the ground possibly
there was a way in which metal could have been smeltedsmelter in the
forge at least in small amounts burnt coal was generally found
over most of the floor but the northwest corner of the room was
noted for having unburnt coal coal might have been used to ob-
tain a hotter fire than that produced by charcoal the hot fire ob-
tained by the use of coal would have been sufficient to melt iron
for molding
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figure 5 north side of the browning site after excavation showing the foundations
of the gunsmithing shop and kitchen
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the blacksmith shop had been constructed after structure IE
A stone foundation had been placed against the northern brick
wall of IE and on this foundation a single row of brick had been
laid for the south blacksmith shop wall mortar had been used to
fill in between the two walls which were not interlocked one to
two inches of mortar fill was found between these walls it is ap-
parent that the two walls were not constructed as one wall and
that the blacksmith shop wall was placed against the gunsmith
shop wall

remains of the forge foundation were found connected to the
inside of the north wall of the blacksmith shop part of the forge
and north wall is missing A pit had been excavated through
both destroying some of the archaeological evidence

curb
along the front of the house and parallel to the street was a

stone curb map 2 it was 17 feet from structure laIA the up-
right stones were leaning slightly toward the street on the street
side supporting stones had been placed to brace the upright
stones the curb on the opposite side of the street is 60 feet from
the browning curb

at the browning site the curb had been placed into and
through the brick walk leading into the blacksmith shop it had
to have been placed after browning had this brick walk built up
to his shop this stone curb therefore was placed either in the
late mormon period or after

with the property line 8 feet from the house and the curb 17
feet from structure 1 the sidewalk in front of the house must
have been 9 feet wide

structure IG1 G root cellar and summer kitchen
directly behind structure IE was unearthed a subterranean root cel-

lar figure 5 ttethethe walls were constructed of limestone
and possibly painted white on the west end of the cellar was a

stone bench 1.33133153135 feet wide and nearly 3.5353555 feet high map 2 this
bench might have been used to store crocks of milk or other
foods requiring a cool atmosphere this bench also gave support
to the west wall and prevented structure IE from caving into the
cellar

the cellar had been constructed against the foundation wall of
structure IE therefore it was built later than IE and by the
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same reasoning also later than IF the cellar was originally 13

feet by 11.251125 feet but an interior wall had reduced this dimension
through later renovation

interior wall on the east end of the cellar several changes had
taken place one of these changes was a wall 1.66166 feet wide run-
ning north south 2.60260 feet from the inside of the eastern wall

this wall was made of stone upon which brick had been laid in
addition a single row of brick which appears to be the remains
of a staircase wall into the cellar had been laid on the south side

of the east wall and at right angles to it extending to the interior
wall the bricks between the two walls were laid on dirt fill

cooler on the north side of the staircase was a circular cooler
the wall of this cooler was two bricks thick with an overall diam-
eter of 3.5353555 feet this cooler probably was higher originally extend-
ing up through the floor of a structure over the cellar

part of the east wall had been torn out in order to build the
cooler and a section of the east wall still runs through the cooler
demonstrating that the cooler had been built last the high water
table allowed the excavation of only 10 feet into the cooler

fireplace the basal remains of a fireplace were located in the
middle of the south wall this indicates that above the cellar there
was a second story which could have been a kitchen

cistern
the only cistern found is located at the southeast corner of

structure IG and the northeast corner of structure IC map 2 it
appears to be modern since the top of the cistern is above the his-
toric grade and is constructed of brick and lined with cement
from top to bottom it is 10 feet deep

log house
after structures IC and ID were removed and the debris

cleaned up there began to be uncovered more foundation stones not
aligned with those relating to the modem sections of the house fig-
ure 6 these stones were rectangularly aligned relative-
ly shallow and were only one or two stones deep these founda-
tion stones are not sufficient to support a brick wall they were
possibly the foundation stones for log walls this foundation mea-
sured 25 feet by 16 feet

shallow foundations could also indicate a frame structure but
since these stones date to the mormon period they could only be
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figure 6 back of the browning site after excavation showing the foundations of the log cabin kitchen and outhouse



the remains of the log house no historical documents sub-
stantiate a frame structure except for the barn and the barn
would not have had a fireplace and a root cellar

there are indications that the log house consisted of two
rooms in the southern room was found a large pit 10.5105105 feet by
6.56565 feet this suggests a root cellar with possible access through a

trap door in the log house floor
the fireplace stood next to the cellar in the east wall when

the cellar was dug burnt stones were found laid neatly inin an east
west direction in the hole it appeared that the fireplace had been
pushed over into the cellar from the east wall

well no 1

east of the structure IC there is a well operated by a metal
hand pump on top of a cement platform this well has undoubt-
edly been modified in modern times since it sits quite a bit above
the historic ground level the well itself is constructed of stone
and possibly this section dates to an early time period map 2

the brick walk which extended completely around the house
passed around both sides of the well

outhouse no 1

southeast of the log house was unearthed an outhouse 5.75757 feet
by 4 feet and 2.52525 feet deep figure 6 the west foundation wall
and part of the east wall were constructed of bricks while the rest
was constructed of limestone there was a cleanoutclean out opening in
the south wall

this outhouse may not belong to the mormon period since
artifacts such as green wine bottles and chemical bottles recovered
inside the structure generally date from the 1850s and 1860s

well no 2

A second well was discovered south of structure la map 2

this well was below the brick walk level and therefore earlier than
the walk what was left of the well was constructed of stone
without mortar or laid dry the well opening was 2 feet in diam-
eter

structure 7 barn
historical documents verify that there was a small frame barn

on the jonathan browning property in 1846 what was probably
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part of the quarried stone foundation for this structure was lo-
cated west of the garage structure 6

unfortunately only a very small segment of the foundation is
still in its original position construction of the later garage and
outhousesouthouses in the vicinity apparently destroyed the remainder of
this foundation all that can be said about the physical size of
this structure is that it was 18 feet wide there is a break in the
foundation stone which may have been a front door if so then
this door was approximately 6 feet wide and faced the street or
west

outhouse no 2

all that remained of this outhousewereouthouse were the quarried stones of
the foundation remnants of brick on top of the stone and a

quantity of brick in the vault itself indicated that the upper struc-
ture had been made of brick

the foundation measured 5.45454 feet by 6.3636365 feet and 2.52525 feet deep
map 2 on the north side was a cleanoutclean out opening 1.35135135155 feet

wide A large area containing artifacts similar to those found in-
side the vault lay just outside the cleanoutclean out area

artifacts within the vault were similar to those found in out-
house no I11 except that in no 2 there was a higher percentage
of earthenware artifacts most of these earthenware bowls and jars
had brick red pastes and were glazed primarily on the inside

gravesidegravesiteGravesite

just south of the southeast corner of structure 6 an infant
burial was unearthed the child had been buried in a small rec-
tangular hole 1.111llli feet by 2.22222 feet at a depth of 2.62626 feet from the
present surface burial might have been in a wooden box since
two nails were found with the bones the infant might have been
wrapped in a blanket because decayed fragments of green cloth
were found with the remains or the fragments might have been
from the lining of the box or the clothing of the infant

the age of the child might have been between newborn and
six months the bones were small and extremely decomposed the
long bones of the legs and arms were best preserved as were a
few vertebrae

finally a series of other features were excavated which postdatepost date the
mormon period these later structures are the outhousesouthouses the sheds the
fences and the garage
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SUMMARY

of greatest interest in this article are those features which
most likely belonged to the mormon period map3mapmapa 3

archaeology has revealed that the original log house consisted
of two rooms the larger containing a stone fireplace and a root
cellar the fireplace was built in the east wall across from the root
cellar the smaller room may have been a bedroom

to the outside of structure la were discovered the basement
entrance a stone walk and a well structure IB was found to
have had several features modified in post mormon times such as
the raised roof and the north wall inside under the floor were the
remnants of a wall foundation which was the south wall of struc-
ture IE the gunsmith shop structures IC and ID clearly do not
belong to the mormon period since they overlie the log house
and have their foundations well above the historic ground level
structure IE could have been the area in which jonathan brown-
ing did the fine work on his guns in addition he might have
sold parts ammunition or other items in this shop the only fea-

ture identified in this structure was a fireplace in the north foun-
dation wall

there can be no doubt that structure IF was the blacksmith
shop this fact is evident by the clinkers metal fragments and
coal found on the floor plus the foundation of a forge more
subtle features included a front and back door plus a brick walk
in front of the shop directly behind and attached to structure IE1eae
were the kitchen and storage cellar this building had been modi-
fied by adding an interior wall a cooler and possibly a staircase
built into the south wall were a fireplace and a basement window
there might have been another window in the north wall just
outside the southeast corner is a cistern this cistern may be in
the location of an earlier cistern but seems a little far from the
kitchen to actually belong to it the present cistern is modern as
evidenced by its cement construction

the barn lay to the northeast of the main house probably
few if any animals other than a horse were kept in it it ap-
pears to have been the size of a carriage shed rather than of a
barn it is not wholly clear whether this was jonathan brownings
barn

well no I11 might have belonged to the mormon period it
was built of stone and later capped with cement for the placement
of a hand pump outhousesOuthouses nos I11 and 2 might have belonged to
the mormon period in both cases the artifacts date to the
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1840 1860 period there are differences in types of artifacts in the
two outhouse no 1 had many green wine bottles and chemical
bottles while outhouse no 2 had many earthenware bowls and
jars

post mormon reconstruction was evident inside the existing
buildings several changes had taken place outside also structures
IE IF IG and the log house had been torn down still later the
barn was removed and a garage and other structures were built
through time nine outhousesouthouses and one well had been buried in
the late nineteenth century possibly from debris of the destroyed
structures a brick walk had been built around the house

judging from photographic evidence the modifications that
took place outside occurred prior to the turn of the century this
premise is further substantiated by the fact that the house fell into
disuse after 1916

at present all those features postdatingpost dating the mormon period
have been removed while those belonging to the mormon period
have been restored the restored jonathan browning home figure
7 will very likely be among the larger homes restored in nauvoo
it is a fitting monument to a great inventor a faithful man and a
mormon pioneer
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the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

the days surrounding the death of joseph smith were some of
the most tense in the history of mormonism in this issue of
the historians corner we depart from our usual pattern of pub-

lishing only short essays or documents in order to allow space for
ronald K esplinsesplingEsplins fine collection and commentary on the letters
written by vilate kimball to her husband heber C kimball dur-
ing that fateful month of june 1844 these tender commu-
nications help us understand not only the powerful deep emotions
running through nauvoo at the time but also other important as-

pects of life among the saints
next the short essay on the amos davis store is most signifi-

cant for it supplies some important new information on the com-
mercial life of commerce illinois as the mormonscormons were begin-
ning to settle there on the basis of such information any future
histories must reinterpret the traditional views of the economic
setting for the founding of nauvoo

finally there is a document introduced by steven G barnett
that provides an interesting sidelight on the aftermath of the ex-
positor affair
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LIFE IN NAUVOO JUNE 1844
VILATE KIMBALLS MARTYRDOM LETTERS

ronald K esplin

many of the known descriptions of the murders of joseph and
hyrum smith are either reminiscences or simply recitals of fact inin-
tended to record the event for posterity while useful they lack
the spontaneity and emotional immediacy of letters written in the
charged atmosphere of the time these important qualities are evi-
dent in two letters from vilate kimball to her husband apostle
heber C kimball absent from nauvoo during the fateful month
of june 1844 vilatesdilatesVilates letters provide a detailed view of the emo-
tional and confused atmosphere in nauvoo during the two weeks
leading up to the murders as well as give an insight into the im-
pact on the city of the event itself heber C kimballsKimballs journal
provides a different viewpoint as he writes from afar of his con-
cern for his family in nauvoo of his reaction to the first rumors
of the tragic event and finally of what vilatesdilatesVilates letters meant to
him

in 1844 after concluding to become a candidate for president
of the united states joseph smith sent out from nauvoo hun-
dreds of preaching and electioneeringelectioneer ing missionaries these included
some of the twelve who were also to seek congressional redress
for past wrongs to the mormonscormonsMormons on 21 may 1844 heber C
kimball brigham young and about forty others boarded the
steamer opreyosprey to begin their journey to the eastern states five days

later as they reached the foot of the ohio falls heber C kimball
noted in his diary his concern for his family

my dear vilate how I1 would wish to speak a word of consolation to
hur dear girl how much she suffers in hur mind 0 my father let peas

enter hur brest I1 ask it in the name of jesus christ thy son amen

other entries also reveal how difficult for him the separation was
on 6 june after arriving in washington DC he noted that

ronald K esplin a phd candidate in history at brigham young university is a research historian
in the historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

heber C kimball diary 26 may 1844 heber C kimball collection historical department of
the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latterutter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church arc-

hives since all heber C kimball quotations in the article are from his diary where the text notes
the date no additional footnote will be provided in some cases quotations have been edited accord-
ing to the policy stated in footnote 4
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whenttwhen I1 see men and thare wives walking out two by two from
the Capicapitoltolltoil 0 that I1 had my dear vilate with me bless hur
heart soul and body heber had left vilate to care for their fam-
ily of five children four boys from one to thirteen years of age
and sixteen year old helen mar their oldest child william henry
kimball married to mary davenport was also in nauvoo and is
mentioned in the letters because of his deep concern for his fam-
ily heber prayed for them following a special pattern taught him
by joseph smith2smitha

I1 clothed my self and offerdefferd up the sines of the holy preasthoodPreasthood
and called one the name of the lord he hurd me fore my heart
was mad comfortable it was said my family was well

well might heber have been concerned about his family in
nauvoo for storm clouds were gathering there even as he and his
associates departed the press that printed the nauvoo expositor
which launched the series of events culminating in the assassina-
tion of joseph and hyrum smith was already in the city and the
grim work of the opositeopositsoposite party was already underway vilate be-
gan her letter sunday 9 june while heber was still in washing-
ton this was two days after the first and only number of the ex-
positor appeared but the day before joseph smith and the city
council after careful deliberation ordered the press destroyed as a
public nuisance and saw that order carried out the day following
the destruction of the press 11 june vilate commented on the
event in a brief addition to her letter from there events moved
swiftly as emotions mounted until by 20 june the prophet joseph
resolved to send a letter asking the twelve to return a letter vi-
late reported was never sent apostates and other enemies of the
church skillfully used the destruction of the expositor to fan old
hatredshatress and to take the law into their own hands convinced that

2seeaseeee kimball diary 6 7 june 1844 beginning in 1842 joseph smith selected some of those
men and women closest to him to meet in a quorum or group where he introduced temple ordi-
nances and taught the priesthood order of prayer this group served as a preparation for broader

temple work and after the completion of the nauvoo temple as more members received endow-
ments this limited participation was expanded into a number of prayer circles such groups meeting
in early utah proved spiritually rewarding and provided close bonds of fellowship during josephs
lifetime this select group met periodically to pray and receive instruction from the prophet those
like heber C kimball who had received those ordinances had the right to call upon the lord fol-

lowing the pattern that joseph smith taught them this heber did participants in this group en-
joyed a special feeling of priesthood power and access to god meeting together they felt they could
call down the blessings of heaven with authority in this spirit it was suggested that the quorum
meet to pray for a change in the weather as vilatevilace recorded in her first letter for further com-
ments on prayer circles see D michael quinn latter day saint prayer circles brigham young
university studies 19 fall 197879 105
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they could not get a fair trial in the heated emotionalism of han-
cock county joseph and hyrum concluded to flee and during
the night of saturday 22 june they crossed the river into iowa
the events that followed were reported by vilate when she fin-
ished her letter on 24 june

one of the significant insights provided by this letter is vi
lates view of the impact on the church of the prophets crossing
to iowa and what prompted his return according to the tradi-
tional account it was the strong persuasions of reynolds ca-
hoon lorenzo D wasson and hiram kimball who were car-
rying out emmas instructions that induced joseph and hyrum to
start back to nauvoo 3 vilatesdilatesVilates letter shows that fear was wide
spread after joseph left if emma felt deserted and her faith failed
her it was not without reason and she was not alone the letter
reports illinois governor thomas fords threats that the city
would remain suspended on so many caggs of powder until jo-
seph gave himself up

nauvoo june 9thath 1844

my dear companion 4

it is one week yesterday since I1 closed a letter to you although I1 have not
spoken to you for a week yet you have not ben out of my mind many mo-
ments at a time when I1 was awake and when I1 am a sleep I1 often dream
about you I1 dreamed last night of being in victor at nathanielsnathanieliNathaniels with you I1

thought we were very happy I1 hope this will prove a true dream nauvoo nev-
er was so lonesomlonesome since we lived here as it is now I1 went to meeting last sun-
day for the first time since conference I1 was so home sick the moment I1 got
there I1 should have turned rite about and came home a foot if I1 had not ben
afraid it would make me sick joseph hiram nor any of the twelve was there
noah packard preached and you may be sure I1 was glad when he got through
when I1 got home I1 found a man here from fort madison after a girl jennett
went with him his name is webster he said he was acquainted with you I1

hope she will do well the next day backenstauce from carthage5Carthage5 came after

joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts
2ndand ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 51 6552

spelling and grammar remain as in the original paragraphing capitalization of proper and geo-
graphical names and the first word in each sentence and some periods to denote the end of sen-

tences have been supplied to improve readability winslow whitney smith donated a photocopy of
this letter to the church archives when originals of it and other kimball documents were presented
to spencer W kimball a descendant of heber C in his 1888 life of heber C kimball orson F

whitney quoted from part of this letter although with a few slight omissions and changes some
sentences were rephrased for example for smoother literary style

5backenstaucebackensrauce was jacob B backenstos an original jack mormon or friendly non mormon
who as sheriff of hancock county risked his life to defend the saints against unlawful mob ac-

tions
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her seamed disappointed that she was gone this was monday last I1 heard in
the morning that sarah6saraha was sick abeadabbad the day before I1 went over to br no-
bles to see if he would take his wife and I1 up to se her towards night he
said he would and acordinglyaccordingly did we found her much better she had had a

turn of the curvesnurves headtkeheadakeheadake I1 tried to have her come home with me but she
said she would wate till she felt better then she would come and stay several
days I1 expect her this week

br nobles is very kind he knows I1 am not able to walk much he has in-
vited me to ride with them several times yesterday he took his wife and 1I
down to hibberds after cherries they charged 10 cents a quart for what we
brought home but gave us what we wanted to eat I1 bought 3 pints and I1 be-
lieve I1 eat as many more so I1 did not begrudge the money I1 have had one mess of
green peas I1 bought 4 quarts at 4 cents a quart when I1 got them shelled I1 had 3

gills thiss was paying dear for whistle or the peas but I1 do
not begrudge myself any thing that I1 can eat now days and I1 know that you
dont nor never did my health is very poor my sturstumachsturnachstimachnach loathsloates almost every-
thing I1 am so sick and faint that I1 cannot set up a good deal of the time
there is a cause for this which cause you will no doubt rejoice in A hint to
you is sufficient 8 william and mary started for ramus yesterday I1 dont know
whether they can get there on account of the bad roads and high water the
wether continues cold and wet br whitney called here to day said he had ben
talking with doctor bernhisel 9 he thought the quorum had better get to
gather and pray for the rain to be stayed or we should all be sick 10

june lith william and mary got home yesterday they went to her fa-
thers but could not get to ramus the bridges are all washed away in every
direction so that there is no passing nor rcrepassing I1 am sorry for I1 was in
hopes he would get that cow but I1 do not know as we shall want cows or
anything els here much longer nauvoo was a scene of confusion last night
some hundred of the brethren turned out and burned the printing press the
nauvoo epositorlexpositoryEpositorl and all the aparatusapparatusaparatus pertaining to the office of the opositeoposits
party this was done by order of the city councel they had only published
one paper which is concideredconsideredconcidered a public nucencelucencenucence but I1 donot know whether it
will be considered so in the eyes of the law or not they have sworn revenge
and no doubt they will have it

june 24th my dear dear husband various have ben the scenes in nauvoo
since I1 commenced this letter I1 should have sent it before now but I1 have
ben thrown into such confusion I1 knew not what to write this is not all the
mails have not come regular eather on account of bad roads and high water or

gitit is probable that sarah was sarah noon second plural wife of heber C kimball by whom
he already had one child see stanley B kimball heber C kimball and family the nauvoo
years BYU studies 15 summer 1975465 467 68 family group sheets indicate sarah noon
kimball was bomborn 14 june 1801 and died 20 june 1868 in utah see also donna hill joseph smith
the first mormon garden city NY doubleday 1977 ppap 347 355

abribrbr nobles was joseph B noble a nauvoo bishop and bodyguard of joseph smith
dilate is expecting brigham willard kimball was bomborn in nauvoo 29 january 1845

abr9brbr whitney was the prominent bishop newel kimball whitney whose family was close to
joseph smith and to the kimballsKim balls dr john bernhisel a politically active member of the church
defended joseph and the church before civil officials both whitney and bernhiselbemhiselBem hisel belonged to the
quorum described in footnote 2

see fnan 2
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less they are stopedscoped by mobs I1 have not had a letter from you since the one
you wrote back by the ospryaspry I1 know your anxiety to hear from us must be
very great as you will no doubt hear of our trouble by report nothing is to
be heard of but mobs collecting on every side the laws and fosters 11 and
most of the decenting dissenting party with their families left here a day or
two after their press was destroyed they are sworn to have joseph and the city
councel or exterminate us all betwinebetwene three and four thousand brethren have
ben under arms here the past week expecting every day they would come the
brethren were calid in from all the branches round to help defend the city jo-
seph sent word to the governor if he and his staff would come here he would
abide their decisiondesisiondesision but anstedinsted of his comeing here he went to carthage and
there walked arm and arm with law and foster untill we have reason to feer
he has coughtbought their spirit he sent thirty men in here dabefore yesterday to
take joseph and sent him a saucy letter saying if these could not take him
thousands could he ordered the troops here to deliver up their arms and dis
pers

yesterday morning although it was sunday was a scene of confusion jo-
seph had fled and left word for the brethren to hang on to their arms and take
care of themselves the best way they could some were tryedaryed almost to death
to think joseph should leve them in the hour of danger hundreds have left
the city since the fuss commenced most of the merchants on the hill have left
I1 have not felt frightened amid it all neither has my heart sunk within me
untill yesterday when I1 heard joseph wroteltrotelwrote and sent word back for his fam-
ily to follow him and br whitneyswhitneytWhitneys family were packing up not knowing but
they would have to go as he is one of the city councel for a little while I1 felt
bad enough but did not let any body know it neither did I1 shed any tears I1
felt a confidence in the lord that he would presurvepresurveypresurve us from the ravages of
our enemies we expected them here to day by thousands but before night yes-
terday things put on a different aspect

joseph went over the river out of the united states and there stopedscoped and
composed his mind and got the will of the lord concerning him and that
was that he should return and give himself up for trial he sent a messenger
imediatelyimmediately to carthage to tell the governor he would meet his staff at the big
mound at eight oclock this morning in company with all that the ritt de-
manded they have just passed by here on their way thare my heart said lord
bless those dear men and presurvepresurveypresurve them from those that thirst for their blood
their giveinggiveins themselves up is all that will save our city from destruction the
governor wrote if they did not do so our city was suspended upon so many
caggs of powder and it needed only one spark to tulch them off so you can
see how he feels what will be the fate of our dear brethren the lord only
knows but I1 trust he will presurveypresurvepresurve them if you were here you would be sure
to be in their midst thiss would increase my anxiety of cors

now I1 must tell you the fluctuation of mind I1 have had about going to

lithethe laws and fosters apostates were leaders of the opositeopositsoposite party william law the fore-
most apostate had served as a counselor to joseph smith and his brother wilson law had been a

general in the nauvoo legion along with robert D foster and charles A foster the law broth-
ers and three others served as publishers of the FApositorexpositor and were well known as bitter enemies of
joseph smith and the church
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met you I1 saw br adamsadams12 a week ago last saturday he told me he had ben
detained so long here that he had concluded to take his wife with him when
he went said if helen and I1 would go with them he would agree to take us
to you said he had no money but he was acquainted with the captains of the
different boats and he could go to sincinatosincinitoSin cinato cincinnati without money and
there he could get what he wanted he calculated then to be here last friday
and stay untill to morrow when we were to start on the ospryaspry I1 saw no pros-
pect of going at all unless I1 took up with his offer I1 asked councel of br
whitney and others they all advised me to go so I1 went to mareingmakeing redy
with all posable speed but it was not three days before I1 heard they were
agoing to write for the twelve to come amediately home I1 saw joseph passing
by and went out and asked him if it was so he said yess there was a prospect
of trouble and they wanted you here and you would want to be here he also
said you promised to return amediately and fetch him that money

I1 came in feeling so disappointed that I1 could not help but shed some tears
about it br Richardsrichards15richards131513 soon came along and told me to cheer up said he did
not apprehendaprehend any danger said he hold on a few days we shall not write yet
at any rate so I1 took courage again but it was only to meet another dis-
appointment he called here last friday told me he had just dispatched a
messenger with letters to all the twelve to come amediately home and fetch all
the forse with them that they could raze thiss mesenger was to take the first
boat and go down to st lewis before he mailed them as it is no use to mail
them here I1 knew nothing but what they were gone untill br adams told me
saturday evening that was all counteracted and the mesenger did not go they
had concluded not to send for you and said he perhaps we shall go yet that
is the last I1 have seen of him he preached here yesterday and started for
home last evening I1 understand he has another mission appointed him so I1

see no prospect of going east at present although I1 never had stronger faith
about any thing in my life I1 have no desire to go and leve the children unless
the excitement should wholely subside which I1 do not believe it will at pres-
ent

upside dodown first page my page is full and I1 can only say may the lord
god bless and presurvepresurveypresurve us all to met again I1 believe he will the children all
send love and glad wishes to their dear father

sarah has ben here and spent a week with me she is usually well and not
much frightened justen jonson is agoing to take this over the river and mail
it for me so fare well my dear

V kimball

concerned about leaving his family in a troubled nauvoo he-
ber had discussed with vilate the possibility of her meeting him
in the east something they both wanted praying about this pos-
sibilitysibi lity on 7 june heber recorded that he got a testamony that
congress would not do anny thing fore us at all and that my
wife would come to me in the east he wrote vilate of this and

12 george J adams
OWdwillardwillardowillardillard richards
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she commented on it near the close of her next letter it seems
likely however that in his great desire to have vilate with him
heber mistook a general feeling of peace and reassurance about his
family for specific confirmation that his desire to have her nearby
would be granted three days later he again prayed and received a
different impression

0 lord bless my dear family and give them health and peas and let thy
servent heber see them all in the flesh again I1 cald on the lord in
the proper way theme answer was to me that congress had not got it in
thare hearts to do the first thing fore this people also my family ware all

well and that they all should be till I1 should return

heber and his brethren first heard of the death of joseph and hy-
rum smith on 9 july in salem massachusetts the papers ware full of
news of the death of our prophet he noted 1I was not willen to
believe it fore it was to much to bare it structstract me at the heart
one of the reasons for disbelieving the rumors was that letters from
home indicated that up to the 19th of juneljune joseph was clean out
of the hands of the mob 5114111414 finally in baltimore on 12 july after sev-
eral unsettling days of bewilderment heber and lyman wight con-
cluded to ask the lord the truth of the matter for heber the answer
to that prayer lay with the arrival of vilatesdilatesVilates letter

elder white wight and my self went in to our closetcloser and efferdofferd up
the singhnsingen signs and praiedpraded that we might get some definite news per-
taining to the death of the prophets toardsboards night one of the brethren
went to the office and got one leter from my wife up to the 24 which
day he gave him self up in company with hiyrumhiyrom willard richards
and J tailor three days before they ware killed thismismlsnis leter satissatisficesadsfidesatisfidehidefidebide us that
the brethren ware dead 0 lord what feelings we had

the following day heber and some of the others traveled to
philadelphia where they read a letter from kentucky that gave
us the pearticulers of the death of our brethren the next day
was sunday and they red the news to the saints great sorrow
prevailed and the branch memberslmembermemberssl agreed to dress in morning
mourning 0 lord how can we part with our dear br 0 lord

save the twelve monday jedediah grant arrived after two weeks

see kimball diary 12 july 1844 he had received an earlier letter that vilate mentions having
written but that has not survived as well as a letter from his plural wife sarah
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on the road bringing much desired information and no doubt re-
lieving heber about his family by reporting that in nauvoo
things are composed

by 19 july heber C kimball was back in boston where he
found elder B young hide orson hydelhyde 0 pratt and W

woodruff and felt sorrifullSorri full fore the loss of our prophet and pa-

triarch on that day they met in council concluded to return to
nauvoo without delay and prepared a letter for publication in the
east

advising the elders who have families in nauvoo to go immediately
to them & for all the authorities of the church to assemble at
nauvoo for a council by order of the quorum of the twelve 15

heber C kimball and brigham young waited in boston for ly-
man wight who did not arrive until 23 july and on the twenty
fourth the same day that george J adams arrived with the fol-
lowing letter from vilate they left for nauvoo 16 vilate began this
letter only six days after closing the previous one but in the in-
terim grief and fear settled over the city in the wake of the trag-
edy

nauvoo june 30th 1844

my dear dear companion
never before did I1 take up my pen to address you under so trying circum-

stances as we are now placed but as br adams the bearer of this can tell you
more than I1 can write I1 shall not attempt to discribe the scene that we have
passed through god forbid that I1 should ever witness another like unto it I1

saw the lifeless corpes of our beloved brethren when they were brought to their
almost distracted families yea I1 witnessed their tears and groans which was
enough to rend the heart of an adamant every brother and sister that wit-
nessed the scene feitlfeltfeitfeirfeltl deeply to simpathyze with them yea every heart is

filled with sorrow and the very streets of nauvoo seam to morn whare it
will end the lord only knows

we are kept awake night after night by the alarm of mobs these apostates
say their damnation is sealed their die is cast their doom is fixed and they
are determined to do all inin their power to have revenge law says he wants
nine more that was in his quorum some time I1 am afraid he will get them I1

have no doubt but you are one what makes me feer is from a circumstance
that took place when the legion was first called out to defend the city there
was several drums found with blood on no one could account for it they ex-
amined to see how many there was they found tenn and while they were ex-
amining the eleventh there came a large drop on that wm has seen them he

15 wilford15wilford woodruff diary 18 july 1844 wilford woodruff papers church archives
1611igliigil1611eberhebereber recorded on the twenty fourth that elder adams brought me two leters one from

my wife june 30 that letter isis available inin photocopy inin the church archives original inin private
possession editing procedure isis the same as for the first letter footnote 4
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says with all the drums have ben used the blood is yet plain to be seen he
has got two if he gets the nine more it will make eleven 17 but I1 try to submit
all things into the hands of god

I1 have felt oposedopposed to their sending for you to come home at present and
did not know as they would untill brother adams called here a few moments
ago and told me he should start in about too hours if I1 wanted to write I1

must send it to the mantion house within that time so I1 have not time to say
much neither is it nesaceraynesaceray as he can tell you all my helth is getinggating better
the children are all well I1 mailed a letter to you last monday directed to balti-
more the letters you sent from washington all came to gather last wedensday
and a paper the mail has not ben in before for fore weeks the letter you sent
from pitsburgpittsburgPitsburg I1 have never got when I1 red your pressing invitation for me to
meet you and that you had got a witness that I1 should do so I1 again took
courage that some door would open that I1 should yet go but abassalass my hopes
are all blasted my constent prayer now is for the lord to presurvepresurveypresurve us all to
meet again I1 have no doubt but your life will be sought but may the lord
give you wisdom to escape their hands my time is up to send this so you
must excuse me for I1 have writenbriten in a great hurry and with a bad pen the
children all remember you in love now fare you well my love till we meet
which may the lord grant for his sons sake amen

vilate kimball

heber remained disquieted about his family his journey home
was marked by sadness for the loss of his brethren and uneasiness
over conditions in nauvoo 0 lord bless my dear vilate and my
dear children and all my friends he wrote at one point as they
hurriedly traveled homeward 18 the night before they arrived at
nauvoo heber dremtdrerntdiemtdreint of my wife when we got to burlington
sevrelmevrel come on bord the river steamer that knew us landed at
nauvoo at dusk found my family all well 19

by 6 august nauvoo was peaceful at least temporarily and
for a time vilate had no need to fear that heber would follow jo-
seph and hyrum to an early grave the saints following the
counsel of willard richards and john taylor had not tried to
avenge the tragedy by violence and many of their enemies kept
quiet in fear of an armed retribution that never came

if the city was peaceful it did lack direction and the twelve
immediately set themselves to establish control and build on the
foundation joseph had left while not without challenge their

writing one day later than vilate sally randall also comments on the rumors that thare is

nine more thay are determined to have and when it will end I1 dontdone know see sally randall to
family 1 july 1844 church archives

1811 I august 1844
1966 august 1844
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leadership was vigorous and successful and heber and vilate
might long have remembered the peaceful interlude andprosperityand prosperity
of the next few months perhaps heber himself recorded it best in
a letter to william smith just a few months later

As regards matters here all goes well there never was more union
in the church then at the present time for the saints here in
the city of nauvoo and in the regions round about have their con-
fidence in the twelve as a body and in those that are placed to lead
them and this is increasing daily to the astonishment and sur-
prise of every one for there is a spirit now existing in our meetings
that a person can scarcely enter them before their is a spirit of love
and union that overwhelms their minds which draws tears of joy in
floods from their eyes 20

2 kimball to william smith 9 january 1845 william smith collection church archives
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THE ACCOUNT BOOKS OF THE AMOS DAVIS STORE
AT COMMERCE ILLINOIS

T edgar lyon

during the summer of 1965 while working as research histo-
rian for nauvoo restoration incorporated I1 located in the uni-
versity of chicago library an old store ledger identified as an 1839
illinois merchants account book from commerce the cover was
missing as well as pages at the front and back of the book and
several other pages A quick perusal of the accounts indicated this
was indeed a ledger from commerce illinois as I1 recognized a
dozen or more names of pre mormon residents along with a score
or more of mormonscormons who began to arrive there after may 1839

only two stores were known to have operated at commerce
one of these was run for a short time by hiram kimball in
1836 he had purchased a lot in commerce and the following year
he secured a franchise to operate a mercantile business there some
time in the fall of 1836 amos davis like kimball a native of
vermont arrived at commerce during that winter he married el-
vira hibbard daughter of one of the original land patentees in the
area and in february purchased two lots from kimball it is pos-
sible that kimball who by that time was getting involved in real
estate transactions was desirous of getting out of the mercantile
business and may have employed davis in his store by april
1838 davis had either purchased kimballskimbalpsKimKimbbalisbailsballsalPs mercantile business or
had established his independent store since he secured a license to
operate a store and kimball did not renew his license kimball ap-
pears as a customer with a rather large account in the 1839 led-
ger it thus seemed quite conclusive that the record at chicago
was the ledger of the amos davis store

positive proof of this conclusion was possible by comparing
the information in the ledger with entries in a leather bound book
in the western americana division of the university of utah li-
brary in salt lake city on the spine of this book is the word
journal stamped in gold inked on the front cover is the name

T edgar lyon was senior research historianhistonan for nauvoo restoration inc this report for the historians
comer was in preparation at the time of dr lyons recent death the unfinished manuscript has been
cac0completedpletedplated for publication by glen M leonard senior research historian with the historical department
of the church of jesus christ of latterutter day saints
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of amos daviss store this book contains daily sales informa-
tion both cash and credit dating from 15 may 1839 to 18 octo-
ber 1842 it is what was commonly spoken of as a day book or

place book entries in such a book were customarily transferred
regularly to a ledger where accounts were maintained for steady
customers in the left margin of each page of the day book now
at the university of utah the bookkeeper entered an account
number as he transferred the credit transactions to a ledger each
item so numbered in the day book is found in the 1839 ledger at
the corresponding page number furthermore pages missing from
the ledger can now be reconstructed using the day book located
in utah

the university of chicago library obtained the amos davis
ledger when it purchased part of the herbert S auerbach collec-
tion offered for sale at the parke bernet galleries in 1947 presum-
ably the university of utah obtained its half of the financial pair
from the same source

one of the important insights available to the student of
nauvoo history through a study of the day book and ledger of
the amos davis store at commerce is a better understanding of
the extent of settlement in that area A description in joseph
smiths history of the church 3375 identifies only six buildings
within the confines of the town of commerce and four outside
the town downstream for more than a mile and a half a total of
ten buildings in that vicinity it implies that these residents
were living as isolated families in a virtual wilderness this raises
some serious questions for ninety five heads of families had credit
accounts on amos daviss store ledger before the mormonscormons ar-
rived there in 1839 where did they live if the land was mostly
covered with trees and bushes and much of it so wet that it was
with the utmost difficulty a footman could get through and total-
ly impossible for teams how could customers reach daviss store

we know that for nine years the weekly mail coach had been
delivering mail from carthage over the carthage sometimes re-
ferred to as the macomb road with no more difficulty than was
usually experienced at that time in traveling muddy roads on the
prairies during the early part of 1839 before the arrival of the
mormonscormonsMormons dozens of farmers had been delivering wheat and corn
to the store in commerce in payment of their purchases so there
must have been farms operating within a reasonable distance and
wagons hauling the products to the store and returning to the
farms with the goods received in exchange
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the study of the hancock county deed records of the com-
merce vicinity by rowena J miller of nauvoo inc makes it
possible to locate most of the ten structures referred to in the hist-
ory these were scattered along the banks of the mississippi for
more than a mile and a half that section was forest and thicket
as described in the history but inland a quarter of a mile or less
was farmland some of which had been farmed by indians for a
half century before the first white settlers arrived at the commerce
site it would have been difficult to walk and impossible to drive
a team through the forests to get to the davis store or post of-
fice but not impossible to drive wagons northward to the car-
thage road and then westward to the town of commerce on the
banks of the river the traditional description of the commerce
area along the river bank has erroneously led us to believe that
those few homes were the entire settled part of the nauvoo pen-
insula an analysis of the amos davis account books and related
records allows us to expand our horizon
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WILSON LAW
A SIDELIGHT ON THE EXPOSITOR INCIDENT

steven G barnett

A nauvoo newspaper born on 7 june 1844 lived for only one
issue but it had far reaching effects on the church culminating
in the death of the prophet joseph smith and his brother hyrum
the nauvoo Eexpositorpositor was the product of some then recent apos-
tates from the church at nauvoo who claimed disenchantment
with joseph smiths political views the practice of polygamy and
other issues 1 on 10 june 1844 the city council acting under its
charter declared the Epoexpositorsirotsitor a public nuisance and ordered its
abatement this order was carried out by the marshal with the as-
sistancesistance of the nauvoo legion the editors later made complaint
before justice of the peace thomas morrison in carthage illinois
against joseph smith2smitha and other members of the city government
on the charge of riot it was while the prophet and the others
were answering this charge in carthage that the two smith broth-
ers were thrown in jail on a new charge of treason two days lat-
er they were murdered by a mob

one of the edoEloexpositorsitor editors wilson law filed a deposition in
1848 at the trial of his former associate robert D foster for em-
bezzlingbezz ling school funds 53 the deposition which has been recently
found details the dissidents account of the destruction of the
press and their activities a few days thereafter although the bitter
anti mormon bias of the deponent should be considered the ac-
count is important for what it reveals of the whereabouts of the
laws and robert D foster in the crucial period between the de-
structionst of the newspaper and the death of joseph and hyrum
smith on 27 june 1844 it also records the Epoexpositorsitor affair through
the eyes of one of its apostate editors as well as sketches an inter-
esting tale of life on the mississippi in the 1840s the original

steven G barnettbamert is a collector of original historical documents

the editors of the EApositorexpositor were william law a former member of the first presidency his
brother wilson law francis M and chauncey L higbee brothers robert D foster and charles
A foster brothers and charles ivins

joseph smith was then mayor of nauvoo having succeeded john C bennett in 1842
3theathehc embezzlement case against robert D foster was continued from the april 1848 term of

the circuit court to the september term the case was not prosecuted by the statesstaresstates attorney when it
was resumed on 16 september 1848
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which is in this writers personal collection of historical manu-
scripts is presented below in its entirety

deposition of witnesses taken in a cause pending on an indictment
in the circuit court of the county of hancock and state of illinois
are plaintiff and robert D foster is defendent

wilson law of lawful age disposes and says
question
state all you know about said robt D foster in the summer of
1844
robert D foster kept his books and school papers in the printing
office of the nauvoo expositor in nauvoo on the loth of june
1844 said foster wm law and myself returned from carthage and
stopped at said fosters house we found the family all confusion
and alarm and learned that the printing office and every thing that
was in it was destroyed said foster immediately exclaimed that he
was ruined that they had destroyed his school papers his lamen-
tations all that night was the loss of his private and school papers
we then found that our lives were in danger and I1 sent to fort
maddison and provided a steam ferry boat and we commenced load-
ing everything we could on it and on the 12th of june we found it
impossible to remain any longer and I1 advised said foster to take his
buggy and horses and proceed up the river by land and we would
get the boat away as fast as we could and take him on board when
we got past the city limits the mob was then collecting determined
to take our lives said foster his wife and child left in his buggy
and drove up some two or three miles above the city and was only
able to make his escape by driving as hard as he could and leaving
nearly all his property behind him nearly all of which was after-
wards destroyed by the mob we left in the boat and took foster
and his family on board some two or three miles up the river it
was a very stormy and rainy night and the cabin was very small and
very much crowded at maddison three persons came on board to
work their passage as they said to burlington after we made a

bend in the river after night the cabin became so full of smoke and
steam that the persons in it could not remain any longer mrs fos-
ter was sitting on a chair and had her reticule hanging on the back
of her chair after we had all left the cabin I1 saw one of the men
who had got on the boat coming out of the cabin and the other
two standing near I1 remarked this to said foster and we went into
the cabin mrs foster also came in and felt for her reticule and
found it cryedaryed out it was robbed and putting her hand in it said
her money and jewelry was gone foster asked if the money he gave
her was in it she examined it and found it was gone too foster ex-
claimed I1 am now ruined indeed I1 gave you the school money and
all my money to keep and now it is all gone and my school papers
burned and all lost stating that in the hurry of starting he had giv-
en his wife all the money that he had thinking it would be more
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safe with her than with himself and she had put it in her reticule
and now all was lost he was ruined for ever and many such excla-
mations as these indeed he appeared almost distracted and could
scarselysparselyscarsely be kept from shooting the man that I1 saw come out of the
cabin we found the three men and had them searched but found
nothing and foster and myself took a light and searched the boat
but found nothing the captain put the men on shore after some
time when we arrived at burlington we watched every thing that
was taken off the boat but found nothing the captain then
searched the boat and under one of the beams connected with the
engine he found some of the jewelry which was shewnchewn to mrs fos-
ter and recognisedrecognized by her she said it was hers but not near all of it
the box that the jewelry was in and the money was not found said
foster was almost distracted and his lamentation was that he had
lost his school money & school papers and was left without funds to
pay it but that he would as soon as he could raise the means to do
itit
and 1I am well satisfied that he was robbed that night and that the
papers were destroyed when the printing office was destroyed the
above statement I1 believe to be true and correct according to the
best of my knowledge and recollection

wilson law

state of pennsylvania
mercer county

I1 thomas T cunningham a justice of the peace in and for said
county do hereby certify that the above named witness wilson law
appeared before me at my office in the borough of mercer on the
22nd day of august AD 1848 and after being by me duly affirmed
did dispose the foregoing deposition which is in his own proper
handwriting and signed by him in my presence in witness thereof 1I

have hereunto set my hand & seal at mercer this 22nd day of au-
gust 1848

T S cunningham
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notes and comments

JAMES ARLINGTON BENNET AND THE MORMONS

lyndon W cook

of the three bennetts who crossed paths with joseph smith
during the nauvoo period the one who spelled his name with
only one t has almost succeeded in escaping the attention of
mormon scholars 1

born in new york james arlington bennet was proprietor
and principal of the arlington house an educational institution
on long island 2 usually remembered as joseph smiths first
choice as vice presidential running mate in the 1844 presidential
election bennet began association with the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints through john C bennett about 1841
after several exchanges of correspondence john C bennett was
instrumental in appointing james arlington bennet inspector gen
eral of the nauvoo legion on 12 april 1842 and ten days later
he bestowed upon bennet an honorary doctor of law degree
from the university of nauvoo

an apparent unscrupulous opportunist bennet had fantasies
which included fame as an author governor of illinois general of
the nauvoo legion and successor to joseph smith 53

bennet did join the church in 1843 but his motives were not
founded on faith he later described his baptism as a mere frolic
in the clear blue ocean 1144 joseph smiths friendly correspondence

lyndon W cook a research historian teaches part time for the college of religious instruction at
brigham young university he isis indebted to dr J keith melville and the department of gov-
ernmentern ment BYU for research funds to study james arlington bennet

ithethe other bennetts were john cook bennett mayor of nauvoo and james gordon bennett
editor and publisher of the new york herald

bennett was bom inin new york inin 1788 although he informed joseph smith that he was
bom inin ireland and therefore was ineligible to be vice president of the united states james arling-
ton bennet was bom after his parents immigrated to america inin june 1788 see 1850 federal cen-
sus of new york and james arlington bennet to willard richards 14 april 1844 archives of the
historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
hereafter referred to as church archives

emmayemma smith inin 1870 referred to bennet as the old arch hypocrite see emma smith to jo-
seph smith III111 21 january 1870 chicago historical society

jameslames arlington bennet to joseph smismithth 24 october 1843 cited inin times and seasons 1 I1 no-
vember 1843 p 371 bennet wrote you areate no doubt aware that I1 have had a most interesting
visitvisit from your most excellent and worthy friendgriend president B young with whom I1 have had a
glorious frolic inin the clear blue ocean for most assuredly a frolick itit was without a moments re-
flection or consideration ibid bennet was baptized by brigham young 30 august 1843 at con-
ey island see joseph smith history of the church ofjesusof jesus caristchrist of lutterlatter duyday saints ed B H
roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book company 1932 1951 55565 556
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with bennet seems to have stemmed from the new yorkers offer
to use his influence in allaying public sentiment against the mor-
mon people

in october 1845 when bennet visited nauvoo he notified
church leaders of his intentions to cross the rocky mountains
with the saints but after brigham young refused to appoint him
head of the nauvoo legion bennet returned to new york still
unable to leave mormonism alone bennet corresponded with
brigham young after the mormon exodus to the salt lake valley
bennet apparently envisioned a militarily strong mormon empire
which would demand respect and with which the powers of the
world would have to reckon mormon leaders in utah however
paying little attention to bennet refused to reply 5

the following letter was written by james arlington bennet
to joseph smith 111IIIlii within weeks after the latter assumed the
presidency of the reorganization in the letter bennet applauds
young josephs announcement condemns plural marriage offers
his influence in building the new church and proposes a general
creed for the movement

new york may 6 18606

my dear joseph the son of my old friend I1 most sincerely assure you that
your manifesto 7 pleases me extremely had the principles you announce been
adopted & adhered to by brigham young & associates the mormonscormons would at
this day and before this day have been a great people when I1 went to
nauvoo some years since the only family of respectability I1 found then was
that of your own mother 8 I1 was admitted in no where else excepting at the
tavern & the residence of the late dr richards 9

your placing yourself at the head of the mormon reformation is a matter
I1 approve of and in that position I1 think you will be supported by all mor
mons who love christian doctrines and christian practice founded on the bible
as well as the book of mormon and who wish to avoid the curse & disgrace
of the plurality of wiveswives inin a community like ours the old sects are fast going
to the devil from hypocracyhyp ocracy & vice so a new people like the mormonscormons must
take their place the jews have fallen the anabaptists have fallen the turks
are fast going dying out the pope & his dupes are fast disappearing before the
progress of society & intelligence of the age and the other sects are getting
fouler every day so that a new dispensation isis absolutely necessary for the good of
mankind but I1 have letters from your father the prophet leaving me his mantle &
his blessing just before his death this mantle I1 can throw over you

bennet letters to brigham young are inin church archives
the original owned by the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints isis located inin

the auditorium library archives independence missouri published by permission
announcement of intent inin april 1860
emmamma smith
willard richards
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as his legitimate heir to the spirit of prophesy I1 have the talisman10talismantailsman10 in his
head which seals this letter

I1 am not aware what property you have in nauvoo nor indeed do I1 know
whether you live in nauvoo but if it were necessary & meet to form a nucleus
around which the saints might congragatecongragarecongregate I1 have 160 acres of land in liv-
ingston county illinois most admirably located between the grait R roads
that I1 would give for the purpose here immencekimmence numbers of the saints
would repair from all parts of the US including utah where under your plan
their respectability & power would soon be felt any quantity of land could be
had on the high or grand prairie in the mud creek settlement from which an
exodus might be made to a more appropriate place whether in state or territ-
ory I1 think I1 could manage this business as the trustees of washington cem-
etery in kings county long island have by deed agreed to pay me 400000
dollars for the land I1 sold them as cemetery ground within 4 miles of brook-
lyn you would then commence under au spicous which the saints never before
had and would have the best talent & learning among its members that europe
or america could afford should your excellent mother be living give her my
best respects as well as to all who would be your friends in this important
movement

1 1I propose a pure self denying religion
2 christian humility as set forth in the new testament
3 A new priesthood of course to preach the doctrines of peace

4 A new dispensation & demonstration of power under god
5 the bible & book of mormon as the guides
6 self reliance without interfering with other persons creeds
the details of course to be under consideration in future I1 have no objec-

tion to the assumption that the world belongs to the saints but they must
wait till they get it and not prematurely attempt to violate the laws of the
country in which they may reside untill they have power to make laws for
themselves and others submit yourself to the powers that be

I1 expect a reply to this note
your friend

JA bennet treasurer of the
washington cemetery LI NY 12

note president buchanan has read all your fathers letters to me & returned
them with a letter of thanks under seal of the president of the U states in
the last of these letters your fathers prophetic mantle was given to me those
letters will be subject to your inspection at any time

perhaps the publication of this note might serve your purpose in letting
the mormonscormons know you will have sincere support in your reformation of mor-
mon practice I1 have little doubt that utah will be deserted by large numbers
of those who despise poligamypolygamypoligamy and the despotism which rules there at this
time

othethe reference of the talisman is possibly to a private seal made by thomas brown of new
york from comeliancornelianmeilan stone and set in gold methe seal was a likeness of the prophets head

land records of livingston county illinois do not confirm bennetsbonnets contentions laura leslie
to lyndon W cook 12 december 1978

long21ong island new york
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pioneers the lacemakerlace maker

sally T taylor

hands which had made the lace now pushed the plow
across cracking fields of reclaimed wasteland
the hot smell of summer pushed the past to
A kalidescopekaleidescope of half lost fragments

the acrid odor of wool coats drying
by the hearth as english storms sang outdoors
the promised magic of new thread spider
fine and smoothly waiting for careful form

the close quietness of old artisans
forming familiar patterns netlikenet like with
the fragile flourish and curveforcurve for a trim
so different from this straight hard dry furrow

the lacemakerlace maker stopped his horse and slapped at
A lean horsefly buzzing his steaming neck
these eyes burned by the base dust and stung by

the sun would never again see that life

dirt gloved hands would not form the silky threads
in fine designs of royal ranked stature
he had lost that past to the channeled task-
master of time and life revolving faith

faith his hands felt for the wood smooth handles
gee hah the womwornworm horse buffedhuffed away the flies

and stepped slowly on pulling a new type
of pattern in the solid soil of now

sally T taylortailor is an assistant progessprofessorprofesscr in the english department Brigbrighamharn young Univuniversitymirymity
pioneers the lacemakerlace makermakee was the 1978 first place poem in the ann W hafen category of the

utah state poetrysocietypoetry society contest
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book reviews

PALMER SPENCER J the expanding church salt lake city
deseret book 1978 232 ppap 6956.95695
reviewed by truman G madsen director of judeofudeo christian studies center
brigham young university

the mills of the gods grind exceeding fast in the expand-
ing and even exploding church it is difficult enough to keep
up the cadence in action this new volume by spencer J palmer
is a vivid and literate sign of the times we need to adjust to in-
ternationalter horizons for some of us this may mean radical recon-
version an awakening from the dogmatic slumber of our cultural
mores

the book exhibits dr palmershalmersPalmers unique combination of gifts
his initial chapters uncover historical and doctrinal footings for
the mandate to penetrate every clime not a paper dream but an
exceptionless requirement his seasoned grasp of world religions
and traditions is combined with firsthand up to the minute ac-
quaintance with the church programs and procedures that are
crossing the divides he has been monitoring carefully the events
and trends of the last two decades the book is more than an
update of his the church encounters asia then the book presents
two landmark addresses one by elder bruce R mcconkie of the
council of the twelve and the other by the churchschurche able secre-
tary of state david M kennedy both come to grips with the
alps the church has yet to cross both are declarations of inter-
dependence global in scope finally the book chronicles moving
human stories paradigms of conversion selected from western eu-
rope latin america asia and the south sea islands throughout
palmer intersperses introductory material that sews the book to-
gether in an almost seamless way abstraction is balanced with concrete
data and both are enlivened by flesh and blood recitals

with documentation as fresh as this years first presidency
statement on the great religious leaders of the world including
confucius socrates and plato palmer patiently undercutsundercuts some
confining myths eg that the blood of israel is anglo european
that zion is at most north america that leadership in the
church is typed by nationality instead as in the vision of early
prophets we now know that the seed of israel is everywhere and
anyway latter day israel is not a community of blood it is a
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community of faith chap 3 p 28128 that zion as joseph
smith said in 1834 is to fill the whole earth that leadership its
privileges and its burdens will descend upon all who fulfill the
covenants palmer puts an s on gathering and shows that
communities of gatherers are forming everywhere and are to estaestab-
lish

b
stakes and just as crucial temples for elder mcconkie illu-

mines the point of revelation those who welcome christ will not
be mere neophyte converts but kings and priests

the book points to major barriers and breakthroughs the
awesome translation and language gap for example is being met
by computerized dictionaries of all the standard works with con-
textual aids geographic distance is being overcome by decentraliza-
tion of church functions grinding poverty and illiteracy by efforts
as sacrificial and down to earth as cordell andersons work in
guatemala in a church theoretically and practically unwilling to
divorce the spiritual and the temporal there is wide ranging ex-
pansion of home study seminary institute and health and welfare
missions

palmershalmersPalmers overview of the life of david M kennedy leads one
to wonder whether mormonism prepared kennedy for executive
distinction or vice versa his evenhanded reach has already
brought collaborative response to the church through curtains
heretofore as forbidding as triple plate steel his own tracing of re-
cent developments shows our task is two edged to become more
active resourceful and realistic in facing the melting pot of world
conversions and to lift the sights of world leaders to the meaning
of the mormon presence in their countries on the first point he
asks us to review and put in perspective our own pet political
axes even those we suppose are implicit in our heritage to recog-
nize that converts are now finding their way into the church
from every social and political and economic ism in the world
we must abandon the have nothing to do with them philoso-
phy likewise he asks that we desist from prejudicial publications
and speeches which cause repercussions abroad A concrete case
the inbuilt sympathy among many mormonscormons to the jewish plight
is interpreted abroad as an inbuilt antipathy to the arabs present
events in the political state of israel kennedy points out may or
may not be their scriptural destiny in the meantime well over
600000000 moslems await the gospel further americans must
be very careful not to give the impression that they are better or
more righteous than others simply because they are americans p 73

but how do we deal with headonhead on collisions between our own
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habitual customs and preferences and those abroad one answer is
the question of soren cox formerly president of the singapore
mission what is mandated by the gospel and what is simply
western culture p 159 through alien uniforms of people
abroad we must see the promise of the white clothing of the
temple and the worthiness that is making that real the scales
may not drop from their eyes until they drop from ours

autobiographical accounts in the last section strike home the
message that today as ever receiving christ the conversion
transition is not smooth the traumas of the infant church are
recapitulated hour to hour in the never endings of individual con-
verts yet one sees what elder gordon B hinckley of the council
of the twelve calls the silver thread in the dark tapestry dis-
aster war setback and tragedy have been and therefore can be
dramatically overturned as the very price of gospel receptivity in
nations we call foreign it is significant that elder mcconkiesMcConkies
vision of asian expansion delivered eight years ago is interrupted
several times by brackets and footnotes which report that growth
breathtaking in his projections has come faster still to those
who expected that the mormon church was winding down to
those who predicted its second hundred years would be a history
of its dying among its own worshippersworshippers to those who see it
even now as a local idiosyncratic sect this is bracing tonic the
church is a living fountain of solid doctrinal undergirding and in-
spired flexibility it is becoming not one of the broken lights of
god but the power of a world transforming movement the moral
message is clear possessiveness must be transformed into open-
heartedness in the compassionate manner of christ

BEARDSLEY MONROE C and others history as a tool in
critical interpretation A symposium ed thomas PF rugh and erin
R silva provo utah brigham young university press 1978 100
ppap 4954.95495
reviewed by marden J clark professor of english at brigham young univer-
sity

the most remarkable thing about this book may be that it
should exist at all its two young editors then graduate students
in the department of humanities at brigham young university
apparently had bypassed or forgotten all about laws of possibility
and probability when they set out to organize and promote a
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brigham young university symposium on the humanities they
certainly had never been told how difficult it would be to get
money for and acceptance from even one big name participant to
say nothing of five so they went ahead and brought together five
remarkably important people in history and criticism of literature
and the arts not only that they started a series of such symposia
that I1 trust will go on indefinitely the third annual symposium
was held in the winter of 1979

BYU had had important individual lecturers in the humanities
many times before but never a group at one time of anything
like the prestige of monroe C beardsley of temple university es
theticianthet ician and extreme apologist for the new criticism in liter-
ature E H gombrich emeritus of the university of london one
of the worlds most distinguished art historians karsten harries
chairman of the department of philosophy at yale E D hirsch
jr kenan professor of english at the university of virginia and
one of the most influential of the younger critics who have been
challenging most of the assumptions of the new critics and
rene wellek emeritus of yale university who with austin warr-
en authored theory of literature 1948 a broadly based study of
literary theory and methodology which very soon became the theo-
retical base for much of the new criticism then at the highest
level of its authority in university english departments

the central issue of both symposium and book can be best
dramatized against the historyh of literary criticism in the past half
century by badly oversimplifying we can see that half century as
the rise domination and decline of the new criticism the term
has stuck since john crowe ransom used it as the title of his
book 1941 the new criticism was essentially a formalist criti-
cism the poem itself was the rallying cry with strong roots in
aristotle french and english classicism kant and coleridge it re-
acted vigorously against the approaches to literature then dominat-
ing the universities humanistic historical biographical psychologi-
cal sociological ideological all of which the new critics claimed
sidestepped the basic critical task the close engagement of the
work of art

the new critics focused on the internal workings of the
poem theoretically in complete isolation from anything else on
its verbal texture on ambiguity irony paradox on tone on struc-
ture on theme only as it developed from these

given this background one would expect real fireworks when
such a group got together with beardsley and perhaps wellek de
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fending the formalistautonomousformalist autonomous approach to the work gom-
brich and hirsch defending the biographicalhistoricalbiographical historical approach
and harries somewhere in between this is of course how they
did line up in the symposium and in rather muted form in the
record of it in this book but one hardly finds fireworks partly
the reason may be that the participants were simply too much
gentlemen to really explode at one another but the real reason is
probably itself historical the new critics had won almost too
complete a victory and their early polemics for the poem as in
itself it really is had already softened by the mid fifties they also
began to receive serious challenges from all sides so that the his-
tory of criticism in the past twenty years is almost the history of
those challenges one of the strongest of them has been hirschshirsche
own launched with validity in interpretation 1967 and continued
in the aims of interinterpretationprecationpretationprerationtation 1976 these two books seem almost
directly aimed at beardsleysbeardsleyyBeard sleys essay written with william K wim-
satt the intentional fallacy one of the most influential and
widely reprinted essays of the new critics wimsatt and beardsley
had argued that it is both useless and misleading to seek or take
into account the authors intention in writing a poem that we
have no way of knowing the authors intention except as it gets
expressed in the poem that is his intention must have been to
write the poem that we now have and even if we could know
the knowledge would be useless to the critic he would still have
to come to terms with the poem as we have it not as the poet
intended it hirsch challenges both points we not only can but
must know the authors intention before we can have real validity
in interpretation hence hirschshirsche thought experiment in the
symposium on those last two lines of keats ode on a grecian
urn in which he hypothesizes the discovery of a letter by keats
that explains exactly what the lines meant hirsch argues that
such a discovery would essentially end speculation on the lines
beardsley responds as we would expect though not as vigorously
that he would still have to take the lines as they come in the con-
text of the poem

this exchange may be as close to direct confrontation as the
symposium generated certainly as the book records what we get
though is probably more valuable than the direct confrontation
even if less fun what we get is a judicious extremely intelligent
analysis of the basic question from significantly varied viewpoints
beardsley in the first essay allows history its place if we carefully
separate historical from ahistorical questions in his major essay
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harries develops a subtle analysis of the place of history in philos-
ophy concluding that philosophy becomes rootless and uncritical
without the history of philosophy thus he does tie his analysis
to criticism at the end but one suspects that his real concern
even in this symposium is with philosophy rather than art or lit-
erature or even criticism see his comment p 36 about the poet-
ic function yielding more than mere poetry gombrich in his
brief essay the three brief essays by gombrich wellek and
hirsch were prefatory statements to the dialogue that the book
records in detail defends history as a tool for criticism partly be-
cause art works are themselves history but more importantly be-
cause the process of discrimination necessarily involves comparison
A work in total isolation could be enjoyed but it could not be

criticized because there is nothing to compare it with wellek
admits the place of history in elucidating literature but finally
takes the new critical position there is a point where history
fails it cannot determine quality hirschshirsche prefatory essay devel-
ops the thought experiment already referred to the final essay
wellekswellemsWelleks on edmund wilson is only indirectly related to the im-
mediate question but it shows in action the very complex relation
of history to criticism

the dialogue on history as a critical tool is more inter-
esting for its record of the interaction among the five participants
than for the subtlety of thought it records the final meeting of
the symposium the only one in which the five participated to-
gether my memory of the exchange has beardsley getting the
worst of it but they seem much more equal in print than on the
platform the issues are raised and explored again but without real
resolution the fun is in the exploring

and the fun was in the exploring throughout the symposium
and is throughout the book those who take questions of art and
literature and criticism seriously will find in this book the inter-
changes among five remarkable people who also take them se-
riouslyriou sly in their unassuming introduction rugh and silva do
little to catch the excitement of their achievement in bringing the
symposium and this record into being this review is my tribute
to them for doing so their book will never hit the bestsellerbest seller
lists but it is important for those who value the life of art and
the life of the mind
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BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES isis a2 voicevolcevoicevolce for the community of latter
day saint scholars contributions dealing with LDS thought history theology
and related subjects will receivereceive first priority

BYU STUDIES isis a seriousserious venture into the study of the correlation of revealed
and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the spiritual and the inin-
tellectualtellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge BYU STUDIES welcomes articles
from all fields of learning they should be written for the informed nonspecialist
rather than the specialized reader inin the technical language of the field creative
work poetry short fiction drama isis also welcomed

except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000 words approx-
imately 15 double spaced typewritten pages manuscripts should conform to the
university of chicago press manual of style and footnotes should be placed on a

separate page at the end of the article
each author will receivereceive twenty offprintsoffprints and three copies of the number inin

which his contribution appears
send manuscripts to brigham young university dr charles D tate jr edi-

tor brigham young university studies a283 JKBA provo utah 84602

bigghambnghambiigham young university studies isis being listed inin current contents
behavioral social and management sciences
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